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ABSTRACT

During the 1970s, the term 'arc of crisis' was introduced to
describe the giant sickle of the globe that stretched from the Magreb to
Burma. Unfortunately, that description is as apt today as it was then.
Much of the territory encompassed by the expression'arc of crisis'may
be found at or near the Indian Ocean rim. Here are located some of the
poorest, least developed and least stable countries and some of the
most difficult bilateral disputes in the world.

In a climate in which much of the world is attempting to build
viable regional economic and security associations, the Indian Ocean
region has so far gone against the trend. At first glance, the prospects
for regionalism in the Indian Ocean do not appear promising. The
region has very little economic critical mass. It does not possess the
type of economic complementarity evident in APEC, NAFTA or the
European Union. But the Indian Ocean region is in the midst of
profound change - change that could potentially bring about more
robust regional perspectives.

Recent developments in the region include the admission of
South Africa to regional forums for the first time as a result of the
ending of Apartheid; the advent of economic liberalisation and higher
growth rates in the most populous sub-region of the Indian Ocean,
South Asia; the development of new and dynamic linkages between
South Asia and Southeast Asia; and the growing awareness among
Indian Ocean rim countries that they need to develop closer links in
order to gain a voice in a rapidly globalising world. These positive
developments have together promoted a tentative regional process.

It is a fundamental tenet of this book, however, that none of
these developments will have a lasting positive effect unless the deep-
seated problems of territory and nation that beset the region can be
ameliorated. While economic regionalisrn and a focus on
'comprehensive security' can assist in this process, in the final analysis,
the protagonists and competitors engaged in these disputes must
themselves decide that the time has come at least to downgrade the
level of disputation, if not actually to resolve their problems.
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PREFACE

This book is intended to provide an analysis of contemporary
security problems in the Indian Ocean region. As such, it does not
survey in detail a number of issues that normally come under the
rubric of 'comprehensive security'. We have chosen to focus primarily
on security in the more conventional sense because, in that sense, the
Indian Ocean is one of the most insecure places in the world today.

We do, however, to some extent cover those aspects of
'comprehensive security' that impact directly upon the security of
nations as it is understood in the conventional sense. Low intensity
conflict, and those problems that feed into it such as the proliferation
of small arms, illicit drugs and transmigration caused by resource and
population pressure, are all covered in this context. Environmental
issues are also examined, but strictly in the context of their propensity
to trigger conventional security problems. While there is certainly
scope for a detailed discussion of comprehensive security in the Indian
Ocean, such a discussion would require a different type of book.

The book was written by Sandy Gordon in close consultation
with Amin Saikal, Paul Dbb and Desmond Ball. This group
constituted the original team that prepared a number of papers
commissioned by the Australian Departnent of Foreign Affairs and
Trade (DFAT) for a conference on the Indian Ocean that took place in
Perth in ]une 1995. Although the book in its present form covers
considerably greater ground than the earlier work prepared on behalf
of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, it is based upon some
of this original work. Publication of this work was made possible by
kind permission of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

In addition to my fellow contributors to the Perth papers, who
have been named above, I would like to thank Robin Nair, D fohnson,
David Ambrose and |ohn Oliver of DFAT, all of whom were most
supportive throughout the enterprise. Sam Bateman provided
valuable advice on an early draft. All faults are, of course, my own.
Helen Hookey provided her usual high standard of editorial assistance
and Elza Sullivan assisted ably with word processing and formatting.
The figures were prepared by Keith Mitchell and Neville Minch in the



cartography unit, Research school of Pacific and Asian studies,

Australian National UniversitY.

For the PurPoses of this study, the Indian Ocean will include
the ocean itself, the island states it contains (excluding the French

territories of R6union and Mayotte), and all littoral nations excluding

those on the Red Sea. The Red Sea nations and the Middle East

proper, of which they are a part, tend to relate more closely to the

iul"ditor"t 
"an 

and Europe than they do to the Indian Ocean. While
we have not included Red sea nations in this study, we have included
those in the Persian Gulf. The Gulf is closely tied to the Indian Ocean

security system, since most of the oil that originates there is required to

transitihe Indian Ocean in order to reach its destination. The Gulf is

also an important factor in the wider Indian Ocean economy. Its oil-
rich nationi invest heavily in the Indian Ocean region and the region in
turn provides guest labour and technology fot their economies. Those

Indian Ocean 
-hinterland nations that relate closely to the littoral and

depend on the littoral for their economic and political well-being have

been included where it suits the purposes of the discussion to do so.
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INDIAN OCEAN SECURITY





INTRODUCTION

During the 1970s, the term 'arc of crisis' was introduced to
describe the giant sickle of the globe that stretched from the Magreb to
Burma. Unfortunately, that description is as apt today as it was then;
with the difference that the boundaries of this region of crisis have
now been pushed out to include parts of the former Soviet 'near

abroad' and sub-Saharan Africa.

Much of the territory encompassed by the expression 'arc of
crisis' may be found at or near the Indian Ocean rim. Here are to be

found some of the poorest, least developed and least stable countries
and some of the most difficult bilateral disputes in the world. Some of
these disputes, such as the one between India and Pakistan over
Kashmir, have nuclear overtones. Others impact upon the security of
oil, which in hrrn has global ramifications. Still others derive from
seemingly intractable ethnic, tribal and religious disputes, such as

those which occur in Somalia or Rwanda. Such disputes can have
devastating repercussions on well-being that resonate around the
globe through the international media. Added to these problems, the
region is relatively weak economically. The exception to all of these
ills besetting the Indian Ocean is, of course, the prosperous and
dynamic sub'region at the northeastern rim containing Southeast Asia
and Australia. But tNs latter region has tended to present its Pacific
rather than its Indian Ocean face to the world.

In a climate in which much of the world is attempting to build
viable economic and security associations on a regional basis, the
Indian Ocean has so far gone against the grain. At first glance, the
prospects for regionalism in the Indian Ocean do not aPPear

promising. The region has very little economic critical mass. It does
not possess the type of economic complementarity evident in either the
North American Free Trade Association (NAF[A) or the European
Union (EU). Against these negative trends, however, we should not
lose sight of the fact that the Indian Ocean is a region in the midst of
profound change - change that could potentially place it solidly into
world politics and facilitate the development of much more robust
regional perspectives.
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One of these changes is the introduction of economic

liberalisation in the most populous sub.region of the Indian ocean,
south Asia. south Asia collectively contains rnore people than china.
Its combined GNP is about $350 billion.l All maior South Asian

countries have rec€ntly adopted measures to liberalise their
economies, and sustainable growth rates in the region promise to be in
the order of at least 5-5 per cent, if not higher in some countries. All
are now fully-fledged or near fully-fledged democracies. Given this
background, investor nations have become far more interested in
south Asia than they were in the past and capital flows into the region

have increased.

A second factor that promises to affect change in the region is

the end of Apartheid in south Africa. This development holds out the
potential that one of the larger regional economies will eventu"lty E
opened out to world trade and investment. south Africa in turn holds

the key to the future prosperity of the whole of Southern Africa, an

area in which several nations, including Angola, Namibia and

Mozambique, have recently tentatively engaged in democratic politics.
The Souttr African economy holds the key because it is the only one
that can provide a 'make weight' for the other economies of the reSion.

South Africa's industries are, however, still heavily protected

following decade of Apartheid. The country also faces enormous

challenges in fully integrating Blacks into the economy while
maintaining necessary political stability. Nevertheless, the'coming
out, of Souitr Africa onto the international stage has had the effect of
raising outside interest and involvement in the southwest Indian
Ocean region and stimulating regionalism in Southern Africa.

A third development relates to the globalisation of media.

Globalisation means that events in parts of the world that were
previously regarded as strategic backwaters are now brought into the
iiving roorns of the rest of the world. In the case of the large, Westem
democracies such as the United States, crises in places such as Somalia,

Sudan and Rwanda now take on the aspect of pressure Points on
Western governments to act. Although the US administration seems

determined never again to become actively involved in so-called out of
the way places of little aPParent strategic concern, it will continue to
prove very difficult for the world to ignore major crises once they are

All dollar amounb are expressed in US dollars.
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introduced into the mass consciousness and conscience by the power
of modern electronic media.

A fourth development at the fringes of the Indian Ocean
region has been little noticed by strategic comrnentators. With the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the granting of independence to the
Central Asian Republics (CARs), these nations are now looking to
lessen their dependence on the Soviet successor state and find new
sources of supply and outlets for goods. They are looking to the south
- to the Indian Ocean - as the most practical means of accomplishing
this goal. Progressively, they are likely to become more closely linked
into the Southwest Asian economic and security system, and with it,
the Indian Ocean. At the same time, the emergence of the CARs has
initiated a vigorous competition between the leading littoral nations
through which this 'hinterland' might be expected to gain access to the
Indian Ocean, especially between Iran and Pakistan. This competition
has even become entangled in the internal politics of Afghanistan,
which provides the principal prospective means of access for Pakistan
to the CARs.

The fifth important development has also been little noticed
globally. This is the increasing tendency for the liberalising economies
of South Asia to develop linkages of trade, technology transfer and
investment with the vigorous economies of Southeast Asia. While
these new linkages are being built on what was previously a low base
of activity, they are occurring very rapidly. Initially, the East Asian
'miracle' was regarded as essentially an East Asian phenomenon.
Commentators may need to think of 'Asia' as a far more fungible
construct than they have done hitherto, however. The implications of
this development are as yet unclear, but they are likely to be far-
reaching.

Finally, the nations of the Indian Ocean are increasingly
feeling themselves to be left out in the economic cold as other regions
progressively develop regional trading regimes and constitute formal
organisations to accommodate them. Although the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) purports to give the poorer developing nations a
'level playing field' for the first time, many of these nations are highly
suspicious of the capacity of the new regime to provide them with a
fair deal. Indeed, they have come to view the concerns within Western
nations about issues such as the conditions of labour and the
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environment as a new means of introducing 'non-tariff barriers' in
order to counter the growing competitiveness of the developing world.
Those developing countries located at the Indian Ocean rim have also

begun to regard the provision of the WTO that allows trade blocs to
deny most favoured nation (MFN) status to countries outside their
respective blocs as highly threatening, even though most blocs, with
the exception of the EU, do not in practice deny MFN status. Equally,
however, successful regional organisations such as the EU stand as

exemplars of what might be achieved, given sufficient willpower and
goodwill. Both of these factors have conspired to raise regional
consciousness and improve the prospects for regionalism in the Indian
Ocean region (lOR).

It is the fundamental tenet of this work, however, that none of
these positive trends will count unless the extremely difficult security
environment in the IOR can be ameliorated. This view tends to run
counter to current thinking, which, according to Ball,

frequently [asserts] that a liberal economic order
substantially discourages the use of force among states and
hence sustains an international security system which avoids
major conflict and war...2

In the context of attempts to build an Indian Ocean regime, the
view that there is a direct and positive relationship between economic
integration and a more benign security environment has been heavily
subscribed by scholars and officials alike.3 This is largely because,
given the extremely difficult security environment in the region, the
development of closer trade seems to be the only viable way to achieve
any form of regionalism. Moreover, in developing policy, officials and
scholars can look to the long record of peace and stability in two other
regions that have developed regional associations - the Asia-Pacific
and Western Europe.

Desmond Ball, 'Economics and Security: Towards Greater Cooperation in the
Asia/Pacific Region', unpublished paper, Strategic and Defmce Studies Centre,
Australian National University, 1993, pp.2-3. Ball cites the work of John Edelman
Spero, Robert Gilpin, Klaus Knorr and J.S. Nye.
The history of these attempts will be explored more fully in the second part of the
book. Even a perceptive writer such as Hasyim Djalal states that now that the
Cold War is over and that countries are concentrating on economic issues 'it
should be relatively easy to forSe such a regional cooperation in the Indian Ocean'.
See'Towards Indiin Ocean Cooperation', IaLaila Post,28 February 195.
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The role of economic interdependence in security building is
highly complex, however, especially in a region such as the Indian
Ocean in which there remain deep-seated, unresolved issues of
territory and nation.4 Moreover, the empirical record on the
relationship in history is at best opaque. According to Buzan,
'historical realities have done violence to classical liberal
assumptions about free trade and intemational harmony of interest'.s
Furthermore, as both Dibb and Ball point out, economic
interdependence can be either an asset or a cross to bear in terms of
security, depending on the form it takes.6 Interdependence in which
one player perceives itself to be disadvantaged, or in the context of
over-all decline of all of the players, can be very different in its effects
to interdependence in which all ships are perceived to 'rise on the
same tide'. But equally, it is possible to demonstrate that economic
interdependence cdn facilitate greater general exchange, and hence
understanding, by providing for a more intense level of interaction
between leaders and officials and by benefit of analogy.T

At the very least, the complexity of the relationship between
economic interdependence and security should stand as a warning
shot across the bows of those who perceive economic interdependence
to be a panacea for the ills that beset a region such as the Indian Ocean.
Intractable issues of territory and nation can, and often do, suppress
the economic imperative, as they have done in the case of the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC). SAARC would
have much to gain and little to lose by developing into an effective
regional association. As such, it would be better able to address
vexatious cross-border issues that trouble all South Asian nations, such
as international drug trafficking and the international trade in arms. A
functioning SAARC would not necessarily provide a highly effective
trading bloc (it is too small for that), but it would at least give the
South Asian nations a far stronger and more coherent voice in key
international forums such as the WTO. It would mean that key
groupings such as the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum

These complexities are admirably explored in Ball, 'Economics and Security'.
Barry Buzan, 'Economic structures and international security: the limits of the
tibeial case', /n tematbnal Organizatbn, Vol. 38, No. 4, Autumn 1984, p. ffl.
See Paul Dibb, Touarils a New Bahnce of Pouter in Asia, Adelphi Paper No. 295
(Oxford University Press for the International Institute for Strategic Sh,rdies,
Oxfor4 1995),p.20; Ball,'Economics and Security', p.5.
See BalL 'Economics and Security', p.62.

4
5

6
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(APEC) would more readily accePt a larger engagement with South
Asia - one that did not bring with it the risk of transposing the
fratricidal India-Pakistan dispute into the Pacific region. It would also

open out the possibility for the nations of South Asia to achieve a far
higher degree of synergism with the energy and capital-rich nations of
Southwest Asia than they have been able to achieve so far. Yet SAARC
has not flourished during the past decade precisely because the key
issues of territory and nation that divide the region have not been
addressed. As in the Middle East, sooner or later such issues must be

dealt with, whether under the auspices of SAARC or by some other
means.

Even in the case of the Pacific, which is, on the whole, a more
benign security environment than the Indian Ocean, it is now
recognised by the ASEAN and APEC powers that an endeavour must
be made to ameliorate some of the more difficult regional security
issues, even as work progresses on developing APEC. In the Asia-
Pacific, there are now a variety of official and non-official mechanisms
seeking to address security issues, such as the ASEAN post-ministerial
meetings, the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), and the non-official
Council for Security and Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP).

It is important to recognise, however, that at least in the early
stages, security discussions should focus on less controversial areas
that come under the rubric of 'comprehensive security'.
Comprehensive security is now reasonably well understood in the
Asia-Pacific, where the term is used to incorporate issues such as

environmental degradation and pollution, particularly in the marine
context; prevention of smuggling and piracy, maritime safety and
search and rescue; and measures designed to prevent the spread of
crime, drugs, illegal movement of people and communicable diseases.
The very term'comprehensive'denotes the multilateral nature of the
issues to be addressed, just as it indicates that only those issues that
will tend to enhance mutual security would be brought onto the
agenda.

The term 'comprehensive security' is still widely
misinterpreted in the Indian Ocean, however. In that region it is

commonly thought to involve destabilising reference to difficult
bilateral security disputes. That this is so is evidenced by the sceptical
way in which the benign and fruitful comprehensive security
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discussions were treated by officials and press alike following the
Intemational Forum on the Indian Ocean Region 0FIOR) meeting in
Perth in |une 1995. That is not to say that a fully mature
comprehensive security dialogue might not eventually tackle
conventional security issues; but rather that it would only do so once
the time were right and with the consent of all parties. Nor is it to
assert that comprehensive security discussions need necessarily take
place in isolation from other forms of regionalism. They could, for
example, ride on the back of discussions about trade issues, since most
comprehensive security issues touch upon the free exchange of trade
and the viability of trade regimes. Indeed, this type of anangement
would be eminently suited to the early stages of regionalism in the
Indian Ocean.

This book is written in two parts. The first describes and
analyses past and current security trends in the Indian Ocean. In the
second part, we examine various attempts to establish closer regional
cooperation in the Indian Ocean and canvass some of the prospective
ways in which regionalism might be taken forward. Finally, we
examine the prospects of the Indian ftean as a region.





CHAPTER 1

THE INDIAN OCEAN AS A SECURITY
SYSTEM

Characteristics of the Indian Ocean

At 73.5 million square kilometres, the Indian Ocean is the
smallest of the world's three great oceans. The Indian ocean region
cunently comprises some 35 independent nations, not including those
bordering onto the Red Sea or the French possessions of R6union and
Mayotte, but including some land-locked hinterland countries such as
Zimbabwe, Afghanistan, Nepal and Bhutan. The total population of
these nations is 1.75 billion, or approximately one-third of total global
population. The countries that comprise this region vary enormously
in size, economic capacity and state of development. At one end of the
spectrum they include micro island states like Seychelles, with only
70,000 people, while at the other there are giants like India, with a
population of over 900 million. The IOR also contains some of the
poorest nations,like Mozambique, with a per capita GNp of only $80,
and some of the richest, like the oil-rich United Arab Emirates, with a
per capita GNP of over $20000. But generally, the Indian Ocean
littoral is a poor and underdeveloped part of the world - in the words
of Buzan, one noted for the fact that it is 'occupied entirely by
relatively weak states'.l The profile of countries at the Indian oceatt
rim may be seen from Table 1:1.

In terms of the proportion of global population in poverty
(that is, with an income below $370 at 1985 prices), the situation in and
around the Indian ocean has worsened considerably since 1950 and is
expected to continue to deteriorate over the next 30 years. Whereas in
1960 sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia
contained approximately 30 per cent of the global population in
p9-verty, by 1990 the percentage had grown to about 40 per cent. By
2025,it is expected to grow to iust under one.half.2 Although not all

1

2

F*y Pyrll 4- Sea of Trouble_s? tuurces ol Dispute in the New Ocean Regime,Adelphi
PaperNo.l43 (lnternational Institute for Straiegic Studies, London, IhU, p.gl. '
Alan Thomas et al., Thiril Worlil Atlas (Open University press, Buckinghim, 2nd
edn 1994), estimated from the pi graph on page 73.
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of the nations included within this particular survey lie on or near the
Indian Ocean rim, many do, and the situation is generally true of the

IOR. What this underlines is the fact that, increasingly, the IOR is
likely to be the leading venue of international efforts in the area of
development, poverty alleviation and peacekeeping.

Ironically, while the profile of most Indian Ocean rim
countries is one of under-devclopment, the region itself is resource
rich. The most important of these resources is oil, which is located
principally in the Gulf/Southwest Asia region. The Gulf region alone

iontains iS per cent of the world's easily recoverable reserves of oil.3
Proven global oil reserves grew during the 1980s by about 50 per cent'
OPEC reserves, however, came to comprise a higher overall
percentage of global reserves, rising from 55 to 85 Per cent of the total
over the decade. Sixty per cent of this OPEC growth was in the Culf.
Moreover, just five states in the Gulf control over two-thirds of all oil
reserves. The importance of Gulf oil is expected to rise still further
with the discovery of substantial new reserves in Saudi Arabia and
Iraq, and with US, Russian and Chinese rcscrves running down

,rapidly.a

Additionally, the geological formations in various rim
countries that constituted the former super-continent of Gondwana
(Australia, India and South Africa), favour mineral resources. These

countries contain significant reserves of ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, including gold, silver, copPer and iron ore. Australia and
South Africa -are also rich in coal reserves, with Australia being the
largest global exporter of coal. Australia, South Africa and Burma are

rich in gem stones and Malaysia has the world's largest resources of
tin.

The region also contains significant resources of so-called
'strategic' minerals - minerals difficult to obtain elsewhere, but
important in highly specialised areas of manufacturing. These include

3

4

Andrew Rathmell, 'The Struggle for Control of Gulf Oil',lane's Intelligence Reaiew,
Vol.7, No.8, August 1995.
Paul Rogers, 'Oil and Security in the Persian Guif , Tlu Iranian lounal of
Internatbnal Affairs,Yol. V, Nos 3 and 4, Fall/Wnter 7993/94;Zalmay Khalilzad,
'The United States and the Persian Gulf: Preventing Regional Hegemony',
Suroioal, Yol. 37, No. 2, Summer 1995, p. 95. See also Edward L. Morse, The
Coming Oil Revolution', Foreign Affairs, Yol.69, No.5, 190/91; and Jasjit Singh,
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chromite (essential in the manufacture of stainless steel and super
alloys in hot sections of jet engines), manganese ore (used in the
manufacture of all steels) and the platinum group of metals (used in
pollution control devices). The only world suppliers of the platinum
group are South Africa and Russia. Unlike chromite, this group is not,
however, essential for defence-related indushies. Of world reserves of
chromium, almost all are to be found in two Indian Ocean countries,
Zimbabwe and South Africa.s The Indian Ocean itself contains the
world's richest potential for seabed mining, particularly of manganese
nodules.

_ As well as great contrasts of wealth and poverty, the Indian
Ocean rim contains a highly eclectic range of ethnicities, religions,
languages and political systems. All of the world's major religioni and
an extremely rich collection of local religions and sects are to be found
at the rim. It is this eclecticism that makes the region so difficult to
categorise as a separate entity, other than one connected by the waters
of the Indian Ocean.

The Indian Ocean as a Securify System
The Indian Ocean does not function as a true security system.

Rather, it is comprised of a number of 'security complexes', to use the
term coined by Buzan and Rizvi. Security complexes are defined as
regions in which the internal 'amity+nmity' lines are more powerful
than the external amity-enmity lines.5 Although the security
gomplexes of the Indian Ocean have not traditionilly been closely
linked to each other, in recent years this has been changing and morb
intense patterns of interaction are starting to emerge.

The most important of the Indian Ocean security complexes
are the Southern Africa complex, the East Africa/Horn of Africa
complex, the Gulf/Southwest Asia complex, the South Asia complex,
and the Southeast Asia/Australasia complex.T Although the Indian

'Indian Ocean, Oil and Security', Strakgic Arulysis, Vol. XV, No.8, November 1992,
- p.699.

' Ery1n Anderson, 'The Key Strategic Mineral', lanc's Intelligence Rnitw,November
. 792,pp.514.15.
" Bry pulan a1$ Gowher Rizvi, Soulft Asian Inxcarity end the Great powers (St

" 
Martin's Press, New York,1986), p.9 and pp.15-17.

' Some_ might argue whether AusEalasia is really part of the Southeast Asian
complex. However, in recent history, the linkages have become increasingly close.
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Ocean islands share similar problems and concems, they are too

disbursed to comprise a true security complex. Some of them, such as

Mauritius, Seych-elles, Comores and Madagascar, relate closely to
Southern Afrka and the external Power, France, while others, like

Maldives and Sri lanka, relate to South Asia. Still others such as

cocos and christmas islands are Australian territory, while R6union

and Mayotte are part of metropolitan France. The strategically
important Chagos Archipelago, containing the atoll of Diego Garcia, is

British territory on lease to the United States.

While the predominant security concerns tend to be found

within complexes, complexes are in turn linked with each other with
varying degrees of intensity. Thus the linkages between sorrthwest
asia ana south Asia are in many respects quite intense, with Pakistan

providing the principal nexus between the two. Islamabad has for
hany years developed a strategy of attempting to ensure that the

Southwest Asian powers have a stake in South Asian security in order

to provide a 'mak-e weight' in respect of Indian Power. But even India
hai developed its links into the Gulf region, where it buys oil, provides
guest workers, trades and attempts to parry the diplomatic thrust of
Pakistan.

Although the linkage between south Asia and southeast Asia

has not traditionally been close, this also is changing in th! context of a

highly fluid regionil situation following the end of the cold war. In
the cbntext of India's liberalising economy and the collapse of the

Soviet Union, New Delhi is starting to establish dynamic new

relationships to its east, particularly with some of the ASEAN Powers.
The most important of these bilateral relationships involve India on the

one hand, and Singapore and Malaysia on the other. But even the

Thai-Indian and Indonesian-Indian relationships, which have in the
past been cool, have recently started to improve.

The links between the Southern Africa complex and South

Asia have traditionally been weaker still. But they too are now being

developed, particularly in light of new relationships being forged

between India and South Africa made possible by the ending of
Apartheid. Linkages between the Gulf and East Africa/the Horn of
Airica extend back many centuries, during which the dhow trade
carrying spices and slaves passed up the East African coast into the
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Gulf. There are also long-established shipping routes across the Red
Sea to Yemen.

Although the links between the Southeast Asia/Australasia
complex and Africa were traditionally very weak, they have recently
been strengthened in the context of the ending of Apartheid and of
recent UN activities in Somalia and Rwanda. Australia's development
assistance programme in Africa has also increased in recent years.
Within the Southeast Asia/Australia complex, the links between
Australia and the ASEAN nations, including in security matters, have
been growing in intensity. In many respects, the two complexes have
now merged.

As well as traditionally having had weak linkages between its
security complexes, the Indian Ocean is different in another important
respect from most other geopolitical regions. In the northwest Pacific,
four large powers - China, fapan, Russia and the United States - vie
for influence and to an extent balance each other's power. In Europe
there are also a number of relatively powerful states such as Germany,
France, Britain and ltaly.

In the Indian Ocean, on the other hand, India is a much more
substantial power than its neighbours. The Indian economy is five and
a half times larger than Pakistan's and its population is over seven
times larger. Australia, which has a slightly larger GDP than India
when measured in conventional terms, is a distant power and one with
a strictly limited potential as a major regional player because of its
small population of 19 million. India, moreover, has a far larger
economy when measured in terms of purchasing power parity (PPP).

Australia's traditional sense of 'distance' from the Indian Ocean is
increased by the fact that almost 90 per cent of its population lives on
the Pacific seaboard, several thousand kilometres from the Indian
Ocean. Although China is contiguous to India, it is difficult for China
and India to engage strategically, at least in terms of conventional
warfare, because of the natural barrier of the Himalaya mountains.
The only other region to exhibit the same degree of asymmetry as the
Indian Ocean is the Americas. The respective military capabilities of
the major Indian Ocean powers are provided by Table 1.2.
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Indian Ocean Traile anil Its Relationship to Seadty
As we discuss in greater detail below, even India does not

currently possess a navy capable of substantial power proiection. Its
two aircraft carriers are capable of taking only vertical-short take-off
and landing (VSTOL) aircraft and one of them is now inactive. Its
ability to sustain the navy at sea and to uplift large numbers of troops
by sea is strictly limited. Its poor logistics does not enable it to project
credible military power at any great distance for any sustained period.
At the same time, land-based capabilities in the Gulf and in Southeast
Asia have grown substantially since the end of the Cold War.

This limited capability of the largest regional nation means
that the only powers capable of exercising a true pan-oceanic role have
in the past been the external powers - principally the United States and
former Soviet Union. Today, this role is confined to the United States.
This lack of indigenous force prolection capabilities between
complexes means that, in practical terms, there is very little interaction
between various security complexes in a way that relates directly to
security. Indeed, in terms of the role of indigenous Indian Ocean
players, most security-type activity is confined either within the
boundaries of the respective complexes or else is conducted in
coniunction with the large outside powers or the United Nations.

In terms of the trading interests of the larger external players
and indigenous powers, however, there is a coherent pan-Indian
Ocean security architecture. Indeed, in one important sense the Indian
Ocean can be seen to be 'stitched together' by the trade routes that
cross it. This is particularly true of the security of the trade routes in
oil.

There are three major components to Indian Ocean trade.
First, there is what we might call 'trans-oceanic trade', that is, trade
passing through the India Ocean, largely between Europe and Asia.
This trade passes mostly either through the Suez Canal and thence up
through the Southeast Asian straits of Malacca, Sunda or Lombok; or
else around the Cape of Good Hope, and thence up to the Asian straits.
Alternatively, having passed through Suez or around Africa, the route
might branch off to Australia. Trans-oceanic trade forms the vast bulk
of the trade carried by the Indian Ocean. Indeed, the Indian Ocean
could aptly be termed the intcrnational 'transit lounge' of global trade.
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Indian Ocean trade routes, along with annual tonnages, are illustrated
by Figures 1.1 and 1.2.
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Figure 1.4: Annual tonnage handled between principal ports in the
Indian Ocean.
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The second type of Indian ocean trade is in oil. This trade

flows mainly out of ihe Persian Gulf and thence splits roughly 50:50

between Europe and East/southeast Asia. Following the closure of
the Suez Canai at the time of the 1957 Middle East war, most oil bound

for Europe now passes around the cape of Good Hope. oil bound for

East Asii follows a similar route to other cargo; that is, around the

south Asian peninsula and thence through the Asian straits. oil trade

routes are illustrated by Figure 1'3.

A third type of Indian Ocean trade consists of intra-regional

trade. This trade reflects pattcrns that go well back into historical

times. According to McPherson:

For millennia, maritime activity operated along a wide arc

stretching from southeast Africa and Madagascar to southeast
Asia, enibling pmple to travel the ocean and leading to an

intermingling ol cultures, technologies, religions and trading
goods.s

This Indian ocean basin trade is changing in character in

recent years, with the emergence of important regional trading.'hubs'.
Figure 1.4 provides an inlight into the tonnage handled by th9

principal Indian ocean ports in terms of intra-Indian ocean trade. It
ian be seen from Figure 1.4 that the three most important destinations

of intra-Indian Ocean trade are the Gulf ports (reflecting obviously the

high level of trade in oil), Colombo and Singapore, with the latter two

triving emerged as important points of regional re-export and

distribution. rne emergence of these 'hubs' is indicative of a larger

change, one which has ieen the rise in the amount of intra-regional
trade, particularly as manifest within the Australia/southeast Asia

complel, and between Australia/Southeast Asia and South Asia,

south Asia and southwest/central Asia, and southwest/central Asia

and Southeast Asia. Furthermore, recent years have also witnessed a

rise in both intra-industry trade within the IOR and in the level of
direct foreign investment (DFI). These developments are still on a

relatively mi.or scale, however, in comparison to the development of
intra-regional trade and investment in other major globa! regions such

as the Asia-Pacific. They are discussed more fully in the final chapter.

Quoted in Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, 'The Indian
&ean: World and Region', Working Paper No. 1, International Forum on the

Indian Ocean Region, Canbcrra, 1993, p.3.
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One noteworthy feature of Indian Ocean trade is that a
considerable volume has to pass through straits, some of which
constihrte'choke points'. The most important of these are the Straits of
Hormuz at the entrance to the Persian Gulf, the Straits of Malacca
between Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula, and the Sunda and
Lombok Straits between the Indonesian islands of Sumatra/Java and
Bali/tombok respectively. The Suez Canal and Bab al Mandab, which
mark the northerly and southerly entrances of the Red Sea
respectively, are also important. As mentioned above, however, a
good deal of the Indian Ocean trade now passes around the Cape of
Good Hope. Table 1.3 provides information on maior Indian Ocean
straits.

Table 1.3: Length, width, depth and tonnage carried annually of
major Indian Ocean straits

Strait Length Width
(narrowest

point)

Depth Tonnage
(tonnes)

Hormuz

Malacca 400 n. mls

Sunda/Lombok

Suez 103 miles

Bab al Mandab

20 n. mls

8 miles

179 feet

26 km

235 tt 246,784,638
(W to E)

25 ft 624,092,054
(W to E)

165,292,959
(N to S)

38 ft see Bab al
Mandab

200 m 375,307,103
(w to E)

Sources: Various, induding data provided by the Australian Department of Defence, for
tonnages.

Of these straits, by far the most significant from the strategic
point of view is the Straits of Hormuz. Unlike all of the other straits,
the Straits of Hormuz would be very difficult to bypass should they for
any reason be closed to traffic. Although some oil could be piped out
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of the Gulf to the Red Sea and Mediterranean (see Figure 1.5), these
pipelines would not be capable of carrfng the requisite volume to
meet global requirements.

On the other hand, even should all three maior Southeast
Asian straits be closed (an unlikely event), the international trading
system could cope with the need to re-direct sea lines of
communication (SLOCs) around Australia, which would entail an
additional 3,000 nautical miles, just as it adapted to the need to re-
direct Suez trade around the Cape of Good Hope after the closure of
Suez following the 1957 Middle East war, a closure that entailed an
additional sea voyage of about 4,5(X) nautical miles. This basic
flexibility of Indian ocean trade underlines the fact that there is
considerable latitude in which to ply trade in the waters to the south of
the principal choke points. This degree of latitude would make it very
difficult for any littoral nation actually to interdict trade over an
extended period in these expanses of water.

In terms of purely strategic considerations, however, any
closure of the southeast Asian straits would be more serious. such an
event could add to steaming time into the Indian Ocean by
approximately ten days - a period that could have crucial
consequences in the event of a crisis in the Gulf or South Asia. By way
of example, had the straits been closed to the Enterryise task force in
7977, the US forces would have arrived too late to influence events in
the war that was then in progress between India and pakistan.
However, it needs to be reiterated that it is difficult to envisage
circumstances in which all three Southeast Asian straits might be
closed.

The Straits of Malacca is not only important from a strategic
perspective, but also by virtue of the sheer volume of traffic that passes
through it - a situation that has earned it the sobriquet'iron highway'.
The importance of the Straits to Japan, which derives nearll Z0 per
cent of its crude oil from the Gulf, is evidenced by the fact that Toliyo
has long desired to construct an oil pipeline across the Kra Isthmus in
Southern Thailand, a move that has hitherto been resisted by Bangkok.
It is, however, perhaps an exaggeration to describe the Shaits as a
'dagger at the fapanese heart'.9 In a recent move, Malaysia has also put

9 
J.P. Anand,'Indian C
April_June 19g4,p.r)ccan: 

Strategic Waterways', Strategic Ana.ysrs, Vol' XVI, No. 4,
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forward a scheme involving oil refineries and pipelines designed to

transfer trade across the Malay peninsula. This scheme aPPears to

have more to do with the desire to divert some of Singapore's valuable

petrochemical and oil refining business than it has with any purely

strategic consideration, however.

The Suez Canal is also vulnerable as a strategic waterway'
Besides its undoubted commercial importance, it is significant as a link
between US and European Mediterranean forces and the Gulf theatre.

For example, at the stirt of the 1990-91 Gulf crisis, the USS Dwight D'

Eisathower carier battle group was quickly despatched to the Gulf

through the Canal as partbf the'trip wire' force initially interposed by

Washi-ngton. It is noi hard to envisage other circumstances in which
Egypt would not allow the waterway to be used in this way, however,
piiticutarly should the forces of radical Islam become stronger in that

country.

Despite the seeming vulnerability of some of the choke points

of the Indian Ocean, the region is not generally considered to be at the

'hub' of global security. Although students of strategic studies are

fond of quoting Mahan's dictum to the effect that he who controls the

Indian Oceur, c-ontrols the world, that particular point of view derived

from the existence of the great nineteenth-century empires - the British

and Tsarist Russian - bothiof which required transit through the Indian

Ocean. Implicit also was a firm belief in the efficacy of the_'gun boat'

diplomacyihen practised by large navies.lO Today, the Indian Ocean

is distant- from the major locations of world Power, such that littoral
navies have a 3:1 advantage over the maior external fleets in terms of

the amount of paholling they can accomplish for an equivalent sailing

time.ll But despite its l,ocation away from maior centres of power, for
a period during the Cold War the Indian Ocean emerged.as a venue

foi intense supe.po*er competition, with generally deleterious results
in terms of ttre inhux of arms into the region. The repercussions of this

perid are still being felt, from Afghanistan to Somalia.

K. Subrahmanyam, 'Arms Limitation in the Indian Ocean: Retrospect, and
Prospect'in Selig S. Harrison and K. Subrahmanyam (&sl, SuprVounr Rioalry in

the inilian oceai: Indian anil American Perspeitioes (oxford university Press,

Oxfor4 1989),p.242.
Anon, ;The IVZSOO Demonstration', Asia-Pacift Defenx Forum, Winter 799'l-92,

p.38; and Vice Admiral M.K. Roy (Ret'd), 'The Indian Navy from the Bridge', Us

N aml I ns ti tute Proceedin gs, Y ol 1 1 6 / 3 / 1045, Ma rch'i.990' pI 4.
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Evolution of Superpower Competition in the Indian Ocean

Following the end of the Second World War, the Indian Ocean
began to assume a new salience in world politics. One important
factor in this change was the way in which control of the Middle East
and Gulf oil fields had emerged as a key strategic issue during the war.
Although most fighting had been focused on the Mediterranean and
North Africa, which Germany had sought to control, one of the
principal aims of German strategy had been to interdict the flow of oil
to Britain.

It was only a matter of time after the end of the war before the
global dimension of the Cold War broadened the theatre of
competition to incorporate the Persian Gulf and surrounding waters as
well as North Africa and the Meditenanean. Even during the
Molotov-Ribbentrop talks in 1940, Moscow had evinced an interest in
the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean.l2 By the mid-1950s, the Western
powers sought to contain Soviet expansionism into the Indian Ocean
through pacts such as the South East Asian Treaty Organisation
(SEATO) and the Baghdad Pact and its successor, the Central Treaty
Organisation (CENTO).

The first quasi-permanent Soviet presence in the Indian Ocean
(other than for transiting purposes) was marked by the
commencement of oceanographic expeditions in 1955. Subsequent to
that, ships from the Black Sea Fleet entered the Indian Ocean in order
to support the Soviet space prograrnme. The Soviets also maintained a
presence because they regarded the northern waters of the Indian
Ocean as potential launch points for US Polaris and Poseidon
submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs). There is little evidence,
however, that any deployments of SLBMs ever took place.

Following the British announcement in 7967 of their intention
to abandon their policy of dominating the Indian ftean'East of Suez',
the Soviet presence intensified and became permanent. A typical
Soviet deployment in those years was a guided missile destroyer, two
destroyer escorts, an attack submarine, minesweepers, and various

12 See Amin Sa*al, TIu Ri* anit FaII of the Sftatr (Princeton University Press,
Princeton, 1980), pp. 19-35; Parliament of the C-ommonwealth of Ausbalia,
Australia and tlu Indian Oaan Rcgion, Report of the Senate Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Defence, Parliamentary Paper No. 3n/1975 (C-ommonwealth
Printer, Canberra, 19TI), p.73.
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support and amphibious vessels, averaging 14 to 18 ships. In order to

support these forces, the soviets established a facility at Berbera in
somatia. This facility gained in importance with the re-opening of the

Suez Canal. The Soviet Union also had use of facilities of the former

British naval base at Aden and the island of scotra, both within the

People's Democratic Republic of Yemcn.l3

The US strategy in the 1960s and 1970s was to maintain a small

presence, but periodically to dcmonstrate a larger capability' The

move by the Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OAPEC) to raise-oil prices in 1973-74 created some alarm in the West

about the possibili$ of Gulf oil actually being cut off. President Carter

subsequently responded with Prcsidential Directive 18 of 1977, which
directed the defence chiefs to identify forces that could be deployed
into the Gulf should the necd arisc. Meanwhile, a small Permanent
presence, consisting of several frigates operating from Bahrain and a

iupport vessel, designated MIDEASTFOR, had been established. The

uniiea states also giined control of the atoll of Diego Garcia in 1966,

when Britain provided the territory for the use of US forces rent free.

\n1,971, the United States constructcd a communication facility on the

atoll. Eventually, facilities were extended to include a dredged
anchorage sufficient to accommodate a carrier battle group; 320,000

barrel oil storage facilities with an additional 380,000 storage of

aviation fuel; ammunition storage; workshops and general

warehousingi long range, high-frequcncy communications facilities;
living quarters foi eOO personnel; a 4,000 metre runway; and hangar
and servicing areas - in all, a magnificcnt mid-ocean facility'

At times of crisis or strcss, US deployments into the Indian

Ocean increased substantially. For example, during the 1971 Indo-

Pakistan war the US deploycd the Enterprise cartier battle group into
the Bay of Bengal, where it remained until january 1972. Another task

force entered the Indian Ocean during the 1973 Yom Kippur war'14

From the perspective of the United States, the 1973 war increased

substantialiy the salience of the Indian Ocean in strategy. During that

war, a number of European nations had denied the United States

landing rights and staging facilities, making it more difficult for

Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Austtalia and the Inilian Ocean

Fegbn,pp.111-17; US Deparhnent of Defense, Sooiet Mililary Powet: Prosrycts fot
CtingeisAs (Department of Defense, Washington DC,_l989), p. 121.

US Dlpartment bf Defense, hoiet Military Powet,pp.127-3.
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Washington to support its ally, Israel. In this context, the so-called
'west about route'through the Indian Ocean into the Middle East took
on an important dimension.l5

During the 1970s, the maior external powers also sought to
develop networks of facilities and bases to support their Indian Ocean
fleets. The French stationed 4,000 troops and Mirage combat aircraft in
Djibouti in the Red Sea. Djibouti continues to be an important facility,
both because of its location near the Bab-'al-Mandab Straits and
because of its role as a staging post for French forces bound for
R6union and Mayotte.ls Britain deployed forces into the Gulf and
placed military resources in Oman. The United States already had a
key communication facility at Kagnew in Ethiopia (later redundant
because of satellite communications). By 7976, however, with the
coming to power of the Communist Mengistu goverrunent, Ethiopia
abrogated its agreements with the United Shtes and admitted the
Soviets, who subsequently developed a facility on Dahlak Island in the
Red Sea. The United States startd to supply arms to Somalia, which
promptly invaded Ethiopia, forcing Washington to reverse its decision.
The Soviets meanwhile pumped nearly $2 billion worth of arms into
Ethiopia and Cuba despatched 17,W0 soldiers. The United States
resumed its support for Somalia in exchange for use of Berbera but
never actually developed substantial facilities there. Effectively, both
clients had changed superpower partners by the end of the decade.17

In 7979, two events occurred in rapid succession that further
increased the salience of the Indian Ocean in world politics. First, the
Shah of lran fell, ushering in a period during which the West feared
that contending forces could leave Iran vulnerable to Soviet influence.
Second, as if to reinforce the perception of a Soviet Union poised to
seize the vulnerable oil fields of the Gulf, the Soviets invaded
Afghanistan in December 1979, thus ending a period of relative ddtente
in superpower relations.

Harrison and Subrahmanyam (eds), Superpwer Riulry in the Indian Oceen, pp.22-
3.

fames Wyllie, 'Djibouti - Friction and Instability', lane's Inalligarce Rnin4
December 7992, pp. 552-3.
Terrence P. Lyons, 'The Horn of Africa Regional Politics: A Hobbesian World'in
W. Howard Wriggins (ed.), Dynonics of Rcgional Politics: Four Systems on the Indian
Ocean Rim (Columbia University ltess, New York, 7992), pp. 192-3.
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President Carter reacted to these events initially by declaring -

in what became known as the Carter Doctrine - that the United States

would resist, by force if necessary, any Soviet attack or intervention in
the Persian Gulf region. He then announced the creation of a Rapid

Deployment |oint Task Force (the RDF). Next, he strengthened US

nanal forces in the Persian Gutf (MIDEASTFOR) from three to five
warships and raised the frequenry of naval deployments into the
Indian Ocean.

By January 1983, the RDF included four and a half army
divisions, one and a half Marine amphibious forces, seven tactical

fighter wings, two strategic bomber squadrons, three carrier battle
gioups and a new seParate unified headquarters, US Central
eommand (CENTCOM), which has responsibility covering the Gulf'
The Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Forces (CINCPAC) continued to be
responsible for the Indian and Pacific oceans. Of course, most of these

forces were located well away from the Gulf and Indian Ocean

theatres, but were'earmarked' for deployment into the Gulf should the
need arise.

Sealift capability into the Gulf was also increased sharply in
the mid-1980s. Eight large container ships were converted into fast

sealift support ships, capable of transporting military equipment for an

entire division. Some of this equipment was pre-positioned at Diego

Garcia.18 Other forces were pre-positioned on ships nearer the United
States. By 7986, 13 ships constituted a permanent Maritime
Prepositioned Force at Diego Garcia and Guam, the latter being
regarded as a 'swing zone' being able to suPPort deployments
thioughout the West Picific, Southeast Asia and the Middle East.le By

the late 1980s, CENTCOM was further expanded until it had some

300,000 personnel assigned to it. Logistical pre-positioning was
integral to the RDF strategy and the Indian Ocean was in turn integral
to pre-positioning.

The developments of 1979, which had brought Soviet forces to
within only about 600 kilomehes of the Gulf, ushered in a period of
intensified competition between the superpowers in the Indian Ocean
in which each vied with the other in order to gain influence with

Ross Babbagg 'India's Strategic Development: Issues for the Western Powers' in
Babbage and Gordon (eds), lndia's Strategic Future, p.155.
Rogers, 'Oil security in the Persian Gulf', pp. 73&1.
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regional states and access to facilities and bases that went along with
that influence. New or additional US facilities acquired in this phase
of the Cold War were located at Berbera, Mombassa in Kenya and
Oman. Other Indian Ocean nations, such as the islands off Southeast
Africa, particularly Seychelles, were subject to constant speculation
that one or other of the superpowers was about to acquire bases or
facilities intended to enable domination of the strategic trade routes
around Africa and through the Mozambique Channel.

Although the end of the Cold War has resulted in a general
retreat in the role of the external powers in the wider Indian Ocean (as

distinct from the Gulf), the Cold War has left a generally pernicious
legacy in the region. In particular, it has left a plethora of
sophisticated weapons and small arms in the hands of the client states
of both sides. As we shall see, this was to have a highly destabilising
effect once the discipline imposed by the respective patrons was no
longer present.

Today it is estimated that 180,000 Somalis are armed, Iargely
as a legacy of the Cold War. According to one account, an imputed
value of $2 billion worth of arms was pumped into Angola by the
Soviet Union at the height of the civil war there, while UMTA was
also armed heavily by South Africa and the United States. The civil
war in Mozambique was fuelled in a similar fashion.20 The history of
arms imports into two extremely poor countries, Ethiopia and Somalia,
which would otherwise not have been able to afford them, is
illustrated by Figure 1.5.

Over the last few decades, the arsenal of 'light arms' (generally
high-powered semi-automatic rifles, sub-machine-guns, rocket-
propelled grenades such as the Soviet-made RPG-7, hand grenades,
portable anti-tank and surface-to-air missiles such as the US Stingu,
anti-personnel mines, etc.) available to terrorists, separatists, guerrillas,
drug lords and criminals has expanded dramatically. The power of
these weapons is exemplified by the case of the Stinger in the Afghan
war, which had a 'kill'rate of 79per cent when usedagainstSoviet

20 Prashant Dikshit, 'l'roliferation of Small Arms and Minor Weapons', Strategic
Analysis,Yol. XVII, No. 2,May 1994, pp.l99-200.
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aircraft, and which virtually changed the course of the war.21
According to Ka1p, the trade in these light arms now matters far more
than does the trade in sophisticated weapons systems, since it is small
arms that are fuelling the ethnic wars that have become the most
prominent form of warfare in the post{old War environment.22

In the aftermath of the Vietnam war, the North Vietnamese
reportedly sold off thousands of M-16 rifles on the global open
market.23 Even today, small arrns are flowing out of Cahbodia,-via
Thailand, and on to fuel the insurgencies of Myanmar and South
Asia.24 For decades, both sides in the Cold War armed their proxies
with lethal small arms. The aftermath of the war in Afghanistan,
which was itself a product of the Cold War, has also left a pernicious
residue in South Asia and even further afield. During the decadeJong
Afghan war, the Chinesg Saudis and Americans had channelled a
veritable flood of small arms into that unfortunate country through
Pakistan. During these operations, an estimated 40 per cent of
weapons never reached their destination.2s These weapons would
have ended up in the arms markets of South and Southeast Asia. With
the end of the war, some of them filtered back into Pakistan, where
there are now an estimated one million unlicensed Kalnshnikoos.z6
Even Stingus are reportedly sold in the arms bazaars of Pakistan.2T
The markets are now reported to be flooded and the prices of Chinese
and Russian Kalashnilcnrc have fallen by 66 per cent. Pakistani arms
traders have also started importing arms directly from illegal sources
in the former Soviet Union.28 Light arms from the Afghan war have
also found their way into Indian Puniab and Kashmir in large
quantities. The surface-to-air missiles used to shoot down two Sri
Lankan military aircraft by the Tamil Tigers in 1995 were reportedly
ex-Soviet Union models sourced from Ukraine.29

ibid., p.191.
Aaron Karp, 'The Arms Trade Revolution: The Major Impact of Small Arms', Thc
tdashington Quar terly, Y ol.'17, No. 4, 1 994, p. 65.
Dikshit, 'Proliferation of Small Arms and Minor Weapons', p.191.
For example, in April 1995 Bangladesh seized a large shipment of small arms
sourced from Thailand at Cox's Bazaar. Reuters News Service, Art. No.
000815290457 of 3 April 1995 and other sources.
Dikshit,'Proliferation of Small Arms and Minor Weapons', p.195.
Far Eastern Economic Revbw,22February 1990, p.28.
Dkshit,'Proliferation of Small Arms and Minor Weapons', p.195.
Tara Kartha,'Pak arms bazaar glut and after ...',EconomicTimes,5 August 1995.
Conversation with senior Indian official, June 1995.
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As well as introducing large numbers of small arms into the
Indian Ocean littoral, the Cold War also made possible the large-scale
induction of sophisticated weapons systems. By 1991, over 70 per cent
of India's mairr weapons systems were derived from the Soviet Union.
These weapons had been acquired on extremely favourable terms.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates that the Soviet Union was able largely to
supplant the West as India's principal arms supplier during the Cold
War. Iraq was another state that relied heavily on Soviet weapons
such as the MiG-29 fighter, the Scud surface-to-surface missile and the
T-72 tank.

The story was similar in the case of Pakistan and its patron, the
United States. In order to stiffen Pakistan's resolve in the aftermath of
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the United States offered over $7
billion in military aid to Pakistan in two tranches. The total package
was to have included F-16 fighter aircraft, M-l main battle tanks, AEW
systems and a number of other sophisticated weapons. Pakistan's
front-line position ais-i-ob Afghanistan caused Washington to waive
the provisions of the Pressler Amendment, which would normally
have prevented military aid from being proffered to Pakistan, a state
believed to be developing or in possession of a nuclear weapons
capability. With the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan and the end
of the Cold War, however, Pakistan's role as a front-line state ceased.
In 1990 US military aid was cut off under the same Pressler
Amendment that had previously been waived and the second tranche
of the military aid package was refused, despite the fact that Pakistan
had already paid for F-16 fighters and Orion maritime reconnaissance
aircraft.3o

Shategic Developments since the End of the Cold War

By 1988, the Soviet policies of glasnost and perestror'ka and the
agreement reached in that year on the Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan had created a new d4tente in superpower relations. The
US naval presence in the Indian Ocean, which had risen rapidly after
the twin crises of 7979 fthe fall of the Shah and the Soviet invasion of

30 Under the recent Brown Amendment, Pakistan is being permitted to purchase a
number of weapons from this package, but not the F-16s.
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Afghanistan), was halved in the years following 1988.31 This

reduction, however, had more to do with the end of the Iran-Iraq war

and of the associated 're-flagging' crisis (in which it was necessary for
Western flags to be placed on Kuwaiti vessels to prevent them being
attacked by Iran) than it did with the reduction of tension between the

superpowers. In fact, as may be seen from Table 1'4, the Soviet naval

presence in the Indian ocean did not fall in line with the US reduction.
-By 

this time, therefore, it was clear that factors other than the role of
the soviet union were dictating us force levels in the Indian ocean.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Russian

presence in the Indian Ocean became only a transitory one. confined to

ihe occasional exercise with regional nations such as India or the

requirement to transit betwecn Europe and the Russian Far East.

Table 1.4: Soviet ship days in the Indian Ocean,1983-90

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

8500 9000 7100 5100 5500 5100 6200 5700

source: Gary Brown, 'Growth of the Indian Navy: Implications for a changing Balance

in the Indianocean Region' in samina Yasmeen (ed.), Politictl 2n( slranglc aanges in the

lnilian Ocean Regiotr: Iiplications for Australia, Monograph No. 8 (lndian Ocean Centre for
Peace Studies, Perth, 1993), p.31.

The ending of the Cold War also removed an important
strategic superstructure that had been imposcd on the turbulent
politiCs of the region. Festering animosities were able to surface in
places like the Horn of Africa and the Gulf, which had previously been

recipients of substantial numbers of arms under the Cold war regime.

Theimplications of this development in terms of regional politics will
be further explored below.

The drawing down of the superPower presence in the Indian
Ocean implies that, with the exception of Gulf security, the wider
Indian ocean region is now considered of second-order importance in
terms of global security. Indeed, in order to garner its'peace dividend'
at the conclusion of the cold war, washington sought to extricate the

31 US Senate lTearings Before tlu Subcommittee on Appropriations pr 1991 (US

Government Printing Office, Washington DC, 1990), Part 3, p.394.
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United States from the role of 'global policeman' and to define more
closely where its vital security interests lay. As we shall see, one
implication of this new development was that it was necessary for
Washington to pass the policeman's baton to larger regional countries
and the United Nations, which would henceforward be required to
participate more widely in maintaining regional security. While this
passing of the baton was true of wider Indian ftean security,
however, oil security remained very much a special case.

OiI Seadty and the Enil of the ColdWar
Even before the end of the Cold War and 1991 Gulf war

(henceforth the Kuwait war), the strategic impetus in the Indian Ocean
had shifted from concern on the part of the West about the intentions
of the Soviet Union (and conversely, Soviet concern about the
intentions of the West) to concern about oil security as it might be
affected by developments within the Gulf itself. The major factor in
this shift was the lran-Iraq war of 198G'88 and the 're-flagging' crisis.
The lran-Iraq war left lran weakened ab-d-ois lraq and upset the
traditional balance between the two, contributing to the subsequent
invasion of Kuwait by Baghdad.sz

The war triggered by the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait heightened
radically concern about oil security on the part of the industrialised
nations. That the Kuwait war was essentially an oil war is illustrated
by the fact that had Iraq successfully invaded Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia, it would have commanded nearly half of the world's known
oil reserves.S It would thus have been in a position virtually to dictate
the price of oil. Despite any rhetoric about protecting Kuwait, this was
the reality underlying operations Desert Shield and Desert Storrn

It is not our purpose to enter into a detailed discussion of the
Kuwait war itself. Rather, we need to determine the effect of the war
on the conduct of strategy in the Indian Ocean region. In this context,
the war had a number of outcomes.

It had the effect of reemphasising the strategic fundamental
about the Indian Ocean that oil security was one of the most pressing
international issues. Furthermore, it reinforced the lesson of the Iran-

27 Khalilza4 'The United States and the Persian Gulf, pp. 111-12.rJ See Table 3.1, below.
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Iraq war that the most likely threat to oil security would come from
within the Gulf rather than from some external source. The outcomes

of the war did little to reolve concern about oil security within the

Gulf, however. Iraq, although seriously weakened and licking its
wounds, was not finally defeated. More importantly, the fact that the
war had weakened Iraq damaged the traditional triangular balance in
the Gulf between Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia and raised the possibility
that Iran might etteige as a more ambitious regional power'il Nor
were potential internal difficulties relating to the existence of feudal

social structures in countries such as Saudi Arabia, or even in Kuwait
itself, addressed in any form of 'new order' following the war.

The massive logistical exercise involved in Operation Desert
Shield - involving the airlifting of 5M,ffi0 tonnes and the surface
transport lifting of 208 million tonnes of dry cargo and more than 6.1

million barrebbf petroleum products3s - underlined the importance of

the Indian Ocean routes into the Gulf. Although 84 Per cent of airlifted
cargo came through Europe, all sea-lifted cargo came throu$t the
Indlan Ocean, either through Suez, or around the Cape of Good Hope,
or through the 'west about' route via the Pacific. Security through
Suez could never be taken as a foregone conclusiory so it was

important to have alternative routes as back-up. In developing the

routes into the Gulf, and in the subsequent prosecution of the war,

certain US and allied strategic assets in the Pacific and Indian oceans

emerged as vital. These included Hawaii, Clark and Subic bases in the
Philippines, Singapore, Australia (in terms of communications and
early warning), Diego Garcia, Diibouti and, in the Gulf itself, Oman,
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and, of course, Saudi Arabia. The

pre'positioned material on Diego Garcia, which was deployed in the

battle theatre only 10 days after the corrunencement of the crisis, was

especially useful in the context of the 'trip wire' force that the United
States naa to put in place in Saudi Arabii early on in the crisis.35 Of
these resources, Clark and Subic are no longer in the possession of the

United States, but the relationship with Singapore has been further
developed and US resources on Guam have been upgraded in an

Khalilza4 'The United States and the Persian Culf , passim.
US Departnrent of Defense, Coniluct of the Persian Gulf Wy'--_Final-Report.to
Congreis, Washington Dc, 1992, pp.394, 471. The figure.of 208 million.is^for
equilpmentandislromGaryWateis(ed.),LituHonours: Logisticsl'essl:nsof theGulf
War (Nr Power Shrdies Centre, Canberra,1992), p.76.
US Department of Defense, Conduct of the Persian Gulf War' p.479.
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endeavour to cover the loss of the Philippines bases. In terms of access
to the Gulf, the Kuwait war demonstrated the importance of the Indian
Ocean routes as a back-up to routes through Europe. In any future
crisis, the Indian Ocean rnight be even more important should the
United States not be able to rely on transit points such as Rhein-Main
in Germany and Torreion in Spain. For the United States, then, the
Indian and Pacific oceans emerged as a'shategic continuum'.

The Kuwait war had the effect of focusing the concerns of the
West and of the U-nited Nations on the regional proliferation of
nuclear, biological and chemical weapons (NBCs) and ballistic
missiles. For the duration of the war, both Israel and Saudi Arabia
lived in fear of a missile attack that might contain biological or
chemical weapons. Although Iraq's nuclear capability had not been
developed in time for the war, the aftermath of the war revealed how
close Baghdad had come to attaining nuclear status. Indeed, UN-
International Atomic Energy Association CIAEA) tearns discovered that
Iraq could have been in a position to manufacture atomic weapons as
early as 7993.37 The defection of Saddam Hussein's son-inlawln 1995
also revealed the extent of Iraq's chemical and biological weapons
prograrrune. As well, it revealed the frightening fact that it was only
the threat of a US nuclear counter-strike that prevented use of these
weapons against US forces.38 Had the war been fought only a few
years later, it would have been a far more traumatic event, and
possibly even catastrophic. These concems have translated into a
subsequent on-going policy concern about NBCs in the Indian ftean
region.

The war also focused the attention of larger regional countries
on the capabilities of the Western allied participants in new systems of
C4I (command, conhol, communications, computation and
intelligence), in so<alled'smart' weapons, and in the military doctrine
of the air-land battle. The war was therefore followed by attempts on
the part of those countries that could afford them to acquire at least
some of these capabilities. It thus had the effect of forcing an
upgrading of the capabilities of weapons in the Indian Ocean region,

L. Spector, M. McDonough and E. Medeiros,Tracking Nuclear Prcliferation: A Guidc
in Maps anilCharts (Carnegie Endowmmt for lntemational Peace, Washington DC,
7995),p.12s.
Australian Broadcasting Commission,'Background Briefing', 7 Oaober 1995.
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and especially in the Gulf, South Asia, Southeast Asia and China.
These developments will be detailed in subsequent chapters.

Further, the war marked the demise of Cold War politics
within the Indian Ocean region. The failure of the Soviet Union to
support its client, Iraq, damaged irreparably its reputation and the
reputation of the successor Russian state as a reliable counter to the
United States and its allics. This marked a radical departure from the
type of international politics that could be conducted by regional
powers, according to which they had sided with one suPerPower or
another in order to garner military and economic aid' While the

United States might be reviled by some states in the region, it is

nevertheless now seen as the solc remaining suPerpower'

And finally, the war made it clear that in the event of a crisis

involving inter-Arab confrontation, Israel, which the United States had

previously regarded as a strategic asset, could, in fact, Prove a liability,
in the sense that it could be uscd by a power like Iraq in order to draw
the Arabs together against the West. Instead of relying on Israel in
such circumstances, the United States was subsequently forced to
develop closer ties with its Gulf Arab friends in order to remain
effective in the Gulf and the Indian Ocean approaches to the Culf.

Thus the Kuwait war tended to reinforce those elements of
Indian Ocean strategy already in evidence following the softening and
final collapse of Soviet power. For the large external powers, Indian
Ocean security was primarily now about Gulf security and the security
of oil. In turn, Gulf security was no longer an aspect of superpower
competition, but rather of the emerging internal dynamics of the Culf
nations themselves, particularly the dynamic related to the rise of
radical Islam. In the aftermath of the collapse of Soviet power, Culf
security was also increasingly likely to be tied in with the emergent
Central Asian Republics, some of which were also important potential
sources of oil and gas.

The Emergence of the Central Asian Republics

The emergence of the CARs could potentially result in a

profound change in the geopolitics of the Southwest Asian region- The

break-up of a large segment of the former Soviet Union with cross-

border ethnic and religious ties into Southwest Asia is bound over the
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longer term to have an effect on the economics and security of the Gulf
and Southwest Asia. For the time being, however, that effect is strictly
limited. At present, most of the physical ties of the CARs - whether
they be oil pipelines or surface transport infrastructure - remain with
Russia. The CARs can also call upon Russia to provide technical
know-how, especially given that the infrastructure already in
operation there is compatible with Russia's infrastructure. The CARs
are, however, looking for alternatives that will make them less
dependent on Russia, since they remain wary of Russia's intentions in
the area - a wariness that has only been increased as a result of the
Russian interventions in Taiikistan and Chechnya and general policies
toward the'near abroad'.

This search for alternatives on the part of the CARs has
triggered competition for inlluence in the region between Pakistan,
Iran and Turkey. Iran sees the CARs as presenting it with an
opportunity to form an alternative bloc to the Gulf configuration,
which Tehran regards as being dominated by Arab interests. Turkey
regards the CARs as its natural hinterland, since all of the republics are
Turkic-speaking except for Kazakhstan. Pakistan perceives in the
emergence of the CARs a means of freeing itself from what it regards
as a sterile South Asian security environment in which India
dominates.

Each one of these players has problems in their suits in the
CARs, however. Pakistan is currently blocked from the region by the
on-going conflict in Afghanistan. Although it sees itself as providing
technological know-how, it has insufficient capital to back it up. Iran
too is capital-poor. It also has problems in wooing the CARs through
its Islamic credentials because all of them, except Azerbaijan, are
Sunnidominated. Indeed, except in Tajikistan, Islam is not yet in
evidence as a powerful force. Iran is seeking to add weight to its suit
by working with India to develop rail links out of the CARs into the
Gulf. Even Turkey, which has most in common with the CARs
ethnically and linguistically, is constrained by the fact that it does not
share a cornmon border with them. Because of these limitations, the
effect of the emergence of the CARs on Southwest Asian and wider
Indian Ocean security structures will continue to be limited for some
time to come. Their presence will, however, increasingly command
attention in the conduct of regional strategy. Already this presence is
in evidence in terms of the emerging competition between Iran and
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Pakistan for influence in Afghanistan, which is an important conduit
into the CARs.

Eaoluing Regional Capabilities, Nao Technologies anil the External
Powers

Another phenomenon that characterises the Indian Ocean in
the post{old war period is the evolving strategic capabilities of the
principal Indian Ocean actors. The actual capabilities of the mapr
indian Ocean powers will be discussed in greater detail in the
following chapter. For now it will suffice to examine some of the

general feahrres of the changing relativities in the region.

There are a number of elements that are behind the rising
capabilities of the regional Powers. First, and most obviously, the
diminution of the suPerPower Presence referred to earlier has caused a

shift in relativities in favour of the leading regional Powers, except in
the Gulf itself where, as we shall see, the US military presence has

actually been strengthened as a result of the Kuwait war.

A second general feature is that in some places - and this is
especially true of southeast Asia - rapid economic growth has assisted
the process of military modernisation. Some countries, such as

Malaysia, are acquiring modern fighters and naval vessels and
considering the purchase of submarines for the first time. Most are

acquiring sophisticated tactical missiles. Thailand has even put in a
bid to aiquiie the state-of-the-art AIM-120 air-to-air missile. should
approval be given, which now aPPears likely, it would^be _the first
regional country to obtain a missile of this sophistication.rv Southern
Asian countries already possess a range of ballistic missiles, including
the intermediate-range Chinese-origin S920s of Saudi Arabia, Iran's

1000 km range Tondar I (a version of the M-18 developed with
Chinese assistance), Iraq's 900 kmBadr 2 (a Scud clone), Kazakhastan's
nuclear-armed S -18 and 'Model 4' ICBMs (which will, however,
eventually be returned to Russia) and Pakistan's crated Chinese M-11
short-range SS missiles.e

39 Theresa Hitchens, 'Thais Use AMRMM as US Fighter Buy L,ever' , Defen* News, 4.
10 Seotember 1995.40 For a^ summarv of Southwet Asian ballistic missile invmtories, see 'Prithvi SS

l5O/250 - The-lndian Battlefield Support Missile', Asian Defence lournal, No' 10,

't994, p.51.
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A third feature of the region is the increasing capability of the
larger regional powers to develop indigenously important defence
capabilities. We have seen how the success of the allied campaign in
the Kuwait war sheeted home to the major Indian Ocean powers the
importance of intelligence, communications and precision weapons.
In the light of the defeat of the largely Soviet-equipped Iraqi force,
nations such as India, that were heavily reliant on weapons and
doctrine from the former Soviet Union, have had to re-assess their
dochines and force structures in a fundamental way. At the same
time, the larger regional nations have recently become more capable of
producing a number of new technologies locally. In this process, they
have been assisted by two developments - the increasing tendency for
key military and civil technologies to converge, and the development
of key linkages with outside powers capable of supplying dual-use
technology and hansfers of technology.

The key factors in the allied victory were superior intelligence,
particularly overhead imaging and the provision of 'real-time'
intelligence by means such as the pint surveillance target attack radar
system (JSTARS), superior air power and the capacity to coordinate air
power with land power (the concept of the air-land baftle), the use of
'smart', or highly accurate weapons reliant on microrlectronics and
laser technology, and the ability to coordinate all of these factors.

At the same time, the fear of Iraqi ballistic missiles, possibly
armed with chemical or biological weapons, played a highly
disruptive role and tied up considerable allied resources to hunt down
the Iraqi Scud missile launchers. Ballistic missiles also played a
significant role in spreading terror in the Iran-Iraq war as part of the
so-called'war of the cities'. These developments have together had the
effect of sharpening the regional focus on the role of ballistic and,
potentially, cruise missiles.

While no regional power is yet capable of fighting the highly
coordinated type of campaign the Americans and their allies fought in
the Gulf, several are moving to improve their C4I capabilities in the
aftermath of the war. India has decided to overhaul completely its
military intelligence gathering and coordination apparatus and its
capabilities in electronic warfare GW). Intelligence and
communications are now to be based primarily on satellite technology.
The new system is planned to be integrated into all strike weapons and
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to provide 'real-time' intelligence to field commanders by the year
2000.41 It is also attempting to develop an indigenous airborne
warning and control (AWAC) capability.a2 Australia plans to have
operational an indigenous over-the-horizon radar system known as

lindaleein'1997 and to acquire an AWAC capability.

Both India and Pakistan are developing indigenous ballistic
missile capabilities. Pakisban is believed to have acquired Chinese
technology and components for the M-11 (290 km) short-range surface-
to-surface missile. India has indigenously developed a2,500 km IRBM
called Agnd. It is noteworthy that Agni is made up of a seemingly
illogical mix of solid and liquid fuels. It is basically an amalgamation
of the smaller Prithvi and a small Indian space launch vehicle known
as the SLV-3, which is itself a derivative of the US Scout. This
configuration suggests that Agni provides little more than a cheap
means by which India can master the re-entry and targeting
technologies while other technologies that could provide the basis for
either a 

-solid-fuelled IRBM or an ICBM are under development'8
India is apparently developing terminal guidance for warheads, which
could eventually mean much greater accuracy and possibly eventually
a multiple, independently targetable re-entry vehicle (MIRV)
capability. According to some claims, the successful testing of Agni in
Fe-bruary 1994 actualiy included testing of terminal guidance.4 India
is on the verge of deploying a short-range surface-to-surface missile
known as Prithai, which will come configured for a range of either 150

or 250 kilometres, depending on the size of the warhead. This missile,
to be deployed against Pakistan should it actually be deployed, could
potentially carry a nuclear warhead. India is also seeking to acquire a
cruise missile capability, probably with Israeli assistance. It has

41

42

43

Vivek Raghuvanshi, 'lndia Starts Military Intelligence Overhaul Effort', Defense

Neos,410 September 1995, p.6.
On lndia's EW capability, see Vivek Raghuvanshi, 'lndian EW Effort Aims for
Regional Paity', Defenx News,2T29 January 1995, p. 15.
This line of argument has been developed by Manoj Joshi. See his paper, 'lndia's
Technology Demonstrator Shategy', paper delivered at the Strategic and Defence
Stndies Centre, Australian National University, November 1992, pp. 2-4. Joshi
does not necessarily imply that the testing of guidance and reentty is being
undertaken with the polar satellite launch vehide (PSLV) in mind, but rather that
Agni is being used for such teting in a general way.
Missile programme crosses milestone', Hinilu (International Edition), 25 February
1994. The difficulties involved in such technologies are, however, said to be
formidable for a nation zudr as India. See Tim McCarthy, 'India's Missile
Program: Part l', Asian Defencz Reoiew, September 7993, p. 17.
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already designed and built unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which
could be transformed into cruise missiles by upgrading precision
guidance, navigation and propulsion. Survivable (jam resistant) data
links have also been developed.4s The eventual development of an
overhead sensing capability will enable this technology to be effective
in terms of guidance and targeting. This later capability will eventuate
through the launch in fanuary '1995 of an imaging satellite with a 10
metre resolution. At the same time,India is developing an ambitious
prograrrune of indigenously built tactical missiles, including several
surface-to-air missiles (one of which is claimed to have 'Patiot-like'
features by Indian officials), anti-tank missiles, and air-to-air
missiles.6

Australia is acquiring six of the most capable conventional
submarines in the world, with a highly advanced US-designed combat
system, and a Germandesigned frigate. the major part of both of these
purchases is to be sourced locally. Pakistan will build the last of its
French Agosta submarines locally and the last two of India's GDW
Type 1500 submarines were indigenously produced. India has rolled
out an indigenous fly-by-wire fighter and Indonesia has just test flown
an indigenous fly-by-wire commercial airliner.

One significant development behind the increasing capacity of
indigenous defence industries is the role of the transfer of dual-use
technologies. Under the Cold War regime, transfers from the United
States to India were restricted as part of the Coordinating Commiftee
on Exports (Cocom) agreement. Even after the end of the Cold War,
the United States was reluctant to transfer items that might have
assisted India's nuclear weapons and ballistic missile programmes.
For example, sale of supercomputers is still restricted on the grounds
that they could be used for weapons and ballistic missile development.
Transfer of key military technologies, such as aerial refuelling and
Harpoon missiles, was also banned.

Washington has recently softened its position somewhat,
however, in deference to the new economic relationship with India. In
February 1994, the US Commerce Department permitted the export of

A_non, 'lndia develops indigenous suise tedrnology',Inhrnational Defense Reoiew,
No. 5, 194, p. 6.
A.D.D. Gordon, India's Rise to Power: Ia the Tunntieth Century mit beyond
(Macmillan, London, 1995), pp. 8&9.
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computers in the 260 million theoretical operations per second
(MTOPS) range, a substantial rise from the previous ceiling of 725
MTOPS.47 A recent agreement under which the United States will
receive and market data from the Indian remote sensing satellite seems

to have broken the log-jam that developed between the Indian Space

Research Organisation (ISRO) and the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) as a result of US concerns about Indian
breaches of the missile technology control regime (MTCR)'48 The

United States is assisting India substantially in the development of its
new fighter aircraft, induding with computer-aided design and

manufacturing (CAD{AM) capability, engines and airframe design.

Even where restrictions still aPPly, as in the case of US

supercomputers, indigenous industries are increasingly developing
loCal capabilities, especially in key areas such as micro-electronics and

computation. Nations such as Singapore now have highly capable

elechonics industries. Singapore's arms industry has, since the 1960s,

had a close relationship with Israel, including, reportedlY, the
upgrading of Singapore's F-15 aircraft.49 Even India, when faced with
reslrictions on importation of suPercomPuters under Cocom, has

managed to develop a considerable capacity in the construction of
massive parallel array machines, including within the Bhabha Atomic
Researctr- Centse GARC). Given the sophisticated caPability in
software design that exists in India, it is possible that, for some tasks at
least, these machines will be able to substitute for the machines denied
India by the United States.s

Finally, the wave of economic liberalisation that is occurring
around the Indian Ocean rim is certain to have a profound effect in
terms of technology transfer. Under the old, autarkic regimes that
existed in countries such as India and Pakistan, state'of-the'art
technologies were not transferred into industry because international
investors were not willing to make such technology available in
circumstances in which they did not have a controlling interest. Now
that these economies are opening up, such restraints no longer aPPly.
Disciplines in which front-line technologies are now likely to be
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'India can now buy bigger US computers', Strabgic Drgest, No. 4, April 1994,p.67-
Anon, 'US high{ech transfer to India hkely', Obvroer,24 June 1994.
Yaroslav Traifimav,'Softly, Softly: Discreet Israeli weapons sales flourish in Asia',
Far Eastnn Economic Rmieut, 19 January 1995,p.27.
See Cordon, In dia's Ri* to Power, PP. *9.
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transferred include the materials sciences, electronics, CAD and CAM,
the organisational sciences and management. All of these disciplines
are highly relevant in terms of the formation of a defence industrial
base. Given the need for such bases to be built on a long-term
accumulation of experience, however, it will probably be many years
before the new technologies and skills acquired filter through to the
respective defence industrial bases. When they do, we are likely to
wibress a rapid accrual of capabilities built on the accumulation of
significant synergisms.

Over time, this accrual of indigenous technology and
capability in the Indian Ocean region has the capacity to alter
substantially the relationship between the indigenous powers and the
extemal powers. The acquisition by a country such as India of certain
types of capability, such as overhead intelligence-gathering facilities
and cruise missiles, could inject an element of doubt even into the
calculations of the United States that was not previously present. (This
is not to suggest that the United States and India are cunently opposed
to each other in any mapr respect, but rather to illustrate a point about
the importance of technology.) Sophisticated submarines and ballistic
missiles also raise the element of doubt for the extemal powers. Any
such developments are only likely to take place over the long term,
however. In the short-to-medium term, there is no major challenge to
a power like the United States on the horizon.

For the United States itself, the principal difference between the Cold
War era and the situation today is that, except in relation to its vital
strategic interest in oil, Washington has a diminishing interest in broad
engagement in the Indian Ocean region now that it no longer requires
to contest each move of the Soviet Union in the developing world.
Other than oil, major threats in the Indian Ocean region no longer
involve the external powers, but emanate from within the region itself,
and particularly from within the various security complexes at the rim.
They also increasingly arise from the growing problem of internal
insecurity in a number of rim states, especially those in Africa and
South Asia.

The various ethnic and religious conflicts that dot the
periphery of the Indian Ocean have been a feature of the region for
many years. For example, the tribal and ethnic wars of the Horn of
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Africa and sub-Saharan Africa stretch back in time well into, and even

before, the Cold War, as evidenced by the historical rivalry between
Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda and Burindi or somalis and Ethiopians
on the Horn of Africa. In the Cold War era, however, such conflicts
were overshadowed by the larger superpower rivalry and the threat of
nuclear catashophe. It is only now that the Cold War and the threat of
nuclear annihilation have receded that the problem of low-intensity
conflict has been brought into sharp focus within the wider global
community. To this concern about ethno-religious conflict has now
been added concern about the threat to security Posd by illicit drugs
and crime. There is now a plethora of writing pointing out that far

more lives are lost today in low-intensity conflict than in mapr war
between nations.Sl These low-intensity challenges to security are

being fuelled by the above.mentioned residue of small arms left over
from the Cold War era and by new sources of supply as indigenous
producers become more effective. As we shall see below, the low-
intensity challenge is now regarded by leading external and major
Indian Ocean powers as one of the more serious problems confronting
the region.

51 while it would be invidious to select any individual writer from the large number
now concerned with low-intensity conflict, it would be equally remiss not to
mention the work of Van Creveld in drawing attention to the importance of low-
level conflict in modern seqrity.



CHAPTER 2

SECURITY CAPABILITIES,
PERCEPTIONS AND INTERESTS OF

THE MAIOR INDIAN OCEAN ACTORS

The External Powers and Present-day Indian Ocean Security
The shift in

following the end of
of concern of the external powers
War has entailed a re-focusing of

the locus
the Cold

strategic assets from a more general concern about all parts of the
Indian Ocean to a highly specific concern about the security of the Gulf
and of Gulf oil. The change in emphasis has been further assisted by
the peaceful transition from Apartheid to a democratic government in
South Africa and by the withdrawal of Soviet-backed Cuban forces
from Africa. Although South Asia remains a troubled region, and one
which is of concern because of its de /acfo nuclearisation, the patron-
client relationships between South Asian countries and the
superpowers that were instrumental in fuelling the regional arrns race
are no longer present. The changes in the Indian Ocean have been
such that in 1995 a major RAND Corporation study prepared for the
Commander-in{hief, US Pacific Command (CINCPAC), noted that
the United States would have no 'clear' role to play in the event of a
war between India and Pakistan and that the maior interest in the
Indian Ocean devolved onto the Persian Gulf.l

Yet even while the ending of the Cold War has lowered the
strategic temperature in the wider Indian Ocean, other types of
linkages are being developed that raise the salience of the region for
the external powers. Economic linkages are becoming increasingly
important as South Asian nations open up their economies to the
world. Investment in these economies is rising, albeit from a low base.
Actual (as distinct from approved) direct foreign investment in India
has increased from only $155 million in 199G91 to an estimated $2
billion up to in 1995-96. Although on a smaller scale, a similar pattern
of investment is occurring in Pakistan and other liberalising South
Asian nations.

John Y. Schrader and James A. Winnefeld, lJnderstanding the Eooloing llS RoIe in
Pacific Rim Security, R-405!PACOM (RAND, Santa Monica CA,7992).
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This interest in South Asia is developing at the exact time as
doubts are emerging about China's capability to maintain stability and
the massive levels of growth witnessed in recent years.z Indeed, a
number of important US companies and bankers are now of the view
that long-term prospects in India are better than they are in China.3 It
would be an exaggeration, however, to imply that South Asia will in
any way supplant the substantial economic interest now evident in
East Asia. But it is increasingly apparent that the two great expanding
markets - comprising together 40 per cent of global population - of the
early part of the twerrty-first century are likely to be India and China.
Once a substantial body of Western investment builds up in the
Iiberalising economies of South Asia, the Western interest in the
security and good governance of the region will perforce increase.
Table 2.1 provides an illustration of the rising level of foreign
investment in India.

Another development that has had the effect of drawing the
extemal powers' attention back into the wider Indian Ocean has been
the growing role of modern media - the so<alled 'CNN factor' - in
alerting the populations of the Western democracies to crises in places
like Rwanda and Somalia, crises which, as noted earlier, have
increased salience in the context of the end of the Cold War. While
such places are not strategically significant in the wider global context,
it has proved difficult for the governments of the Western democracies
to resist public pressure to intervene, sometimes against their better
iudgment. At the same time, the desire on the part of the external
powers to benefit from 'peace dividends' in the aftermath of the Cold
War has also persuaded them to seek to foster a more communal
approach to security in the region and to rely more on leading regional
countries such as India. This has in turn focused the attention of the
mapr powers on relationships in the region. In particular, it has led to
a broadening and deepening of the relationship between the largest
and by far the most important extemal power, the United States, and
the largest and most important regional power, India.

H. McDonald, 'Don't Look Back', Far Eastern Eanomic Reoicw,lT March 1994, p. 49.
'India better than China, says Emerson Electric', Reuters News Servicg Art. No.
0m550563423, 15 November 194; 'lndia reforms may outpace China, says US
Banker lVice Chairman of the Bank of America]', Reuters Niws Service Art. No.
W547945105, 10 November 1 994.
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Indo-US Relations after the Cold Wsr

The end of the Cold War has enabled Washington to act

according to its belief that it is India, not Pakistan, that is the power of
the future in the Indian Ocean region. While Pakistan is still
considered important in the context of Gulf policy, and because of its
perceived role as a moderate Islamic nation, it no longer has the status
of a front-line state. This shift in the status of Pakistan meant that by
1990 Washington was willing to implement the provisions of the

Pressler Amendment and cut off military aid to Pakistan.

Although India is not subject to the provisions of the Pressler

Amendment, which relate specifically to military aid to Pakistan,

Washington attempted in the early 1990s to adopt an even-handed
approach between India and Pakistan on nuclear proliferation. For

eiimple, in1992lndia's long-standing relationship with NASA, which
had been seminal in the creation of the Indian space Programme, was

frozen as a result of Washington's concerns about activities it regarded

as having formally breached the MTCR.a However, evolving US

policy on proliferation in South Asia, and in particular the realisation
itat it" larger relationship with India would be in ieopardy should
Washington persist with a strategy of vigorously pursued roll-back of
India's nuclear capability, has persuaded the Clinton administration to
soften its stance on the nuclear question and on other issues such as

Kashmir as well.

Despite official pronouncements about the continuing salience

of the nuclear'roll-back' position, the United States has now moved to

advocary of capping of the Indian and Pakistani arsenals rather than
vigorously pursued roll-back.s Nor have Assistant Secretary of State

Raphel's pronouncements about Kashmir being contmted territory
been repeated following the storm they engendered in India. On the
contrary, the incumbent US ambassador in New Delhi, Frank Wisner,
seemed to have backed away from that position, suggesting that the

ground is being prepared for the United States to look for other

These involved importation of cryogenic rocket technology from Russia that the
United States felt could be used to manufacture an Indian ICBM.
See lohn F. Burns, 'lndia rejects US bid for nudear pact with Pakistan', New York

Times,25 March 1994; Press Trust of lndia, as carried by Reuters,'lndia: India's
envoy s:rys reports on British intelLigence pressure for US talks "bull" ',2May'1994;
and k.K. Katyal, 'More nations h N-talks netT', Hinilu (lnternational Edition), 2

April 1994.
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solutions in Kashmir outside the 1948-49 UN resolutions, which favour
Pakistan by calling for a plebiscite of Kashmiris to decide on their
future.5 The United Kingdom is also now suggesting that the 194849
Resolutions may no longer be an appropriate vehicle for resolving the
dispute.T

The economic imperative is featuring increasingly in
Washington's attitude to India. United States' investment now
comprises 42 per cent of total foreign investment in India.S In early
1995, US $cretary of State for Commerce Brown led a business
delegation to India that resulted in the signing of deals worth gZ

billion. Although in the latter months of 1995 cancellation of a giant
power project with a US major partner in the state of Maharashtra cast
a shadow over the future of US investment, by mid-1996 investment
had risen to record levels (see Table 2.1, above). Trade between the
two countries has also risen substantially, albeit from a low base, and
American companies are eyeing off what they see as the potential of
India's rapidly growing middle class, now numbering 180 million.e

Another factor in Washington's renewed interest in India
relates to its broader strategic perceptions about the Indian Ocean. As
the United states progressively draws down its forces and reduces its
presence in the Indian Ocean in the aftermath of the Cold War, it is
important to it to have a large, democratic and essentially status quo
power such as India on its side and positively engaged in regional
security maintenance. This 'passing of the policeman's baton' was
already in evidence as early as 1987 and 1988, when both president
Reagan and Prime Minister Thatcher approved of the Indian
intervention in Sri Lanka and the Indian action to suppress a coup

6

7

I

IUS says no warplanes deal with Pakistan', Reuters News Service, Art. No.
0{14991698/7, 9 August 1994.
Allstair Lyon, 'Britain says UN resolution on Kashmir outdated', Reuters News
Service, Art. No. W578817575,8 January 1995.
'lndia and America - looking for Fiiends', Reuters News Service, Art. No.
mqfl2505, 2l May 1994; and 'Foreign exdrange invesbnent in India seen rising
rapidlyl, Reuters News Service, Art. No. C/J/Ji5fi704342,31 August 1994.
These figures are based on latest National Survey data. fh"y "." based on a
family income of $80 in the cities and $50 in 

-rural 
areas.' See Naravanan

Madhavan, 'lndian middle class market estimated at 180 million', Reuters'News
Service, Art. No. n0fr174791, 14 August 1994. A recent poll of US chief
executives revealed that almost half were considering entering thL lndia market or
were already entering it. See Aabha Dixit, 'US, India Face-Crossroads', Defense
N ews, ?3-29 May 199 4, p. 32.
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attempt in Maldives. The attitude of the Western powers- is well

,rrrnnr"d up by the comments of Mrs Thatcher concerning the latter

intervention:

ThankGodforlndia:PresidentGayoom'sgovernmenthas
beensaved.Wecouldnothaveassembledanddespatcheda
force from here in good time to help him'10

In effect, India has subscribed to the larger role cast for it. Far

from decrying the Presence of extra-regional navies as it used to

during ttre c"ora war, it has conducted exercises with at least 15

,"purit" foreign navies since 1991, a number of them, such as those of

the United Stites, Britain, France and Russia, from outside the Indian

ocean. It has contributed handsomely to the uN efforts in carnbodia,

somalia, Rwanda and Angola. Privately at least, officials in New Delhi

recognise that the us preince is desirable in terms of oil security, with
Indii becoming u*ru. -ot" dependent on Gulf oil to fuel its

industrialisation.l l

It is probably as a result of this general concern about Gulf and

Indian ocean security that CINCPAC, which is responsible both for

the Pacific and Indian oceans, actually led Washington's drive to
develop closer ties with all three Indian military services, but

especiitty the navy. CINCPAC's concerns about maintaining its

Indian Cj""ar, role would doubtless have been heightened by the loss

of the us bases in the Philippines, which played an important Part-in
the logistics of operations'Desert shield and Desert storm. In the

contexi of US troop withdrawal from Europe, the so-called'west about'

route through the Indian ocean into the Gulf could become more

important thlan ever. According to a CINCPAC study,

India'sforeignpolicyhasbeensteadilyconvergingwithUS
interests as 

"a 
ies.rli [of the end] of the bipolar era' For

example, both share similar concerns with respect to "'
unresiricted naaigation in the lndian Ocun, and the adioining

Persian Gult' region [emphasis addedl.l2

Quoted in Admiral R.D. Katari Memorial Lecture by M.K. Rasgoha (at the time

Gdian Hieh Commissioner in London), 15 October 1991, p' 10'

Interviewiwith senior officials, New Delhi, December 1993'

q"otuJ in Selig S. Harrison and Geoffrey Kemp, lndia anil Ayeyica After .the 
Cold

ilr;;, i;p;ra oiThe Carnegie Endowment 
-Study 

Croup on U9lndian Relations in a

10

11
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Despite the far better relations between India and the United
States in recent years, however, Washington is still restrained from
selling major weapons systems to India. Indeed, it is doubtful that
either side wants such sales, or at least not in quantity. India is still too
short of funding to enter the expensive Western arms market as a
maior player. It is still substantially locked in to Russian weapons
systems by virtue of the fact that the preponderance of its current
arsenal is of former Soviet origin. It is also intent on acquiring highly
specific technologies from the United States, technologies that
supplement its own indigenous defence industries, rather than
purchasing weapons 'off the shelf. On its part, the United States
would not wish to be seen to be unfairly favouring India over Pakistan
in circumstances in which both are nuclear aspirants.

In pursuit of its strategy of supplying technologies rather than
actual weapons, the United States declared during Indian Prime
Minister Rao's 1994 visit to Washington that it would resuscitate the
technology memorandum of understanding (MOU), which had been
moribund since 1989. The United States is closely involved with the
design and verification of India's new Light Combat Aircraft. It is also
providing the F404-GE-F2JS engines that are to be used in the
prototype aircraft. The pace of technology transfer between the two is
likely to pick up as the economic relationship deepens. It will be
difficult, given a rapidly expanding economic relationship, to continue
to deny computer technology to India, especially as India becomes
ever more closely entwined with the United States in the area of
software engineering.

In recognition of India's new-found status, in fanuary 1995 the
two powers signed a comprehensive defence cooperation document
which US Defense Secretary Perry described as 'not only significant ...
[but] historic'. Importantly, the new arrangement envisaged far more
comprehensive naval exercises than had been held in the past and
even more comprehensive cooperation in defence production and
research.l3 The agreement has opened the way for a series of naval
exercises between the two that for the first time will be'meaningful' in
terms of the level of information exchanged and of the participating

Changing International Environment (Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Washington DC, 1993), p.9.rJ Nelson Graves, 'Perry trip to India to help end cold war divisions', Reuters News
Service, Art. No. 00058044445, 11 January 1995.
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vessels. Malabar II, an exercise held in fune 1995, even involved two
US nuclear-powered submarines.l4

While the foregoing indicates a fundamental shift in mutual
attitudes since the Cold War, it does not mean the end of difficulties or
suspicions in the relationship. Both the United States and India are
large and proud powers, and it is unlikely that the relationship will
ever evolve into a patron-client model. Current difficulties include on-
going US concerns about India's nuclear capabilities, including fears

triggered by apparent military activity near India's Pokhara nuclear
test site and US frustration about the emergence of economic
nationalism in India. The respcctive interests on both sides are now
such, however, that any such concerns are unlikely to derail the overall
direction of the relationship, which is a positive one - unless of course,
India decides openly to 'go nuclear', in which case the relationship
would be likely to sour seriously for a considerable Perid of time.

The F-xternal Powers anil the RoIe of the United Nations
The ending of the Cold War also presaged a far more active

role for the Unitcd Nations in attempting to maintain stability in the
Indian Ocean region. Although ostensibly a UN operation, the Kuwait
war itself was primarily prosecuted by the Western allies, especially
the United States, Britain and France. However, the United Nations
was more closely involved in the operational sense in the aftermath of
the war, when it provided 600 personnel for the UN Iraq-Kuwait
Observation Mission (LJNIKOM). The fact that the Gulf campaign had
been fought in name as a UN operation had, moreover, been important
in ensuring support, especially from the Arab states and China. Other
regional UN operations, particularly those in Africa, have been more
genuinely international and rcgional, involving significant numbers of
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Australians, Africans, Southeast
Asians and others. The UN operation in Somalia involved 5,000 UN
personnel. In addition, temporary involvement of US and other forces

meant that force levels at times swelled as high as 19,000. Operations
in Mozambique involved 7-8000 UN personnel and in Rwanda,
TJNAMIR involved a commitmcnt of 5,500 UN personnel.

74 Rahul Bedi, 'USA: Exercises Strengthen Indian,/US Ties', Reuters News Service,
Art. No. 0W62701799,17June 1995.
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But while the United Nations has played an increasingly
important role in the Indian Ocean region, it still does not drive the
security agenda. The failure of the UN mission in Somalia and the
inability of the United Nations to prevent a savage massacre in
Rwanda illustrate the difficulty intemational operations have had in
resolving intransigent regional ethno-religious disputes. Moreover,
the basic security architecture of the region is still dictated by the
character of regional inter-state relations, especially between the larger
powers, and by the role of the large extemal powers, especially the
United States. Although the increasing salience of lowlevel security
problems and internal security issues has serious local repercussions,
its effects on broader Indian Ocean security are limited. External
powers are driven to intervene in places such as Somalia and Rwanda
not so much because of their intrinsic strategic value, but rather by the
eJfect of pervasive media coverage on their own populations.
Conversely, media coverage can be a key element in subsequent
decisions to withdraw, leading to generally inchoate policies toward
UN intervention on the part of the large Western democracies.ls

One large Western power, France, has a rather more
permanent presence that the others, however. The French have two
Indian Ocean territories, Rdunion and Mayotte, which are equivalent
to their Pacific territories in status - that is, they are considered to be
part of metropolitan France. R6union, with a population of 600,000,
lies to the south-west of Mauritius and is the most important of the
French possessions. It contains a French naval base numbering 3,500
personnel and two 'patrol boats' (more like corvettes or frigates), one
light pahol vessel and a small supply vesssl.l5 This base actively
assisted French forces in the Kuwait war. unlike in the Pacific, where
the French presence is contested (especially in New Caledonia), the
French connection is welcomed in R6union and Mayotte because of the

{1nds and opportunities to emigrate it provides.lT Other regional
islands, such as Mauritius, Seychelles and Madagascar, are also

15 For an account of the effect of the media, working on Congress in the context of
the clinton administration's policies towards somilia see Mats R. Berdal, 'Fateful
Encounter: The United States and UN Peacekeeping', Sumioal, Vol. 35, No. 1,
Spring 1994, p.34.
Stephen Henningham, 'The Southern Indian Ocean: Ripples of Change,, undated
a-cademic paper, being a report of a conference on R6union, p. 4.
ibid., p. 5.
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substantially francophone, and the French continue to capitalise on

this and provide substantial aid to these countries.l8

The East Asian Powers and the Inilian Ocean

The rapid economic growth in the East Asian region, the

growing dependency of many countries in that region on imported
Gulf oiifor iontinuing growth, and the new focus on Gulf oil security

that resulted from the Kuwait war have together tended to increase the

importance of the strategic linkage between the Indian and Pacific

oceans in the perception of the East Asian Powers. In this new

equation, the roles of the two largest powers, China and fapan, are

especially important. The increasing requirement for Gulf oil on the

part of itre gast Asian powers may be seen from the proiection in
Figure 2.1.

In the case of Japan, the Kuwait war brought to the fore

important concerns about oil security and its own role in ensuring the

free flow of oil. Despite having made a direct contribution of nearly

$13 billion to the war, ]apan was still seen in the united states to have

been 'free riding' on the issue of oil security. Eventually, Iapan
despatched a minesweeping flotilla to the Gulf, but only after the war
waj o'oer. This contribution was generally viewed as 'too little too

late,. As a non-nuclear power, fapan has also had a strong interest in

checking the spread of nuclear weaPons in the Indian Ocean,

especially in South Asia. For a Perid, it attempted to use its
development assistance ProSramme in order to influence the nuclear
debate in South Asia. Like the United States, it now seems to have

concluded that it cannot achieve results by such linkages. In a recent

move it has decided to work more closely with India in order to
achieve global nuclear roll-back over the longer term.l9

18
79

ibid.
'lndia, Japan working ways [sicl to eliminate N-weapons', Hindu,24 August 1995'
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Figure 2.1: Percentage of Middle East crude in total East Asian oil
imports,1993, with proiections to 2010
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In the 1980s and early 1990s, China's Indian Ocean interests

seem to have been driven more by the perceived need of the People's

Liberation Army (PLA) to sell arms for cash, and by the policy of
containing India by assisting its smaller neighbours, than by any oil-
derived strategy. china has seemingly indiscriminately sold highly
destructive weapons, including ballistic missiles, probably also

chemical weapons-relatcd technologies, and possibly nuclear
weapons-related technologies into the region. The silkporn missiles
which it sold to lran were responsible for a number of attacks on
Kuwaiti and foreign shipping in the Gulf at the time of the Iran-Iraq

war. It even managed to sell highly lethal weapons to both sides in

that war. In 1988 it sold IRBMs to Saudi Arabia, and it has allegedly
supplied short-range ballistic missile technology and components to
Pakistan.20 It has also provided up to $1.4 million worth of weapons
to the State law and Order Rcstoration Council (SLORC) Sovernment
in Myanmar. Its direct activities in the Indian Ocean have, however,

been confined to despatching a small flotilla to south Asia in the

winter of 1986-87. Contrary to some Indian press rePorts, there is no

evidence that it has ever stagcd nuclear-fuclled ballistic-missile
submarines (SSBNs) into the Indian Ocean. There are also serious
doubts about its alleged construction of deep-water naval bascs in
Myanmar.2l

It is unlikely that China has any intentions significantly to
raise its profile in the Indian Ocean, at least not in the short-to-medium
term. it *itt be many years bcfore the Chinese navy will be

sufficiently developcd for China to be able regularly to deploy into the
Indian Ocean. According to one assessment:

Despite this progress [in modernising the Chinese navyJ, '.. the

navy's power projection capabilities over the next decade will
be constrained by the modest number of modern,

China is accused of having shipped components of the short-rang9 M;J1- ballistic
missile to Pakistan. Thesi coriionents ire reportedly still crated, which makes

verification of their presence well-nigh impossible. Fo1 tle alleSations in their
most recent form, sei 'USA: NYT Siys China Shipped Mis.sile Parts to lran', a

report in the Nazl York Times, as referred to in Reuters News Service, Art. No'
000665358095, 22 June 1995.
For details about the alleged bases, see William Ashton, 'Chinese Bases in Burma -
Fact or Fiction?', Jane's lntelligence Reoiew, Vol.7, No.2, Fcbruary 1995.
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multipurpose combatants as well as the limited anti-air
defense and ASW capabilities of Chinese naval vessels.Z

Moreover, Beiiing has many other interests to pursue outside
the Indian Ocean and closer to home, such as Taiwan and its maritime
claims in the South China Sea. Its motives for the sale of arms seem to
be mainly pecuniary and, in the case of Pakistan, to proffer support
against India, rather than to extend a Chinese 'sphere of influence' into
the Indian Ocean. Should it pursue its South China Sea claims
aggressively and successfully, however, that would have the effect of
bringing Chinese power to within several hundred kilometres of the
straits of Singapore and the entrance to the Indian Ocean and would
cause India to observe China's Indian Ocean role even more carefullv
than it does today.

Looking further ahead, China's policies in the Indian Ocean
are likely to be shaped by its growing dependence on Gulf oil to fuel
its rapid industrialisation. China's primary energy demand for oil is
likely to grow by a further 250 per cent by 2015.23 As China becomes
more dependent on Gulf oil itself, it too is likely to come to view the
Indian Ocean largely in terms of oil security. This could mean either
that it seeks to gain further influence in the region by additional
exports of arms, or else that it decides to work more closely with
Western interests and fapan in order to help maintain security in the
Gulf and integrity of the SLOCs leading from the Gulf. Since it will
not have the means in itself to ensure Gulf security, it would be more
likely to want to work with other powers cooperatively than it would
to continue the destabilising export of ballistic missiles and other lethal
weapons into the region.

The issue of oil security is therefore likely to be one in which
the interests of the West and East Asian powers increasingly coalesce.
The growing dependency of the East Asian powers will introduce new
players into the Indian Ocean, players whose sole concern will be to
ensure steady supplies of relatively cheap oil. Oil will continue to be
the central issue in terms of the interests of the external powers, just as
it is today. But the environment in which oil security will need to be
maintained will become more complex and difficult as brittle regimes

22

23

John Caldwell, China's Conoentbrul Military Capabilitbs,7994-2004: An Assessment
(Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Washington DC, 1994), p.S.
See Rathmell, 'The Struggle for Control of Gulf Oil', p.355.
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in the Gulf come under pressure and as regional Indian ocean nations

acquire new capabilities. The mapr challenges to oil security are

discussed in greater detail below.

India's Indian Ocean Role: Continental or Maritinre Power?

India is the only Indian ocean power of potential strategic

reach. In the words of stephen cohen, it is the only Indian ocean

power that has the potential to be a'balanced'pnwef; that is, a Power
with a full range of capabilities in technology, the economy, the

defence industries and the military itself.2a It is also the only Indian
Ocean power with the potential ever to play a true pan-Indian Ocean

role. At present, however, it does not fill such a role because of its
struggle to rina for itself a place in its own south Asian region and to

develop into a stable politY.

The South Asian region within which India is located is

extremely diverse and has suffered from instability since the end of
British rule in 1947. India itself is a highly heterogeneous entity. It is
comprised of two mairr ethno-linguistic groups with a_cleavage

between north and south, and many minor groupings within those

groups. Even though India is 83 per cent Hindu, there are nevertheless

iZO 
^ittion 

Muslims within its borders. Even Hindus are divided by
caste, language and regional tradition.

Pakistan is equally diverse, comprising at least five maior

ethno-linguistic groupi. sri Lanka has two maior .q.i. groups that

are locked into a debilitating civil war. Bangladesh is more

homogeneous, but it confronts serious developmental challenges.
Millions of its citizens have been forced by economic circumstances

and security factors to migrate to India. These transmigrations have

upset the ettrnic and religious balance in India's northeastern region

and damaged relations between the two nations.

These are not easy circumstances in which India can aspire to

carve out an Indian ocean role, let alone a global one. By virtue of its
domestic and regional circumstances, India is restrained in the

development of efrective and committed policies. The instability

24 Stephen Cohen, 'India's Role in the New Global Order' n The Unitd States and

tniia in thc Post hoiet lNorld: Proceeilings of the Third lnilo-US Strategic Symposium
(National Defense University, Washin gton DC, 193)' p'57.
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evident in the South Asian region since independence has created of
India a country that is essentially inward-looking and regionally
focused. India's security posture thus exhibits many of the
characteristics of a continental nation. This fact is reflected both in the
capacity and deployment of the military forces and, closely related to
this, the conduct of foreign relations.

The effect of regional instability on military capability is,
however, paradoxical. At the level of aggregate force acquisition, the
competition between India and Pakistan has produced a regional arms
race.z5 But in terms of force structure, deployment and strategy, the
effect of chronic regional instability has been to cause both India and
Pakistan to focus on sub-continental defence systems, border defences,
and the maintenance of law and order at the expense of the acquisition
of forces with significant strategic reach.

Nowhere is the emphasis on continental-type defence doctrine
more evident than in terms of the relationship between naval
expenditure and expenditure on the other forces. In the case of India,
expenditure on the navy has never risen above 1,4 per cent of total
defence expenditure, and for most of the nation's independent
existence it has been well below that level. The army, on the other
hand, has traditionally commanded the lion's share of the defence
budget at about 62 per cent.25 In Pakistan, the same generally holds
true.

In both countries, force structures have closely reflected the
requirements of short border wars. For example, the Indian air force
relies heavily on tactical fighters. It has no true long-range strike
aircraft (the laguar does not really fall into that category) and has not
yet developed an aerial refuelling capability for the laguar. Only eight
of India's 88 laguars are dcdicated to the maritime attack role.27 The
Indian and Pakistani armies contain massive amounts of armour
capable of fighting in the plains of Punjab or deserts of Raiasthan:
India has over 3,000 main battle tanks. As evidenced by their
generally poor performance in the jungles of Sri lanka when pitted

See 'Swords not ploughshares', The Economist, 23 March 7997, p.52.
Governrnent of India, Defence Seroius Estimates 7997-92 (Government of India
Press, New Delhi, 1991) (Actuals for 1989-90). Note that these figures do not
include items used in common between the services.
llSS, The Military Balance 1991-92, p. 163.
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against the Tamil Tigers, the training and strategy of the Indian army

hls until recently rehected the requirement of countering Pakistan in

the plains and deserts and China in the mountains'

The activities of smugglers, especially those who introduced

the plastic explosives used in ihe blasts in Bombay in,1993,-and the

tamit militanis, who previously passed with ease over the Palk Straits

between sri [anka and India, have also caused a re-assessment of the

role and structure of the navy. Contrary to the wishes of the former

chief of Naval staff, Admiral Ramdas, who wanted to reverse the

trend away from small ships and move back to the concePt of a blue-

water navy, the government has now directed the navy to build more

smaller ships in order to patrol the inner, or 'brown' waters. This

policy has now been endorsed by the incumbent naval chief, Admiral

3hekirawat, who has referrcd to 'suddcn unplanned commitment in

internal security duties'.28

The increasing reliance on the army for the maintenance of

internal security has meant that, despite earlier decisions to modernise

equipment and reduce manpower, this has proved 
"Itt"Tuy 

difficult
to aicomplish. The recommendation of the Arun Singh Committee

that manpower be traded for modernisation has not been fully
implemenied. India has also been required to deploy the army in aid

of ihe civil authority for the maintenance of law and order increasingly

throughout the decade of the 1980s and early 1990s. There are

reportedly now 320,000 arrny mcn deployed in Kashmir in addition to

35;000 piramilitary. Accoiding to some accounts, 50 Pe.r cent of

combat-ready army personnel ire now deployed in aid of -the 
civil

authority.2g In theie circumstances, it will be difficult for India in the

short-to-medium term to envisage the kind of Indian Ocean-wide

regional role it envisaged during the 1980s.

See'lndia needs a strong navy: Shckhawat', Times of Inilia,2 Decernber 1993'

Rahul Bedi says that lhere'are four army divisions Posted in-Kashgtr 
^.F"'Conflict in Kashmir continues', lane's Defence Weekly,3 July 193, p' 2l'--Other

information comes from a non-disclosable'source, New Delhi, December 1993. At
least some of the troops located in Kashmir would still be deployed in the context
of the Sinelndian border dispute, however.

28
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IndianNaoal Pouter in the Inilian Ocean

India's naval build-up of the 1980s provoked considerable
speculation both within the nation and in the wider region. Some
commentators believed that India was seeking a power-proiection
capability rather than establishing a defensive posture. This
interpretation also gained currency in the context of the diminution of
the superpower presence in the Indian Ocean region, a phenomenon
that left the role of large regional navies such as India's more exposed
to view. One commentator even claimed that continued superpower
withdrawal would,'in extremis, [lead to] a Southeast Asia dominated
militarily by China to the east and India to the west'.$

The force structure of the current and planned Indian navy
lends weight to the view that it is fundamentally still a defensive force,
however. India's two aircraft carriers (one of which is virtually
useless) are only for VSTOL rather than conventional carrier-based
aircraft. They would have considerable difficulty in engaging
successfully against more substantial proximate land-based forces,
such as those on the Gulf or Straits of Malacca littorals. Unlike
Pakistan's submarines, India's submarines do not yet possess
submarinelaunched cruise missiles (SLCMs). India's amphibious
forces are also strictly limited. Currently, India possesses the
capability to land about 2,000 troops and approximately 80 armoured
vehicles, whereas to constitute a power with a real proiection
capability against any but the smallest Indian Ocean nation it would
1ee_d the capability to land at least a division.3l There were plans to
build an additional seven LSTs, which would enhance the amphibious
capability to approximately 3,500 but, as with so much Indian naval
planning, it is uncertain whether these plans are to be realised, at least
in the foreseeable future. India's long-range air-lift capability is,
however, somewhat more substantial in comparative terms.
According to one source, the Indian air force has the third-heaviest
combat lift capability in the world after the United States and Russia.32

30
31

32

Ross Munro, 'lndian naval build-up: Mixed sigrrals', StraitsTimes,sl January 1991.
India was evenhrally able to move over 50,000 troops to Sri Lanka. However, the
insertion of troops and equipment was conducted by stages.
Rlmesh Thakur, 'lndia as a Regional Superpower;, As{an Defence lourtul, No. 5,
190, p. 5.
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It also has a significant maritime reconnaissance capability in the form
of the Soviet-origin 11,000 kilometre range Bur-F aircraft.

Another area of naval development traditionally used by
analysts as a means of assessing power projection capability is the
capacity of a fleet to sustain itself at sea. In the case of India, this
capacity is still modest. It includes two fleet tankers, a submarine
tender and a diving support ship. A dedicated support vessel was
launched recently. According to Admiral Tandon, existing capabilities
give the navy only,a rcliable reach of 1400 kilometres, which'no
nations should grudge ...'.33 Another analyst maintains that this level
of support would only enable the navy to stay at sea for 14 days and
that it would require several months' preparation to get to sea in the
first place.s Table 2.2 projects Indian navil power up to the year 2000.
This projection indicates an interest in smaller vessels, particularly
corvettes, that does not accord with the intention to gain a true blue-
water capability.

So what, then, is the true extent of India's naval power in the
Indian Ocean? What are its intentions and how capable is it of
realising them? Although there are clear limitations on India's role as
an Indian Ocean power when viewed in global terms, it is still a
powerful nation in Indian Ocean littoral terms. It could impose its will
at sea in its own region of South Asia, should it choose to do so. It
would have no difficulty in ranging into the waters off Southern Africa
and intervening for a limited period should it be required to do so by
events in one of the Indian Ocean island states. It has significant
resources in the Bay of Bengal through its facilities in the Andaman
and Nicobar islands and on the eastern side of peninsular India. These
resources enable it to stage major surface combatants ,laguars and Bears
into the northeastern reaches of the Indian Ocean and to exercise sea
denial in those waters except in the case of the sole remaining
superpower, the United States. It can engage in maritime
reconnaissance in an arc extending for 11,000 kilometres out into the
Indian Ocean. It could interdict SLOCs well to the south, should it

Admiral R. Tandon, 'The Maritime Priorities of India', paper delivered at a
conference on Maritime Change: Issues for Asia, Sydney, Avstralia, 27-22
November 199'1r,p.25.
Ravi Rikhye 'Nobody asked me, but ...', US Naoal Institute Prcczeilings, Mardr 1990,
p.V.
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ever for some reason choose to do so, provided it were not opposed by
a suPerPower.

It could not, however, easily accomplish any of the following
tasks. It could not easily sustain a carrier battle group at sea for an

extended period in distant waters. Nor could it act independently in
the enclosed waters of the Persian Gulf or straits of Malacca, where its
forces would be highly vulnerable to land-based air forces and

missiles. It does not yet have a comprehensive range of anti-missile
defences, including close-in defences or an anti-missile missile'

Although it is thought that it will acquire the powerful Russian ssN-22

Sunburi missile (presumably armed with a conventional warhead) for

its new destroyer, it does not yet have an equivalent to the Harpoon or
Exocet missile, both in the possession of a number of regional navies.35

It does not yet have a comprehensive system of overhead monitoring
in place that would enables it to obtain real-time intelligence relating

to ihe more distant waters surrounding it. In essence, it still remains a

south Asian regional power. It is still fundamentally a 'continental'

Power.

Although seriously constrained by resource issues and by the

'brown-water' iequirements of its South Asian circumstances, India

still aspires to a wider naval role. In the 1995 budget, spending on the

navy was increased markedly in relation to the other forces. In fact,

once one uses actual budget figures from year to year and incorporates

capital spending as well, expenditure on the navy is budgeted- to rise

by 15.4 per cent on the army by 10.9 per cent and, in the case of the air
force, it is scheduled to fall by 0.7 per cent.36 While it is too early to
interpret these data in the sense that they may simply provide for fixed

capitil assets such as renewed work on the port of Kawar, rather than

foi acquisition of new wcaPons systems, they seem to indicate a
determination on the part of New Delhi to retain India's role as the

leading indigenous naval power in the Indian Ocean.

For the SSN-20 acquisition see Asia-Pacific Defence Reprter, December/January
1995, p. 15.
S€e D'.N. Christie, India's Naval Strategy and the RoIe of tlu Anilanan and Niabar
Ishnils, Working Paper No.291 (Stratcgic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian
National University, Canbcrra, 1995), pp.9-10.
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The Southwest Asian Powers

Pakistan
Now that the Cold War is over and the Soviet threat posed by

the intervention in Afghanistan is no longer present, Fakistanb
security interests in the Indian ocean are dominated by its competition
with India. Although Pakistan does not have the power-projection
potential of India, it nonetheless has a capable naval force in tle context
of its own environment, which is largely confined to the Arabian Sea.
Unlike India, which has developed a strategy of maintaining relatively
upto-date platforms (with the exception of its aircraft carriers), but
which sometimes has not been able to equip them with state-of-the-art
weapons and defences, Pakistan has often used old platforms but
equipped them with some formidable weapons that give them
considerable punch, such as Exocet and Harpoon missiles. However, it
has been required to return its leased surface fleet because of action by
the United States under the Pressler Amendment and to acquire an
additional six modernised Amazon-class frigates from Britain in a 50
million pound deal. (These are the same class that caught fire in the
Falklands campaign because of extensive use of aluminium.)37 It has
also decided to replace its ageing Daphne submarines with the French
Agosta 90B, in a $950 million purchase. These ships are to be fitted
with Erocefs, SM 39 missiles and, eventually, an air-independent
propulsion system.

In pursuit of its strategy of attempting to link itself to the
Southwest Asian strategic milieu in order to prbvide a check against
India, Pakistan has endeavoured to develop its military links with
leading Gulf powers, especially Saudi Arabia, and to a lesser extent
Iran. According to one observer, a symbiotic relationship has evolved
between Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, with pakistin supplying
rnnpower and expertise and Saudi Arabia supplying money.38 In
1967, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan signed a defence pact under which
Pakistanis were to assist Saudi military modernisation as advisers. In
1976, Pakistani troops comprised par[ of the Saudi contingent of the
Arab League in Lebanon. By 1979, 5,000 pakistani troops were

See Richard Scott, 'Pakistan's Type 21 Modernisation program', Military
Technology, No. 11, 1994, p. 68.
See B A. Robertson, 'South Asia and the Gulf Complex' in Buzan and Rizvi (eds),
South Asian Insecurity and the Great Powers, p.\59.
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stationed in saudi Arabia. A year later the 1967 agreement was

renewed. In the 1980s Pakistan had an un-equipped armoured brigade

stationed in Saudi Arabia.3e Pakistan withdrew its troops in 1988, but

sent fresh ones during the 1990-91 Gulf crisis. In return for on-going

military support, tha Saudis reportedly funded Pakistan for the

purchase of i*o squadrons of F-16s. They also provided-.modest

^ititury 
assistance in both the 1965 and 1971 wars with India'4o In

addition to the saudi link, Pakistan cultivates other linkages in
southwest Asia, most notably with lran. That relationship is not,

however, as close aS the one with Saudi Arabia, partly because of the

Shia-Sunni factor, but partly also because Iran has larger economic,

and even security, agendas that it wishes to cultivate with India'

Pakistan sees China as its most long-standing and loyal ally'
The relationship with china has changed in recent years,, however.

while china is still a willing exporter of arms and defence

technologies to Pakistan, including civil and possibly military nuclear

technolo[ies, it is not willing to proffer direct strategic backing against

India inlhe way it was in the past. This change in the attitude of
China in part reiates to the emerging rapprochement with India that

commenced with the visit of Rajiv Gandhi to Beijing in December 1988.

In part also it relates to Beijing's reluctance to back Pakistan on the

Xaitrmir dispute in circumstances in which its own Presence in Tibet

and Xiniiang, botn contiguous to Kashmir, is under challenge from
separatist forces.

Pakistan's strategy of presenting itself as an entrepOt for the

cARs has been frustrated by the civil war in Afghanistan. It therefore

supports the Pushtoon Islamicist grouP Talibaan, which successfully

thrust northwest and captured the province of Herat. Pakistan reasons

that with Afghanistan in Talibaan hands the way north would be open
and it could establish firm links with the CARs. This strategy is,

however, opposed by lran, which has for many years backed the non-
pushtoon foices in Afghanistan. It is also opposd by India, which is

likely to be providing advice and some non-military supplies to the

The foregoing details are all from-ibid., pp-17-'l'2; and Business pgorln-'-zt
Septembe"r 19"9O as in Institute for Defence Studies and- 4""ty:i: 0DSA), New
Ddhi, Nrrt Reobw on fuuth Asiallnilian Occan, Vol'23, No.ll, November 199Q

p.819.
hobertson, 'South Asia and the GuU Complex', p.170; S.N. Kohli, Sea Power and the

lnilian Ocean (McGraw-HilI, New Delhi, 1978), p.l35.
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Rabbani government. Even should Talibaan gain control over Kabul,
it is difficult to see an early return to peace in Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, Pakistan's support for the Islamicists in Afghaniitan could
eventually backfire, should the forces that the Talibaan represent ever
be unleashed in the Pushtoon North West Frontier province of
Pakistan.

In circumstances in which India is the superior power in terms
of conventional forces, Pakistan regards its nuclear weapons capability
as a 'equaliser' in the relationship with India. It has consequently
clung tenaciously tb its chameleon-like nuclear weapons poiicy "fambiguity and assertion as the occasion demands. Increasingly, it is
able to master the costs of the policy in terms of its relationship with
Washington as the latter has come to realise that a vigorous application
of non-proliferation policies would cause it to lose what influence it
still possesses. It is now most unlikely that Pakistan's - or for that
matter India's - nuclear programmes will be rolled back, an issue dealt
with in detail in a subsequent chapter. In late 1995 Washington
decided to make available to Pakistan at least some of the weapons
previously denied under the Pressler Amendment (for which Pakistan
had already paid). The package is to include Harpoon-equippd Orion
maritime reconnaissance (MR) aircraft and artillery radars. The F-16s
that were part of the original package have been withheld, however.

The Major GuIf Statesal

Iraq was severely weakened as a regional power by the
Kuwait war. Its navy was virtually destroyed: it now has only one
frigate and several coastal patrol craft. Although it still has about 300
fighter and FGA aircraft, most of these are less capable models. Its
ground forces are still formidable by Gulf standards, but without
effective air cover their capability is severely compromised, especially
were they again to be ranged against a Western force. In recognition of
this general weakness, Iraq recently decided to accept the existence of
Kuwait as a separate sovereign state. However, while Saddam
Hussain remains in power it is unlikely that Iraq will bow entirely to
the regime that the Western powers are trying to impose on it.

41 Except where otherwise footnoted, this section draws on discussions between
Amin Saikal and the author in the crcntext of work undertaken on behalf of the
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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From 1990 on, Iran has been seeking to rebuild its naval

power, some of which was destroyed in the Iran-Iraq ryI ut'tg- the re-

ilagging crisis. The Iranian navy is now the most powerful indigenous

narry it tf,e Gulf, comprising 2 Kilo submarines recently acquired from
Russia (Iran is the only Gulf power with submarines), three destroyers,

five frigates and ten 70 tonne fast attack craft with HY-7 Styx missiles,

recently purchased from China. Iran's submarines are a particular
worry 

- 
because anti-submarine warfare is difficult in the culf.

Howlver Russia, acting under Pressure from the United States, has

refused to supply further vessels and the ones already in lran's

possession reportedly have communications difficulties below

p"rir.opu depin.+Z iran also has a number of surface-to-surface

Lallistii missiles capable of being fired from land at surface vessels.

These reportedly include modern Italian missiles, Silkworms, and
Chinese CSS-N-z HY-2 missilcs.43 ln 7992, Ukraine reportedly sold

Iran eight slN-22 supersonic anti-ship missiles, for which the us navy

has no electronic countermeasure (ECM) capability.aa lran's air force

of about 115 fighters suffers from the fact that only 30 are relatively
modern aircrafi, while 60 of the rcmainder are US-sourced and suffer
from lack of spare parts due to the US embargo.45

Iran sees itself as an isolated and beset Power, one that is both

opposed by the Gulf Arabs and challenged by the west, particularly
ttre united states, which it believes is attempting to freeze it out in
world economic forums such as the IMF and World Bank. These

perceptions were reinforced by President Clinton's Executive order of
May 1995 banning US companies from trading with lran. Iran is now
vulnerable and weak, with its economy in ievere difficulties.a6 In

these circumstances, Iran is seeking to develop its links with large

developing nations such as China and India, which it sees as having a

rapidly increasing dcmand for oil, and with the Central Asian

llS Nawt lnstitule Proaeilings,Yol.l20/3/1093, March ",94'4, p.112.
llSS, Tlu Military Balance 1993-94 (Brassey's, London, '1993), p.116.

Lt. james Krasia, 'Gatekeepers of the buf, US Naml Institutc Proceeilings, Yol.
l2O/3/1W3, March 1994, pp. a!5. There are some doubts about this rePorted

42
43
u

acquisition of the 5922, howevcr.45 llsb, rte Military Balance 7994-9, p."107 (as in Asia-Pacific Delence Reprter 1995

annual edition).46 See Andrew Rathmell, 'lran's Liquid Lifeline', lane's Intelligence Reoicw, Vol. 7, No.

9,1995,p.41't.
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Republics. It has also been careful not to alienate Russia,
notwithstanding recent developments in Chechnya.

India initially stood aloof from developing any
strategic/military relationship with Iran because of fear of US reaction
and concern that military information might pass to Pakistan. In the
past year, however, the relationship has developed significantly. Not
only has there been the above-mentioned Rafsanjani visit to New
Delhi, but Iran's naval commander, Rear Admiral Ali Shamkani,
visited India for five days in October 1995. India is now considering
servicing/maintaining lran's Kilos and a wide-ranging arrns
relationship is under discussion based on mutual use of Russian
equipment.4T

Iran's perceived need to break free from US-imposed
international isolation by seeking relations with nations such as China
and India has also resulted in a less strident assertion of its Islamicist
position. Moreover, although Iran would like to see itself as the
protector of Islamic radicalism, in reality the various Islamic radical
movements largely derive momentum from their own regional
circumstances rather than as a result of the machinations of Tehran.
The important radical Islamic movements in Algeria and Egypt are
Sunni and largely home grown and Iran's position in Sudan is based
on the isolation of the Sudanese government rather than on any
natural affinity between the Sunni Sudanese and Shi'ite lranians. The
one place Iran has had some leverage is with the Hez,bullah (Party of
God) radical Shi'ite Islamic forces in Lebanon. Even in the case of
neighbouring Bahrain, where a Shi'ite Islamicist movement has been
blamed on lran, home-grown issues are probably uppermost.
Nevertheless, any successful attempt to gain power on the part of the
Shi'ites of Bahrain would be perceived by the Gulf Arabs as a direct
challenge to their position and would result in rising tension, if not
conflict, between Iran and Saudi Arabia. The issue is specially
sensitive since many of Saudi Arabia's own Shi'ite population are
located in the Eastern province, contiguous to Bahrain. Bahrain also
occupies a highly strategic position in the Gulf. It is the headquarters

47 fune's Intelligence Reoiew,septcmber 1995,p.6.
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of the US Navy Middle East Force (MIDEASTFOR) and a British Royal

Air Force contingent. 4

On its part, Saudi Arabia finds itself caught between its

conservative Arab social and political structure and its basic reliance
on the West, and particularly the United States, for its security. It has

recently been assisted in confronting this dilemma by the fact that,
following the fall of the Shah of lran, Washington has become far more
adept at supporting its Gulf allies without at the same time alienating
potential radical forces in their societies. Although militarily stronger

in terms of high-technology equipment than lra& Saudi Arabia is
nevertheless fearful of Iran because of its much larger population and
the forces of Islamic radicalism it appears to rePresent. In order t9 pre-
empt lran in the CARs, Saudi Arabia is applying itself diplomatically
and financially in that area. It also attempts to offset its small
population by developing strategic linkages with Pakistan, a more

populous and technologically capable nation.

Southern Africa
With the ending of Apartheid and the Cold War, the security

challenges faced by south Africa have changed radically. Even under
the old order, however, when the Apartheid goverrunent was

confronted by the front-line states, assisted as they were by Cuban
troops and military assistance from the soviet union, the essential
problem confronting south Africa was not so much fear of a direct
military challenge as of the capability of the front-line states to assist

the anti-Apartheid forces within South Africa. The relativities between
the South African National Defence Force (SANDF - formerly the

SADF) and the defence forces of south Africa's neighbours is given in
Table 2.3. It should be noted about this table that the quality of south
African forces and equipment would certainly make up for numbers in
those areas in which numbers are lacking - for example in relation to
troop numbers for Angola and fighter aircraft for Tanzania.

Furthermore, now that the Cold War is over, South Africa is not
seriously challenged by any Power outside Southern Africa.

48 Andrew Rathmell, 'The Troubled State of Bahrain', lane's Intelligence Reobw,Yol.7,
No.8 195, p.257.
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The security challenge facing South Africa is thus not so much

one of direct miiitary threat from an outside force as of the

requirement to integrate a disparate collection of armies, combined

wilh the need to cope with the internal security challenges posed by
the ending of the Apartheid regime. The integration problem is a

particularly challenging one. During the last days of Apartheid, the

SnOf was deeply mistrusted within Southern Africa. This problem
was compounded by the number and variety of the forces operating in
the area. The SADF itself was organised into several distinct services,

with Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei having homeland

forces of their own. Overlaid on the security forces were the political
forces of the African National congress (ANC), the Pan-Africanist
Congress (PAC) and the Azanian People's Organisation (AZAPO)
armies and guerrilla organisations. As well, there were other
paramilitary outfits such as Inkatha and right-wing White su_premacist

brganisations such as the Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (AWB)'19 In

all, about 2000 additional homeland troops were inducted into the

SADB plus a force of about 16,000 ANC cadre. At the time these

inductions took place, the permanent cadre of the SADF had been

reduced to about 50-60,(X)0, with an army of 47,W, only 4,000 of
whom were Black or Coloured.50 The process of integration was

further complicated by the need to ensure a fairer representation of

non-whites in the officer corps: in 1990 there were only 10 Black army

officers, the highest ranking being a captain.sl Eventually, the

integrated military will probably be about two-thirds non-White, with
a mix of tribal-linguistic groupings dominated by Xhosa-speakers. To

date integration, which is being conducted with support from the

British military, has been progressing well, notwithstanding some

initial'hiccups' associated with the need to apply military discipline to
the former guerrilla forces. After the election, 11 Black generals were
appointed in the security forces as a whole, including the police.

Additionall/, the homeland officer corps has been appointed to the

Greg Mills, 'Armed Forces in Post-Apartheid South Africa', Suroioal, Vol' 35, No 3,

Autumn 1,993,p.78.
William Gutte;idgg Thc Military in South African Politics: Clnmpbns_of Natbral
Uniry?, Conflict S"tuaies No. 27i (Research Instihrte for the Shrdy of Conflict and
Terrorism, London, 1994), p. 13.

Mills, 'Armed Forces in Post-Apartheid South Africa', p.80. These ten did not
indude mixed-race people and Indians.

49

50

51
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SANDF at their existing ranks, which has helped to provide a higher
percentage of Black officers.

The SANDF also confronts serious financial difficulties. The
force faced an eft:ective 40 per cent reduction in funding in real terms
between 1989 and 1993, reducing spending to 2.6 per cent of GDP.52
At the same time, it was also forced to accommodate the additional
manpower resulting from integration. Of the three arms of the service,
the navy has suffered most from the recent cut-backs, falling in size
from 15,000 to less than 10,000 civilian and military personnei. Given
the tight financial situation and the lack of any credible outside threat,
there is debate about whether to transform the navy into a sort of
'super coast guard'. The kinds of roles it will be likely to undertake in
future include policing, fisheries protection and diplomacy through
ship visits. The air force is also suffering from block obsolescence and
it will be difficult financially to replace the ageing inventory.

The security concerns of the new South Africa are thus likely
to be dominated by the imperatives of maintaining internal stability
and integrating a highly heterogeneous force and by reducing the
burden of the military on the economy, rather than by any possible
external threat. This, plus the need to accommodate higher rnanpower
levels for a period, indicates that more resources are likely to be spent
on manpower and fewer on capital, with a winding down of the
productive capability of the South African arms industry unless
substantial export markets can be developed. However, the end of
Apartheid has also opened out the possibifity for some significant new
security relationships to evolve, particularly with powers like India,
which has already undertaken a naval visit, and Singapore, which is
developing links through the defence industries.

Southeast Asian/Australasian Indian Ocean States53

In general, the ASEAN defence establishments have a fairly
benign view of the security environment in the Indian &ean. Their
main concerns are focused on what they see as more credible regional
threats such as the Korean peninsula and South China Sea. They are

:1 Mills,'Armed Forces in Post-Apartheid South Africa', p.87.rr This section relies heavily on briginal work undertaien by Desmond Ball in the
context of consultancies undertaken for the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade.
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no longer as concerned about the role of India as a mapr regional

po*e.ls they were in the 1980s. Their lasting concern is- the security

of C,rf oil and the SLOCs out of the Gulf and through the Southeast

Asian straits. The need eventually to integrate Myanmar fully into
their security system is also of concern. In recent years, however, they
have been optimistic about the prospects of weening Myanmar away

from China and eventually into ASEAN through the poliry of
'constructive engagement'.

In terms of their broader 'grand strategies', the ASEAN

governments are committed to the achievement of self-reliance - or the

iapability of dealing with regional contingencies on the basis of their

own resources. An example of this commitment can be observed in

the Indonesian concept of-Tannas or'regional resilience'. The ASEAN

countries are also concerned about the pervasive uncertainty that

characterises the post-Cold War security environment in the region,

the possibility oi further reductions in the US presence in and

com-itmetrt [o the region, and a wide range of maritime issues that
require surveillance and defensive capabilities.

Most of the ASEAN countries, in common with those of
Northeast Asia, are engaged in vigorous arms acquisition
prograrnnes, including multlpurpose fighter 

- 
aircraft, .- 

surface

ionibatants, maritime surveillance systems, anti-ship missiles, and
rapid deployment forces. This stems in part from the fact that the

ASfeN countries have been engaged over the past decade in a

restructuring of their defence forces from counter-insurgency
capabilities to modern, high-technology forces, with . increased

emphasis on maritime (including land-based air) capabilities._ There

also remains considerable concern about the longer term capabilities,

obiectives and policies of the mapr Asian Powers - C-hina, fapan and,

to a lesser extent, India. There are also significant differences between

the ASEAN countries with respect to their perceptions of the particular
mapr powers. China is generally viewed with most concern.

Concerns about India have dissipated over the past several

years as India's naval expansion has been stalled by budgetary
tonstraints and as China has emerged as the country of greatest

concern. Although India's reach into East Asia will remain very

limited, the possi6ility of active sinolndian competition would have

some disturbing implications for the region. ASEAN nations are
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highly conscious of the implications of any Sino-Indian competition in
their region and have been careful not to set up a 'iuxtaposition'
between the two - a policy they are likely to maintain until such time
as China might emerge as an openly hegemonic force in the region.
Within these broad parameters, individual countries have adopted a
more nuanced approach to India and the Indian Ocean.

Thailand's Security Interests in the Indian Oceanil
The IOR does not receive much consideration in the Thai

strategic community. It is not mentioned directly in the 1994 White
Paper, but is considered indirectly in the context of India.55 Thailand's
security concerns with India are centred on the Andaman Sea and, in
particular, the Andaman and Nicobar islands. However, India's more
subtle regional policies in the 1990s seem to have been received more
positively in Bangkok. Alleged incursions into Thai waters by Indian
submarines are often cited in support of the Thai navy's plans to
procure both submarines and extensive anti-submarine warfare
capability.56 These incursions are now quite dated and their mention
seerns related to procurement strategy rather than any real security
concerns. There have also been reports of Tamil guerrilla groups
procuring small arms from Cambodia at the border town of
Aranyaprathet. The Indian Ocean is sometimes referred to by Thai
defence planners in relation to the flow of oil from the Middle East to
Northeast Asia but again, the focus of concern is on the Andaman Sea.

Thailand's Andaman Sea coast was long neglected by Thai
defence planners, but is now attracting a much higher priority and
expanded defence activity. Thcre have been a number of catalysts for
Thai interest. The main driving force has probably been the proposed
development of the southern seaboard with a trans-shipment facility
between west and east coasts. A regional fleet headquarters has been
established on the west coast, the naval facilities at Phang Nga have
been upgraded and major new facilities at Krabi are to be developed.sT

Information provided by Lt Col Noel Adams, Suategic and Defence Studies
Centre, Australian National Univcrsity, Canberra, December 1994.
Government of Thailand, Ministry'of Defence, The Defence of Tluiland 1,994
(Bangkok 1994), pp.lG11.
'Regional Impact of Navy's Expanded Role', TIe Nation,15 November 1992, p.86.
'Navy Chief on Modernization, PRC Tcrchnology', The Nation,25 December 1993,
pp.A1-A2.
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The Thai navy is also considering the basing of all or part of its
proposed submarine fleet on the west coast.58 Air defence radar

io*rerage for the southern Thai provinces-has been installedsg and the

second F-15 squadron will be based there.fl

Impetus for west coast naval development has also been
provided by Indian military activities in the Andaman and Nicobar
islands, and by Chinese development of port and other infrastructure
in Myanmar. Thailand has also recently expanded defence links with
Bangladesh, with senior officer visits and exchanges such as

attendance at staff colleges.

Fishing represents another reason for expanding interest in the
Andaman Sea. The growing crisis in fish stocks attracts little interest
outside the region. The Gulf of Thailand is badly depleted of fish by
both pollution and overfishing. Thai fishing fleets are increasingly
operating further from home with some fishing craft arrested in 1994

in Bangladeshi waters. Thai commercial interests are currently
building larger deepsea fishing boats. It is unclear where these ships
plan to operate, but westwards into the Indian Ocean aPPears more
iogical than the already crowded South China Sea and Western Pacific'
The fishing lobby has powerful political connections and the navy
believes it could be tasked to assist with protection of deepsea fishing
fleets in future.

Indonesia

In recent years, Indonesia has begun to articulate the need to
transform its defensive posture from the old concerns about intemal
security to the need for maritime and 'archipelegic' defence, by which
it means concern about defence of Indonesia in its maritime as well as

its land-based context, with the one being integral to the other. It is a
strategy requiring cenhal planning but decentralised implementation,
with the compartmentalisation of the different island groupings into
quasi-self-sufficient units, and with the development of highly mobile

'Minister on Poesible Naval Base on Andaman Sea', The Nation, 15 November 199,
P.41.
Thailand Adds New Capability to Air Defense Networks', Defenx Electroni.cs, Jttly
1991,p.4i1.
'Asia Pacific Air Forces and Future Procurement', AsbnDefmce lounnal, No.l, 193,
P.33.
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and fledble forces.5l In pursuit of these goals Indonesia has graduaily
started to acquire new weapons that give it greater maritime and land-
based maritime reach, including surveillance capabilities. These
include parts of the old East German fleet, 72 F-16 aircraft (with the
possibility of 12 more to follow), M Hawk 1,n/200 ground support
aircraft (with the goal of acquiring up to 100), three Type 209 e-DW
submarines on order and three Boeing maritime surveillance aircraft.

The main concerns of Indonesian security are still directed
north, rather than west and south into the Indian deatr. The dispute
over the South China Sea has reinforced Indonesia's traditi,onal
concem about China. Indonesia is cunently trynng to obtain from
Beijing confirmation of the status of its large natural gas field north of
Natuna Island in the context of china's claim to the south china sea.
There is also residual concern over tensions in the northeast corner
concerning mutual territorial claims with Malaysia and philippines.
An additional Indonesian concern has been caused by the emerging
nuclear capabilities in south Asia, which Indonesia believes cali for
regional arrangements and confidence'building measures aimed at de-
emphasising nuclear armaments.@

Malaysia
Malaysia has progressed well down the path of transforming

its defence poliry from its previous internal orientation to a more
outward-looking, maritime posture. In pursuit of this orientation it
has recently acquired a mix of FA-18s and MiG-29Ms, both of which
have air defence and maritime attack capabilities. It has acquired two
British frigates and is about to embark on a major ocean patrol vessel
acquisition. It has upgraded coastal surveillance and response
capabilities on both sides of the peninsula, with an emphasis on the
east coast in terms of the prevalence of exercising. sabalr-and sarawak

See . Mai:r-Gen_eral Toni Hartono, National Defence in an Archipelegic
Environment: Indonesia's Concept' in David llorner (ed.), Ttu Army ind "tlu
Future: Lanil Forces in Australia inil South-East /sia (Aushalian Depaitment of
Defence, C-anberra, 1993), pp. 150-1.
oetarjo Diran, 'An Indon-esian View of Npr Review confermce Issues' in
51ll*f 9_.1{l"I g1a M. Elaine price (eds), Director's *ries on proliferation,
UCRL-LR-1140D-7 (lawrence Livermore National l,aboratory, univeisity of
California, California, 27 December 1994), p.26.
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have been included in the area covered by the Five Power Defence

Arrangements. It is seeking to acquire two to three submarines'

TheMalaysianMinisterforDefence,DatoSriMohdNaiibTun
Razak, has stated that 'there are areas of uncertainty which will
continue to be of concern to the region" and primary among these'is

the possibility of new powers emerging'.6 As already ngted-, however,

"on""^ 
*onid now piobably be stronger about China than India, with

the Chinese claim in the South China Sea featuring strongly'

Australia&
with the end of the cold war, Australia's security interests are

focused much more on the need for defence self-reliance and the

development of a policy of 'strategic PartnershiP' with Southeast Asia

than they were under the Cold War regime. Canberra's strategic

concerns are now primarily focused on developments to_the north in

Southeast Asia and, to a lesser extent, Northeast Asia. However, the

1994 Defence white Paper, Defending Austtalin, recognises that India
may become a key element of the wider strategic balance in Asia'

For Australia, defence self-reliance does not mean self-

sufficiency, but rather the ability to handle credible low-level threats

without tire assistance of foreign combat forces. Aushalia's defence

force structure is determined by the requirement to predominate in the

sea-air gap surrounding the continent. In the Indian ocean, this means

being aEli to protect Australian territories in the Cocos and Christmas

islands - which are about 1,000 nautical miles from the mainland - and

the maritime approaches to the west. Because Potential threats are

perceived 
"t -oit likely to come from or through Australia's^northern

ind northwestern areas, a decision was made in the 1997 Force

structure Rniew to move the major submarine base and significant
elements of the destroyer/frigate force to Western Australia. Other

elements of the Austialian Defence Force - an arrny brigade and

forward fighter bases - are being moved to the north of Australia,

where the Facific and Indian oceans meet. With the introduction of the

new collins-class submarines, additional numbers of F-111s, and in-

63 Mohd Najib Tun Razak. Asia-Pacific's s_lrategic- outlcr,k T!:-lh{tils of Paradigms

(Pelandu( Publications, Sclangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia, 195) ,P:6' 
-A ihis section relies subsiantiall"y on work undertaken by Paul -Dbb in the context of

papers prepared for the Austrilian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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flight refuelling for its F/A-18s, Australia will improve its ability to
project a military presence.

The idea of strategic partnership is also based on the
geographic proximity of Southeast Asia and the view that, in a rapidly
changing world, Australia will increasingly share strategic concerns
with like-minded neighbours, who are also middle powers.
Australia's interests in this regard are focused on Indonesia, Singapore
and Malaysia, at the eastern end of the Indian Ocean.

At the level of grand strategy, the 1994 Defence White Paper
pays considerable attention to the possibility of change in the
relationships of the major powers in Asia: China, fapan, India, the
United States and Russia. Clearly, a stable strategic balance would be
the most advantageous stratcgic outcome for Australia - with the
balance of power preferably being held by the United States. But
different outcomes are possible. The future role and power of China in
particular is uncertain. Australia believes that Japan and India could
have a significant role to play in future by ensuring that no one power
emerges as the hegemonic power.

In the Indian Ocean, the strategic outlook is perceived to be
more stable than in the Pacific: in the Pacific, major power relativities
are changing quite quickly. China and Japan are emerging as more
important players and Russia - and arguably the United States - as
relatively less important. Most of these major powers either have, or
are developing, substantial power-projection forces. In the Indian
Ocean, Australia assesses that although India's strong economic
growth will allow it to strengthen its already substantial forces and to
exert increased influence, it is unlikely over the next decade to develop
long-range power projection or the capacity to sustain significant
conventional forces at any distance. Eventually, the extension of the
Chinese naval activity into the South China Sea, and perhaps the
waters of Southeast Asia, could draw India's attention. But any
decision by India to become more engaged in Southeast Asia would
not necessarily be seen as threatening by Australia.

Australia's security concerns in the Indian Ocean will be
focused rather more on the need for stability in key countries in the
north-east (Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand) and for
secure sea lines of communication from the eastern Indian Ocean
through the narrow straits and confined waters of Southeast Asia. In
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the north-west of the Indian Ocean, Australia's dependence on the

Gulf area for particular grades of oil imports is of strategic concern.

Even though Australia is currently 75 per cent self-sufficient in oil, its
degree of self-sufficiency is likely to be progressively eroded. Of more

concern for the general strategic stability of the region is fapan's heavy
dependence on free transit through the Indian Ocean of its crucial oil
imports, since fapan is Australia's most significant trading partner.

Despite the fact that Australia's major strategic orientation in
terms of the Indian Ocean is Southeast Asia and the waters to the

immediate northwest of Australia, it is an ironic fact that the three of
the last four overseas engagemcnts involving Aushalian forces - the

Kuwait war and the involvement of Australian forces under the UN
flag in Somalia and Rwanda - all took place in the further reaches of
the Indian Ocean. This fact has not shaped the thinking of policy
makers in Canberra to any significant degree, however, since the UN
role is seen as peripheral to the role of 'dcfending Australia' in terms of
Australia's current'grand stratcgy'.

As we have seen, the security architecture of the Indian Ocean is one in

which the most serious disputes tend to be confined to the members of
respective security complexes. With the end of the Cold War, the
major strategic interests of the external powers have tended to focus on
the security of oil, which is in turn now threatened not so much

through the possibility of outside intervention, but rather as a result of
tensions generated within the Culf complex itself. With the end of the

Cold War the Soviet successor state, Russia, has come to assume only a
minor role in the region. Commensurately, the roles of the United
Nations and of the major littoral power, India, have become more
important. In time, we are also likely to see a more substantial interest
in the region on the part of the East Asian powers, especially China

and fapan. Although the major external Powers do not have

fundamental security intercsts beyond the security of oil, increasingly
the intemational media is dragging them into conflicts in far-flung
regions such as Rwanda and Somalia. We now turn to examine some

of these more intractable conventional security threats in the IOR.



CHAPTER 3

CONVENTIONAL THREATS TO
SECURITY IN THE INDIAN OCEAN

In terms of both conventional threats to security (ones that
include the threat of war between nations using conventional
weapons) and non-conventional threats (low-intensity internal confl ict,
threats involving nuclear, biological or chemical weapons and non-
military threats such as environmental or criminal threats), the Indian
Ocean region is one of the most fraught in the world today. Within the
region, however, the main conventional threats of war are
concentrated in two security complexes - South Asia and the persian
Gulf. Of these two regions, the situation in South Asia is possibly the
more dangerous. But South Asia is also more isolated in terms of the
international impact that any conventional war would have than is the
Gulf, which is tightly tied in to the international system through the
politics of oil.

Within South Asia, the focus of tension is the relationship
between the two largest countries, India and Pakistan. In this chapter
we deal with that competition as it affects conventional security. The
nuclear aspects will be addressed in the following chapter, while
confidence.and security-building measures between the two will be
examined in Part II.

The India-Pakistan Comp etition

One of the key issues that needs to be addressed concerning
India and Pakistan is whether the competition between them is a result
of the fundamental rift between an Islamic state and a predominantly
Hindu one, or whether it derives mainly from the territorial confliit
over the status of Kashmir. If the latter is the case, then one would
suppose that the level of tension could be significantly lowered by a
settlement of the Kashmir dispute. Those who espouse the position
that the conflict is fundamental, on the other hand, use the argument
that Kashmir is an issue precisely because of the religious divide. In
other words, it is merely symptomatic of a deeper rift between the two.
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This latter position is innately more pessimistic about the possibility of
the two nations developing a modus aiaendi.

We do not have scope to provide a full discussion of the place

of religion in the context of a book about wider Indian Ocean security.

It is our belief, however, that should an agreement be reached about

the future of Kashmir, it would go some considerable way to easing

tension between India and Pakistan, even though it might not result in
a complete rapyochanenf between the two. For our Present PurPoses,
the key issue is to determine iust how dangerous the dispute is in
terms of South Asian and wider Indian Ocean security.

The first point to make in this regard is a positive one. Since

the issue flared up as a result of the internal revolt in Indian Kashmir
in 1989, there liave been a number of incidents that could in
themselves have led to conflict, such as serious breaches of human
rights by Indian security forces, the siege of the Hazratbal mosque, the

arming of Kashmiri rebels by Pakistan, the provision of covering fire

by Pakistani forces to border crossers, Indian allegations of Pakistani

involvement in the serial bombings in Bombay that took place in 1993,

the destruction of the Sufi shrine at Charar-e-Sharif early in 1995 and
the rising level of invective on both sides.

Yet through this long period of crisis, the two nations have not
gone to war. IndEed, although they are engaged in a number of low-
level border conflicts in Kashmir, large-scale conventional war has

now been avoided between them for nearly a quarter of a century'
This fact tells us something about attitudes on both sides.

It tells us firstly that Pakistan will try to avoid engaging in a
war it could not win. Pakistan's traditional military strategy in the

context of superior Indian military force was one of 'offensive defence'.

The essence of this strategy was for Pakistan to act quickly in any war,
perhaps even pre-emptively, in order to seize and retain sufficient
territory before India was able to bring to bear its superior resources
through a war of attrition, and to use that territory as a bargaining chip
in the subsequent peace Process. This strategy has clearly not been

viable for a number of years (if, indeed, it ever was) because it wrongly
supposes that India could be induced to accept such a situation and

sue for peace.
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On the other hand, in recent years Pakistan has been able

successfully to adopt a strategy in which it assists the Kashmiri

separatists; thus causing India to 'bleed' in Kashmir and keep

hundreds of thousands bf Indian military and paramilitary forces

pinned down there. There is evidence that some aftemPts have been

hade to downgrade this assistance in recent years under the prime
ministership oi Benazir Bhutto'l At the same time, Pakistan has

mounted an international campaign designed to discredit India and

draw attention to alleged and actual Indian atrocities in Kashmir. This

campaign has been focused especially, but not exclusively, on other

Islamic nations such as those in the Gulf, on which India is dependent

for oil, trade and guest worker remittances. Pakistan's important
underlying objective in its campaign on Kashmir is to avoid pushing
India over the threshold into actual war, which it could not win'

This strategy has so far had mixed results. The strategy of

assisting the Kashmiri separatists has, by and large, served its obiective

of keeping India bogged down in the 'quagmire' of Kashmir' The

diplomatii offensive, on the other hand, has not been as successful as

Pakistan would have liked. The reason is that most large Islamic
nations and China - nations that might normally be expected to
support Pakistan over India - have their own separatist problems. The

lasi- thing they would want is for such problems to be aired in
intemational forums such as the united Nations. Also, nations such as

Iran have substantial economic agendas in relation to India that tend to
outweigh their pan-Islamic sentiments.

On its part,India is disposed to avoid war with Pakistan on a

number of grounds. Even though Indian forces are generally superior,

Pakistan is not without its own resources. Since Pakistan's loss of
Bangladesh in 197'1., it has gained the additional advantage of now
having only one theatre to contest, whereas India is forced to retain at
least some of its forces on the border with China. As we have seen,

India also has substantial numbers of troops tied up in internal duties.
Further, it has lost access to cheap state{f-the-art Soviet weapons in

circumstances in which over 70 Per cent of its weapons systems are

soviet-derived. Added to this, in recent years economic difficulties
have forced restraints on military spending resulting in a constant

This was especially the case during Bhutto's first Sovernment' See an on-the-spot
report by Christoph er Thoma s in the T imes, as in the .'{zslral ian, 24 July 1990'
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level of spending in real terms (see Figure 3.1). In these circumstances,
the defence budget has had difficulty accommodating the substantial
fall in the value of the rupee in the decade prior to 1995 and the
constant rise in the cost of sophisticated weapons and of manpower'
Training and the state of readiness of the forces have slipped badly.

India is also restrained from mounting a full-scale attack on
Pakistan because it has no fundamental goals that it would wish to
gain from war. Given its current difficulties in holding that part of
Kashmir already in its possession, it would hardly want to acquire
more of Kashmir, most of which would be far more difficult to hold
strategically than the Vaie of Kashmir. Nor would it want to occupy
other parts of Pakistan, thus adding to its own Muslim population of
120 million. At best, all it could hope for would be to capture Pakistani
territory that it would need to return as part of a peace settlement -

and this in exchange for a war that would be extremely costly to its
exchequer and in terms of loss of life, as well as risky politically.

Although there are grounds for optimism inherent in the
situation as outlined above, there are also considerable dangers.
Foremost amongst these is the difficulty of controlling what has

developed in part into a war of proxies. With each event that occurs
between the two, moreover, the religious divide is sharpened, not just
between the two nations, but also within each nation. This is
especially true of India, which has a far higher Percentage of Muslims
than Pakistan has of Hindus. Increasingly, religious parties such as the
Bharatiya |anata Party GIP) attempt to characterise Indian Muslims as

a kind of fifth column, a strategy that may develop into a self-fulfilling
prophecy. Thus the religious divide within the two nations is
increasingly conflated with the divide betwun them, with catastrophic
results for bottr inter<ommunal and international relations.2

In terms of the Kashmir problem itself, it is difficult to see a

solution in the short term, especially since the issue is now so deeply
embedded into politics on both sides. However, there is a calculus that
will increasingly be evident in the equation. There are a number of
grounds for believing that Pakistan will be progressively weakened in
relative terms to India as the decade draws on. Since Pakistan is
India's principal regional competitor, this process is likely to yield

Ra jni Kothari,'Eroding the Republic', Semitur, N o3V, Ja nuary 1991, p. 25.
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important consequences in terms of the overall Indian Ocean Power
balance: once India no longer feels constrained by a competitive
Pakistan on its borders, it is likely to engage more actively throughout
the wider Indian Ocean region.

The first reason for expecting Pakistan gradually to lose Power
in relation to India is that the Sino-Indianrapprochementhas resulted in
a significant peac€ dividend for India in relation to its competition
with Pakistan. Although the border dispute between India and China
is far from settled, the series of agreements to date have allowed India
to draw back from the border at least three, and possibly as many as

five, of its 11 mountain divisions. Tlnis allows it to redeploy these

troops to deal with the difficult intemal situation. Potentially,.thTg
troops could be redeployed onto the border with Pakistan, should
internal conditions improve. China has also now adopted a stance of
'careful neutrality' in ielation to Kashmir.3 \\e rapTochettai witl:.

China has thus provided India with a very important shategic

advantage it did not previously enioy.

Second, as the larger Power with the more developed defence-
industrial base, India will be capable over time of replacing many of
the cheap weapons supplied by its former patrory the Soviet Union.
Pakistan will have considerably greater difficulty in replacing the

military aid formerly proffered by the United States, however. India
continues to be able to deal with both Russia and the United State and
to gain some significant technologies thereby. With the exception of a
oneoff $380 million package signed in 1995, including several Orion
maritime reconnaissance aircraft and Haryooon missiles, Pakistan has

had its deals with the United States blocked. Although India has

obiected to the sale, it does not amount to a mailr addition to the
Pakistani arsenal and it gives India the excuse it has been looking for
to deploy its Prithui missiles. Meanwhile, starved of spare parts for its
original3g F-16s, Pakistan now has only 24 operational. Although the
evolving arms relationship with China offers Pakistan some prospects

for the future, at the moment China does not have the necessary

technology to counter additional arms that India might acquire from
Russia, or even those it might eventually build itselt such as the Ariun

Harrison and Kemp,Indiaend Arnnice After the C-olil War,p'l0.
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MBT and the Light Combat Aircraft,India's indigenous fighter aircraft
project.a

Given these and other factors, in order to maintain even the
perception of parity with India, Pakistan is required to spend
massively on the military. Already nearly 70 pr cent of Pakistan's
government spending is devoted to debt servicing and the military.
Economic growth, which needs to be over five per cent given the
population growth rate of over three per cent, will be difficult to
sustain at anywhere near that level without substantial spending on
badly needed infrastructure and on the social sector. Female literacy is
very low at 21 per cent; only 14 per cent of couples accept any form of
family planning; and the social structure is in many areas of the nation
semi-feudal. Increasingly, hard-pressed governments, of whatever
persuasion, will need to address these pressing economic and social
issues at the expense of military spending.

According to The Economist, inability of the authorities to
maintain infrastructure in the face of massive in-migration is an
important factor driving Karachi's highly damaging ethnic unrest. The
fact that Karachi is Pakistan's industrial heartland makes the problems
generated all the more acute.S Moreover, the financial tensions
generated by Pakistan's very high debt-servicing requirements and
military spending are already starting to surface. In the context of the
1994 budget, Prime Minister Bhutto was forced to declare publicly that
Pakistan will not even attempt to keep pace with India's 1994 defence
hike of 20 per cent in nominal terms (about 9 per cent real). Bhutto
consequently pegged Pakistan's publicly declared defence spending to
a rise to 8.6 per cent nominal, which represents a fall of about 4 per
cent in real terms.6 But even that level of spending may prove difficult
to sustain over the longer term.

Although commentators tend to be sceptical about India's ability to produce a
fighter, US officials are now of the view that it is capable of doing so
technologically provided that the government can fund the project. See 'LCA's
Engine Designed for Extreme Conditions', Aoiation Week anil Space Technology,25
July 199a, p.45. Although this article relates specifically to the engine, given the
difficulty of producing an engine it would also presumably apply to the aircraft
itself.
'Pakistan: Asia's Answer to Beirut', as reported in Reuters Nen's Service, Art. No.
0005700,!0533, 1 July 1995.
Se Defense Nezrs, 10 June 1994 p. 13; and Robert Karniol, 'Pakistan budget seeks
real-term growth', lane's Defence Weekly, 15 July 1994. Some have argued that

5

6
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In these circumstances, Pakistan may eventually be forced to
modify its position on Kashmir and accept the status quo division of
the state; that is, according to the current line of control. This
realisation may corr€ about through a process of smooth transition, or
it may be forced upon Pakistan by means of a highly destabilising
series of shocks, perhaps involving another war with India. However
it may happet, the immediate future is fraught with danger for both
nations. But the danger is far greater for Pakistan, which is the weaker
power and which, in the final analysis, cannot afford the luxury of
maintaining strategic equality with India, given all the other pressing
demands on its exchequer.

Tensions in the Gulf and the Politics of Oil
The other security complex in the Indian Ocean in which

conventional security threats are an issue is the Gulf. Following the oil
crisis of the early 7970s, consumers of oil moved rapidly to reduce
their dependence on OAPEC oil. This move was continued into the
1980s, following the second oil shock, to the point where, by 1985, the
Gulf supplied only 20 per cent of oil consumed by the non-communist
world. From 1985 on, however, this trend was reversed. By 1994, over
33 per cent of the industrialised world's oil was supplied by the Gulf.7
As already noted in Chapter 1, over the longer term, the Culf is
expected to become even more important in terms of global oil
reserves than it was at the time of the Kuwait war in 1991.

Concern about oil security tends to focus on three scenarios.
First, following the end of the Kuwait war, the external powers are still
concemed that one or other of the larger Gulf states may for some
reason seek to gain control over oil or interrupt the flow of oil. Iraq is
no longer the prime candidate to act in this way, however. As noted,
Iraq was severely weakened as a result of the Kuwait war and is

unlikely to recover for many years. But Iran is regarded with
increasing concern by the United States.

India's rise was not so high. However, this claim depends on a revised estimate to
budget measurement. On a budget-to-budget basis the rise was in fact 20 per cent
nominal,
Talmay Khalilzad, 'The United States and the Persian Gulf: Iteventing Regional
Hegemony', Sutoioal, Vol.3Z No. 2, Summer 1995, pp.95-5.
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Table 3.1: World oil reserves, January 1992 Gillions of barrels)

Country Reserves Percentage
of world total

Saudi Arabia
Iraq
UAE
Kuwait
Iran
Venezuela
crs
Mexico
USA
China

2ffi
100

98.1
96.5
92.9
59.1

57
56.4
33.8

24

26
10

9.8
9.7
9.2
5.9
5.7
5.6
3.4
2.4

Source:. Pqul Roggrs, Oi! and Secudty in the Persian GuIf , Thc Iranian loumal of
International Affeirs, Vol. V, Nos 3 and 4, Fall/Winter 1993/94,Tab1e3,p.734.

Washington sees Iran as an ambitious power, one that
harbours 'hegemonic' tendencies.8 According to lran's naval
commander, Admiral Abbas Mohtaj, the stated goal of lran's naval
build-up is to be in a position to exercise control of the Straits of
Hormuz.9 Concern about lran's role increased in September 1992,
when it annexed Abu Musa and two other small islands near the
Straits of Hormuz formerly iointly controlled with the United Arab
Emirates. According to the US Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
General Shalikashvili:

What the Iranians are doing and why they are forward-
positioning some military systems on some of their islands
[near the Straits of Hormuz] and what this is all about bothers
us verv much.lo

See, for example, Lt. J. IGaska, 'Gatekeepers of the Gulf, US Naloal Institub
Procezilings, Yol. 120/3/7@3, March 1994, p.45; Eric Hooglund 'US Perspectives
on Persian Gulf Security', Tlu Iranian lournal of Intnnational Affairs, Vol. V, Nos 3
and 4 Fall/Winter 7993/94,p.662.
Kraska, 'Gatekeepers of the GuJf', p.46.
Quoted in 'Pentagon watdres lran arms build-up', the Times, as in the Australbn,2
March 1995.

9
10
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Despite US concern, Iran is itself highly dependent on the international
oil market for its economic well-being. It is difficult to envisage a

situation in which Tehran would deliberately seek to disrupt the flow
of oil through the Straits of Hormuz, because that would inevitably
lead to the cessation or near cessation of its own oil revenue. There

are, however, several other scenarios that could lead to disruption of
oil supplies.

One of these is the possibility that a domestic problem in one
of the mapr oil-producing countries might affect oil production in that
nation. Since Saudi Arabia commands 50 per cent of Persian Gulf oil
production,ll it has received a good deal of attention in this regard.
Gulf oil production capacity at the end of 1992 is given in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Gulf oil production capacity at the end of 1992 (millions of
barels per day)

Iran
Iraq
Kuwait
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE

3.8
2.5

1.8

0.44
8.7

2.45

Source: Narsi Ghorban and Mohammad Sarir, 'Oil and Gas: An Outlook for Future
Cooperation Among the Persian Gulf States', Thc lrenian lounul of Intenutional Affairs,
Vol. V, Nos 3 and 4, Fall/Winter 1993-94 Table3, p.742.

Domestic pressure on the Saudi regime has increased since the
end of the Kuwait war.12 Two hitherto divided sources of competition
to the regime have recently developed common demands for reform.
These are the Islamists (sometimes known as the'new Islamists') on
the one hand and the semi-secularist democratic forces on the other.
The Islamists do not just represent the forces of the conservative
mullahs, but rather a group of young people who are fed up with the
corruption and nepotism of the regime and who want to see

Mark I. Gasiorowski,'The Politics of World Oil Prices: Lessons from the Past and
Prospects for the Fuhrre', Thc lranian louraal of Interutional Affairs, Vol. V, Nos 3

and 4 Fall/Winter 7993/94, Table 1, p. 759.
The following is based in part on conversations with Professor Amin Saikal,
Director of the Centre for Middle East and Central Asian Studies, Australian
National Universitv.
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democratic reform - and herein lies the commonality with the
secularist democrats.l3 These combined challenges have been given
additional impetus by the fact that more and more Saudis are now
being educated abroad and thus becoming discontented with the
feudal nature of the regime. The level of threat of the Islamists to the
regime is illustrated by the arrest of 1J00 from amongst their number
in early 1995.

These tensions are exacerbated by some serious economic
difficulties through which Saudi Arabia is now passing. Much of the
oil wealth of Saudi Arabia, dating from the boom days of the 1970s
and 1980s, has been frittered away unproductively on conspicuous
consumption by the ruling family and on massive arms purchases
from the West. Added to this, Saudi Arabia conhibuted heavily to the
Kuwait war. Although it has increased oil production to compensate
for the loss of Iraqi oil, the excess is insufficient to make up for the loss
of revenue caused by lower prices. Nor are the Saudis willing to push
up the price of oil too far because of the effect this might have on the
capacity of Iran to re-arm and on support for the Saudi position in the
West. These economic problems are increasingly manifest in growing
unemployment amongst educated youth, who resent the continuing
importation of highly paid expatriate labour.l4

Despite these problems, the regime remains in firm control for
the present. As already noted, US support is much more carefully
applied than it was in the case of the Shah of Iran. The ruling family
itself has enonnous resources upon which to draw. It consists of 5,000
princes and princesses, occupies most of the top positions, especially in
the army, and controls all of the important instruments of state.
Unlike Iran, Saudi Arabia consists of a scattered populatiory with no
large cities such as Tehran in which opposition might gather. The
Saudi population is thus demographically and strategically easier to
conhol than was the Iranian population. Moreover, since the Kuwait
war the Yemenis have been expelled and the number of Palestinians
greatly reduced, thus minimising the role of more radical Arab
elements.

13

74

For a recent desaiption of the new Islamists, see Andrew Rathmell'Opposition in
the Gulf - Further Insighb', /ana's Intelligence Rmicut, Vol. 7, No. 7,1995, pp. 309-10.
Khalilzad 'The United State and the Persian Gulf, pp. 1@-10,
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A third possible scenario that might result in the disruption of

oil supplies is i re-run of the lran-Iraq war or some other conflict

between the larger Gulf powers. Since lraq is so badly weakened,

however, it is di-fficult to 
-envisage 

a maior conflict between Iraq and

one of its larger neighbours for some time; or if such a conflict were to

break out, it i-s difficult to envisage that it would have a major effect on

oil supplies. A.y conflict between Iran and saudi Arabia would,
however, be potentially far more dangerous. But again, it is likely that

Tehran would avoid iuch a conflict, especially since Saudi Arabia is

now backed by a strong US presence. Only in circumstances in which

Tehran were to feel severelyihreatened by continuing opposition from

the west, or in which there was widespread breakdown in saudi
Arabia and a break in the saudi-Us relationship, might it initiate a

conflict with Saudi Arabia'

The Western Response

In the aftermath of the Kuwait war, the western allies have

adopted a three-pronged strategy to Provide for oil security. First,

they have ensured thai there are sufficient pre-positioned allied forces,

and especially heavy equipment, in the Gulf to act as a'trip wire'in the

event of a crisis. Second, ttrey have endeavoured to strengthen those

local forces that favour the free flow of oil by arming the culf
cooperation council (Gcc) Powers and endeavouring to build better

coordination amongst them. And third, they are attempting to

strengthen the lines of communication into the Gulf via the 'west about

route'through the Indian Ocean.

As the largest GCC power, Saudi Arabia is a key to the success

of the pre-positioning and strengthening aspects of this s[ategy' In
the aftermath of the Kuwait war, the Saudis sought to double the size

of their ground forces within five to seven years. In 1991 they !o9]
delivery of 150 M50A3 MBTs, rocket launchers, Totnado and F-15C/D

aircraft. The united states also undertook to sell 150 M-1A2 MBTs, 200

Bradley Fighting vehicles, nine multiple rocket launch systems, tube-

launched,-optiially-hacked, wire-guided anti-tank missiles (TOW),

Patriot systems, atiack helicopters and additional F-15 aircraft. other
GCC powers also undertook substantial purchases from the United
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States and Britain.ls The Saudi navy was also built up. It now consists
of eight frigates and 29 missile/patrol craft. It is, however, still largely
a coastal force suitable only for Gulf waters.15

The achievement of GCC coordination has proved difficult. A
joint GCC force, known as 'Peninsula Shield', had been established in
1984 consisting of 7-10,000 men. But the force existed 'more on paper
than on the ground'. It did little during the Kuwait war, and since
then, Qatar has withdrawn. Omary which has a competent force, is
reluctant to accept overall Saudi command. All attempts to expand the
force have failed due to conflicts and jealousies.lT

At the same time as seeking to build up the GCC indigenous
capability, the Americans, French and British maintain their own
'Peninsula Shield Force', consisting of 5,000 troops on the ground and
Mirage 2000, Tornado and various US aircraft (including JSTARS).
While the actual number of ground troops is small, the key to US Gulf
strategy is pre-positioning of equipment, to enable the rapid
deployment of forces should the need arise. To this end, new
agreements have now been concluded or old ones refurbished with
Saudi Arabia, Ornan, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain.lS The United States
has heavy equipment pre.positioned at C-*p Doha in Kuwait
sufficient for an armoured brigade. There is also a possible agreement
to move additional equipment sufficient for an armoured brigade into
Qatar. Corps infrastructure packages are also being located on 14
ships off Guam and Diego Garcia.le

These sets of agreements provide the United States with a new
position in the Gulf that it has been seeking for decades, but was
previously unable to develop because Gulf states were wary of
appearing to be under Western influence.20 The success of the strategy
of pre-positioning was apparent when the United States was able to
deploy elements of the 24th Infantry Dvision within a matter of hours

Steven Simon, 'US Shategy in the Persian Gulf , Sumioal, Vol. 34, No. 3, Autumn
1992,pp.816.
llSS, Tru MiIitAry tuIance 7993-94, pp. 127-8.
Andrew Rathmell, 'Threats to the Gulf - Part 1', late's Intelligence Rmiao,Yot.7,
No.3, 1995, pp. 13G1.
Simon, 'US Strategy in the Persian Gulf, p. 89.

|ohn Roos, 'The power of prepo', Armeil Forus lourtul,Jvne l99t p. 15.
For a general account of this process, see Amin Saikal, 'The Unified States and
Persian Culf Security', Worlil Poliq lournal, Vol. IX, No. 3, Summer 7992, pp. 575-
31.
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of the corunencement of the september 7994 crisis in which Iraq had
moved its forces up to the border with Kuwait. Also, as shown in the

August 1995 crisis over Kuwait, the Western allies are able to bring up
to {2,0m troops and 42naval ships into the Gulf very quickly.2l

Despite these new strategies on the part of the West, there are

concerns thit at some future time another 'oil war' might be fought.
Should this occur, the coniunction of forces might not be so favourable
for the United States and its allies. In prosecuting the Kuwait war, the
United States deployed 10 army and marine divisions, 11 air force

wings and six carrier battle groups, yet still retained a large residual

forci that could be used in the event of a simultaneous crisis

elsewhere. But forces on this scale may not be available in future. The

base force after impending US military cuts reflecting the 1993 bottom
up review'will be one-third smaller than it was at the time the Kuwait
wir *as fought.2z Even the force recommended in the'bottom up
review' is, however, severely under-funded in the context of the

parallel demand to reduce the budget deficit. One study puts the

iccumulative shortfall as high as $488 billion by the year 2000. This

shortfall places a question mark over the current poli"y of being in a
position to deal with two near-simultan@us 'major regional
-ontingencies' derived from the 'bottom up review', and suggests a

furthei force cut of 20 per cent below the force defined in that

review.B According to another account, a future Gulf intervention on

the scale of 1991 would require two-thirds rather than under one-half
of available US forces (as defined in the bottom up review', let alone a

force that had been further reduced), leaving the United States

dangerously exposed. Nor would Britain and France have the same

level of capiUitity to apply in a future Gulf crisis'24 AdditionallY, the

2t

22

23

24

See Mictrael Georgy, 'Largest naval build-up in Gulf since the 1991 war', Corberra
Titnes, 17 September 1 995.
The cuts irrinsea Uy ltesidmt Bush in 1990 have resulted in a reduction of army
divisions fr6m 28 to 8; a reduction in aircralt carriers from 16 to 13; a 36 per cent

reduction in the air force's fighter wings and a cut of ballistic missile submarines
by half. Defence spending fel Uy Za peir cent in real terms between 1990 and 1994.

President clinton has imposed further cuts amounting to a furthe_r $20 billion_per
year as a reult of the b6ttom up review'. * TIE Eanomkt, 14 January 1995' p.
32.
D. Snider, D. Goure and S. Cambone, Defusc in tlu 7990s: Awiding the Train Wreck

(Center for Strategic and International Studies, Washington DC, May 1995), p.3.

See Simon, 'US Shategy in the Persian Gulf, pp. 924.
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draw-down of the US forces in Europe would make the logistical
exercise far more difficult and the United States far more reliant on
pre-positioned materiel elsewhere, including in the Indian Ocean and
the Gulf. Although Germany and |apan could theoretically do more,
both are constrained by their constitutions from despatching combat
troops to the Gulf. Finally, it should be noted that the redeployment of
troops from the European theatre to the Gulf was dependent on the
fortuitous ddtente that had developed between the United States and
the Soviet Union. As a result, the Americans were able to redeploy the
entire army VII Corps from Germany. These resources will not be
available, pre-positioned, as it were, in the event of any new crisis.

In terms of conventional Indian Ocean security, the maior challenges
devolve onto two highly troubled sub-regions: South Asia and the
Gulf. Of the two, the situation in South Asia is possibly the more
volatile at the moment since it entails a deep-seated and long-standing
territorial dispute as difficult as any in the world today, with the
possible exception of the Arab-Israeli dispute. In terms of the
international ramifications, however, the security situation in the Gulf
resonates right around the globe because of the growing dependence
of the global economy on continuing supplies of cheap oil. Although
many commentators regard the Kuwait war as sui genuus, given the
troubled situation in the Gulf and the fact that the region is home to a
number of feudal regimes that will find it increasingly difficult to
function effectively in the modern world, the future security of Gulf oil
is by no means assured.

In the case of non-conventional threats to security, we also
witness in the IOR pervasive problems as difficult as those of any other
region in the world today. While these problems do not have the
capacity of issues such as the security of oil to affect the interests of
outside powers, they do have the capacity to debilitate seriously the
integrity of regional states. Moreover, due to the existence of a series
of 'conveyor belts' that now operate in the international system, they
are gaining increasing salience in terms of the'international order'.





CHAPTER 4

NON-CONVENTIONAL THREATS TO
SECURITY

Non-conventional threats to security in the Indian Ocean fall
into two broad categories. First, there are non-conventional weapons
of mass destruction such as nuclear, biological and chemical weapons;
and second, there are smurity threats that fall short of actual war
between nations, or the threat of it, but that none.the.less have an
impact on the security of the region. The latter include issues relating
to the environment, population and stability as thq impact on security,
and the increase in low-level conflict. We shall turn firstly to the threat
emanating from nuclear, biological and chemical weapons.

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Weapons (NBCs)

NuclearWeapons

Now that South Africa has dis-assembled its nuclear
weapons,l the problem of the proliferation of nuclear weapons in the
Indian Ocean is focused on two sub'regions - South Asia and the
Gulf/Middle East. In addressing the problem of nuclear weapons,
however, it is important to recognise that the programmes in these
places are driven not just by internal regional pafterns of enmity, but
also by the way in which the wider global nuclear equation is tied in
with local prograrnmes in a dassic nuclear'chain reaction'. Thus, for
example, China claims that its nuclear programme is driven by the
programmes of the two nuclear superpowers; while India daims its
prograrune is driven by China.2 Although Pakistan's programme is

1 South Africa produced six asserrbled nuclear weapons under the Apartheid
regime. Another one reurained un-assembled. In 1989 the programme was
stopped and the weapons dismantled. See Helmoed-Rdmer Heitnran, 'South
Africa built 5 nudear weapons',lane's Defmcc Weekly,Yol.19, No.l5, 10 April 193,

^ P.14.z Beijing's reslx)nse to the five power conference proposal was that China stood in
glltiolqhip to the South Asian players in exactllthe same relationship as the
United States and Russia, and that therefore, while it could act as guarintor for
any outcomes, those outcomes would be tied shictly to South Asia and would not
apply to China.
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increasingly seen in that country as a more general 'strategic equaliser'

with India, it was driven initially by the perceived need to counter

India's programme. Equally, the Iranian and Iraqi Programmes to a
significint degree derive their impetus from the Israeli programme,
and other Arab nations were initially disinclined to sign the renewal of
the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty NPT) unless Israel agreed to the

new arrangements.3 However, both the Iraqi and lranian Programmes
also derive their impetus from a growing sense of international

isolation, and in particular from the sense that they are 'cornered' by
the Gulf policies of the United States. It is this complex pattern of
interconnfotedness that makes the nuclear issue so problematic and

difficult to address.

The most difficult and dangerous of the current nuclear

impasses is in south Asia, between India and Pakistan. In this chapter

we deal with the extent of and rationale for the resPective nuclear

progranunes; policy oPtions concerning issues such as capping, roll-
Laci and renewal of the NPT will be dealt with in Part II, which covers

security and confidence building.

India's strategy of ambiguity depends on the arbitrary
definition of what constitutes a nuclear weaPons Power - that is, one

in actual possession of nuclear weaPons. In terms of the ultimate size

and natuie of the nuclear power India might develop into, however,

there are two more impoitant - because more time-consuming and

difficult - technologicai processes involved other than the actual

production of weapons. These are the production of 
- 
enough

iissionable material fbr the construction of a significant arsenal and the

development of the means to deliver strategic nuclear wea?ons; that is,

by means of IRBMs or ICBMs. It makes little sense for India to emerge

ai a declared nuclear weapons power until these more difficult tasks

have been accomplished, or are close to being accomplished. In this

respect,India appears to be pursuing the'Israel option', which would
enable it to enter the'nuclear club' - should it ever wish to do so - with
its position as a more substantial nuclear Power accepted as a fait
accompli rather than having to confront continuing restraints imposed
by the international community in achieving that status.

"'Rogre nation" the new nuclear f.ear', Syilney Moming Herald, 1,A January 1995
(from the Ins AngelesTimes).
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India has reached the stage where it is virtually self-sufficient
in almost all aspects of the nuclear sciences associated with both the
generation of power and the creation of weapons-grade fissionable
material. The Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, located near Bombay,
now trains 250 nuclear scientists annually.4 India's Department of
Atomic Energy currently employees 31,000 people. All stages of the
nuclear fuel cycle have now been mastered. India currently operates
nine commercial power plants (only four of which are safeguarded)
generating 1,720 megawatts; it has a further seven under construction,
and firm plans for an additional ten units, none of which will be under
safeguards.s It has three plants reprocessing spent fuel with
plutonium as a by-product and two enrichment facilities.

Although spent fuel from the older safeguarded experimental
reactor, Cirus, cannot theoretically be used for reprocessing for
weapons purposes/ it is possible that spent fuel from the newer
unsafeguarded commercial reactors has been substituted for the Cirus
fuel for inventory-taking purposes and that the Cirus fuel has been
consequently available for manufacture of weapons-grade plutonium
over a considerable period (Cirus was commissioned in 1960).5 Cirus
fuel was, in fact, used for India's 1974 nuclear detonation. On this
basis, and including also spent fuel from the larger Dhruva reactor,
which is unsafeguarded and which went critical in 1985, Albright,
Berkhout and Walker estimated in a 1993 Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) publication that India would have had
sufficient weapons-grade plutonium already separated to enable it to
produce 58 nuclear weapons by the end of 1991, using a 5 kilogram per
weapon breakdown (elsewhere Albright and Hibbs use a 6 kilogram
per weapon rate). On the same basis they estimated a production of
aZS ntograms of fissile material by the end of 1995, potentially enough
for 85 weapons.T Should India have chosen to honour the intent of the

5

6

Brahma Chellaney, 'Regional Proliferation: Issues and Challenges'in Stephen
Cohen (ed.), Nuclear Proliferation in South Asia.. The Prospects for Arms Controt
(Lancer International (with Westview), New Delhi, 1991),p.29 and fn.3.
J MacMillan and J.M. Silver, Nlclear Deoehpments in the Asia anil Pacific Region
(Australian Nudear Science and Technology Organisation, 1993).
Cirus was built with Canadian assistance and is governed by a bilateral agreement
on use of spent fuel. It is not, however, under IAEA safeguards. Cirus material
was used for India's 1974 so-called peaceful nudear explosion.
David Albright, Frans Berkhout and William Walker, Worlil Inoantory of Plutonium
and Highly Enriched Uranium 1992 (SIPRI, Oxford University Press, Oxfor4 1993),
pp. 15G1. For the calculation based on 5 kilograms, see David Albright and Mark
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safeguards placed upon it by Canada relating to Cirus, however, SIPRI

estimated that in 1991 it would have had only enough fissile material

for 20 weapons.S

Should India have chosen to use 'commercial' material as a
substitute and to have thereby utilised Cirus material, the capacity
might well approach 100 weaPons by the time of any cut-off
agreement. While it is unlikely that the commercial Programme would
have been diverted on a large scale into the production of fissionable
material, such a diversion may already have taken place at a lesser

level for inventory purposes.

India's reprocessing capability is also significant. Albright,
Berkhout and Walker estimated that PREFRE (one of the reprocessing

facilities near Bombay) alone could separate between 500 and 1500

kilograms of reactor-grade plutonium in the remainder of the 1990s,

while Kalpakkam, near Madras, is believed to have a capacity of up to
150 tonnes of spent fuel per year, to yield about 525 kilograms of
reactor-grade plutonium Per year, or a total of 2625 kilograms by the

end of the century, more than sufficient in itself for the 2000 kilogram
core load needed for the breeder reactor scheduled to go on stream in
2005.e

It would also be logical to suPPose that New Delhi has moved
beyond stockpiling fissionable material and has in place a
comprehensive programme to develop nuclear weapons-building
capabilities. Given the depth of the nuclear sciences in India and the

nation's capabilities in ordnance, it is also reasonable to suppose that
the weapons programme is fairly well advanced. India would hardly
have invested the considerable amount of time, money and effort that
it has in its ballistic missile programme, and at considerable political
cost in terms of its relationships with the United States and other
Western nations, unless it had a parallel Programme intended to

develop nuclear weapons for its missiles. Furthermore, it would not
be credible to suppose that India has not sought at least to match the

8
9

Hibbs, 'India's Silent Bomb', Bulletin ol ttv Atomic kientists, September 1992 (as in
US Department of Defense, Supplenunt,3 September 1992,p.8-76).
Albright, Berkhout and Walker, Worlil lnoentory of Plutonium, p.161.
ibid., pp. 107-8. It should be noted, however, that the yield in terms of fissionable
material would be considerably less than it would in terms of reactor grade
material.
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capabilities of Pakistan. Indeed, the CIA estimated in 1,992 that India
could, even then, assemble 25 nuclear weapons'in a matter of days'.lO

Nor would India necessarily need to conduct a new nuclear
test in order to emerge as a nuclear power. India's skitls in
computation and software may eventually enable it to bench test' or
'cold test' any nuclear device in the same rlanner as Israel did in order
to build up its substantial arsenal. There is some evidence to suggest
that India has developed a Prompt Burst reactor that could assist it in
weapons design.ll Albright and Hibbs maintain that data obtained
from the 1974 test could also have been used to miniaturise the design,
making it easier to deploy on attack aircraft and perhaps on missiles.l2
Testing would, however, be needed for India to develop a
comprehensive nuclear arsenal suitable for ballistic missile delivery
and to have military confidence in its nuclear force.l3

As discussed above, India is also approaching obtaining a
strategic delivery capability in the form of its prototype IRBM, Agni.
For a threshold deterrence capability against China, however, India
would need a potential ICBM capability. While China could reach
India's heartland using IRBMs, the reverse is not the case. India's polar
satellite launch vehicle, which was successfully tested in 1994 and
which successfully launched an indigenously built imaging satellite in
1996, already provides the basis for an ICBM, should India decide to
adapt the reentry and targeting technologies developed on Agni for
that purpose. The payload of the PSLV, using six solid-fuelled
boosters, would be about 850 kilograms,launched into a 900 kilometre
polar, sun-s;mchronous orbit, which is sufficient for an ICBM
capability.l4 Should four liquid-fuelled boosters (technology that

Report of an interview with the director of the CIA Non-ltoliferation Centre,
G9r{9n Oehler, by Bill Gertz, 'lndia, Pakistan cited in spread of nudear arms',
Washington T imes, 37 October 1 992.
From discussion with a former senior scientist from Los Alamos, USA. A Prompt
Burst reactor enables a reaction to be halted, thus providing valuable data without
actually requiring a test.
Albright and Hibbs,'lndia's Silent Bomb', p.Bl7.
See Sandy Gordon, 'Testing time for a nuclear wannabe', Canbena Times, 19
August 1995; W.P.S. Sidhu, 'India's Nuclear Tests - Tedrnical and Military
Imperatives', lane's Intelligence Reoiew, as in Reuters News Service, Art. No.
W8743A1n,1 April 1996.
The intend_ed payloqd was one tonne. However, the vehicle did not perform as
specified. I am indebted to Professor Desmond Ball for the point that tire IISLV in

l0
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India already possesses) be substituted for the current solid-fuelled
boosters, the payload could be raised to 1200 kilograms.ls There is,
however, no evidence that India is actively seeking to adapt re-entry
and guidance technologies for use on the PSLV.

Pakistan's programme has been far more dependent on
outside assistance than India's. Plans for the centrifuge enrichment
plant at Kahuta were substantially developed from blueprints stolen
from Holland. Subsequently, a long line of connections developed
with European firms (mainly German and Swiss) in order to construct
the plant. Other items were also illegally acquired from the United
States and Canada. As already noted, China has assisted Pakistan's
missile programme. The CIA believes that China provided Pakistan
with the design for a nuclear device in the early 1980s.16 There is also
strong evidence that China recently provided Pakistan with 5,000 ring
magnet devices suitable for uranium enrichment.lT This need to
acquire technology bit by bit, and the fact that Pakistan's nuclear
weapons programme is not founded on a substantial commercial
programme, has meant that Pakistan's capacity to produce fissionable
material is much less than India's. It is estimated that Pakistan can
produce only sufficient fissionable material for two to three additional
weapons per year and that it currently has sufficient fissionable
material for about 20 weapons.ls

Pakistan also suffers in relation to India because it has much
less 'strategic depth'. Pakistan is on average only about 600 kilometres
wide, whereas India has a substantial hinterland to the east and south
of its border with Pakistan. This means that India can reach much of

its current form, if adapted as a ballistic missile, would constitute an ICBM
capability.
R. Ramachandran, 'ISRO must now rethink on INSAT-3', Ecoramic Times,20 Jrily
1993.
Ian Brodie, 'Spies proved China helped Pakistan get nudear bomb', Tirres, as in
Reuters News Service, Art. No. C00El48/7829,2 April f 996.
'Brown says US weighs "serious" respons€ to China', Reuters News Servicrc, Art.
No. 00812729475,29 March 7996.
In December 1992 the NBC network in a highly oedible report apparently based
on intelligence sourc€s, said that Pakistan had seven nuclear weapons it could
assemble in a matter of hours. See 'Pakistan said to have seven nuclear bombs',
WashingtonTimes,2 December 1992. The CIA is reported to have believed in 1992
that Pakistan could assemble about 15 weapons. Interview with Oehler by BiU
Gertz,'India, Pakistan cited in spread of nuclear arms', Washington Times,37
October 192.
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Pakistan with its short-range missiles and arso develop a 'stand back'
capability with any IRBMs it may subsequently deploy. Thus India
has a powerful intrinsic advantage over Fakistan ai well as a much
larger potential nuclear force.

_ It is argued by some, such as the Indian analyst K.
subrahmanyam, that the nuclear relationship between pakistan and
India has already developed some of the features of a mini cold war;
that is, it already involves an element of deterrence and stability.lg
Taken to its conclusion, the implications of this argument would be
that the element of irroxy warfare' that has now developed between
the two has all the hallmarks of the proxy wars that were fought
between the two superpowers during the Cold War.

Unfortunately, the debate about the stability of the South
Asian nuclear equation has been caught up in a sterile side-issue about
whether Asian polities are inherently too unstable to enjoy the type of
'stability' that supposedly existed between the superpowers in their
nuclear relationship. This debate is misleading. If India and pakistan
do not yet have a 'stable' nuclear relationship, it is because it is a
relationship in its early stages - one in which no conventions, attitudes,
verification means or doctrines are yet in place - rather than because
nuclear relationships are intrinsically unstable in the Asian context.
The issue of verifiability (and hence stability) is further obscured
because of the process of nuclear bluff and counter-bluff that is
conducted from time to time between the two, consisting of nuclear
hints and boasts, as occurred in 1990, when tension over Kashmir was
running high.

In fact, it is doubtful whether Pakistan is vet able to deter India
in the usual meaning of the word. The fact that India did not go to war
with Pakistan over Kashmir in 1990 probably had more to with
contemporaneous revolts in Punjab and Kashmir, the existence of a
weak central government, and the simultaneous occurrence of an
economic crisis, than it did with fear of nuclear attack. India's inherent
strategic superiority in nuclear weapons offers New Delhi a calculus in
which it has an area of latitude in its military dealings with pakistan
within which it may act, if sufficiently provoked, witli confidence that
Pakistan would not react with a nuclear weapon lest it bring on itself

79 F gtqplg Cohen, 'Nuclear Neighbours' in C-ohen (ed.l, Nuclear proliferation in
South Asia (Lancer International, New Delhi, 1991), p.ll.
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the destruction of the nation. India could, for example, conduct 'hot

pursuit' of Kashmiri militants into Pakistan, or even attack militant
lraining camps, with little prospect of a Pakistari nuclenr reaction. It
could probably not, however, attack the Pakistani heartland and force

Pakistan into a position in which its'back were to the wall'.

Of the Southwest Asian nuclear weaPons Programmes, Iraq's
has probably been set back so seriously following the Kuwait war that
to ail intents and purPoses it is moribund. Iran's programme has,

however, been an increasing subiect of concern, particularly amongst

Western nations. Iranian television reported in ]anuary 1995 that

Russia had signed an $800 million deal to complete the Bushehr

nuclear power station, originally commenced by the Germans under
the Shah. Bushehr has two 1300 megawatt nuclear reactors. Russia

also agreed in August 1995 to supply two 400 megawatt reactors to

Iran af Neka. An article in the Nal YorkTimre in |anuary 1995 claimed

that Iran has acquired nuclear technology from Russia, Pakistan,

China, and formei Soviet republics such as Ukraine and Kazakhstan

and that it has recruited nuclear scientists from Russia.20 During his

fanuary 1995 visit to Egypt, US Secretary of State for Defense, William
Perry, drew attention to US fears that a'rogue nation'mayacquire a

nuclear capability. This seems to have been targeted at Arab fears of

Iran, in order to persuade Arab League nations to sign the new version

of the 5p1.21 while china has cancelled its planned sale of two small

reactors to Iran, in 1995 it agreed to provide hexafluoride technology,
which could eventually enable lran to form the basis for an enrichment
process. In view of the recent exposd of chinese sales of enrichment
technology to Pakistan, this is a worrying development'

Even should Iran attain a nuclear capability in five years, as

predicted by some, it is likely to be only a rninimal one. Even such a

iapability would, however, be sufficient to pose a threat to Arab and

US interests in the Gulf and would be likely to be unacceptable to

Washington, its Gulf friends, or Israel. Any such development would
have dangerous repercussions throughout the South/Southwest Asia

region. The region could evolve into a fundamentally unstable one

containing four nuclear powers and a number of other aspiring ones.

20

2l

Chris Hedges, 'Iran will have N-bomb in five years, edgy Israelis fear', as in Sydney

Ivbrning Haalil, 5 January 1995.
' "Rogu6 nation" the new-nudear fear', Sydney Morning llaald,10 fanuary 1995'
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Meanwhile, there is every likelihood that Israel may decide to 'take
out' the Bushehr facilities just as it acted to destroy the Iraqi reactor at
Tuwaitha in 1981. According to one report, Israel's acquisition of the
F-15E fighter-bomber is intended to provide it with the reach to
accomplish this task.22 Iran would be well aw,ue of this possibility
and will probably take measures to ensure that its nuclear facilities
will be well defended.

Chemical anil Biological Weapons

Chemical and biological weapons continue to proliferate
clandestinely in the Indian Ocean region, despite the fact that many
regional countries are states Parties to the united Nations' chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC) and the Biological Weapons Convention
(BWC). For example, Iran and Iraq continue to pursue chemical
and/or biological weapons capabilities and the means to deliver them.
It was revealed in September 1995 by the defection of Saddam
Hussein's son-in-law, that Iraq's chemical and biological weapons
capacity had been far more extensive than hitherto realised, and that it
had only been fear of a US nuclear response that had restrained use of
chemical and biological weapons in the Kuwait war. This is one factor
that makes Iraq potentially a dangerous element in the Gulf, even
though its nuclear facilities are assessed by the united Nations to be
moribund and likely to remain so for the foreseeable future. Another
problem regionally is that a number of countries, such as Egypt, refuse
to sign the BWC and CWC unless Israel signs, which it will not do.
The situation within the region is further complicated by the apparent
indiscriminate export of technologies and precursors by China. 

-

In South Asia, India and Pakistan probably maintain
clandestine programmes to develop chemical and/or biological
weapons. One knowledgeable commentator believes that pakistan
may be considering developing chemical warheads for its locally built
Haf missiles. If that were the case, it is likely that India would wish to
develop its own capability, as well as appropriate countermeasures.E

See lonathan Power, 'How dangerous is Iran to world nuclear policy?', Reuters
News Service, Art. No. m0611329183,9 Mardr 1995.

F.9."." Cloughley, 'Pakistan's Defmce Strategy and the Nuclear Opkon,,lane,s
Intelligene Rzoieut Yearfuk, 7994, p. 115. Cloughley is a s€asoned-observer of
Pakistan who was for many years Australian defence iaviser in Islamabad.
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India is also still seen as an important source of precursor
chemicals for chemical weapons. New Delhi has recently inhoduced
more rigorous conditions on chemicals exports, but given the extent of
the chemicals industry in India and the desire for it to develop into a
rnalJr export earner, it is difficult for the authorities to implement
policy with complete surety, especially since there is a close nexus

bettreen the chemicals used for chemical weapons and those used in
the manufacture of pesticides. This difficulty was highlighted in 1995

when accusations were levelled at India that three Indian companies

were assisting lran to acquire chemical weaPons, whereas India

believed that it was assisting the construction of pesticide plants in
conhacts it won through international bidding.2a

In Southeast Asia, the situation is not nearly as potentially
difficult and dangerous as it is in Southwest Asia or South Asia.
Although doubts have been expressed about Vietnam and Myanmar,
there is no hard evidence of any Southeast Asian country having either

chemical or biological weapons Programmes. There were suspicions

about Myanmar in the early part of the 1980s, but observers believe

that Rangoon's tardiness in ratifying the CWC and CWB now relates
more to bureaucratic delay than to any basic reluctance on the part of
the government to accede to the treaties. One observer is of the view
that Myanmar's signing of the CWC would not prevent preparation

and use of chemical weapons, should the SLORC goverrunent assess

that it was militarily beneficial to do so. The same writer is also of the

view that Myanmar will be most reluctant to open itself up for
inspection under the Convention.2s It is also of some concern, as

Southeast Asian nations develop petrochemical, pesticide and health-
related industries, that they could inadvertently become exporters of
chemical or biological weapons Precursors or comPonents.

Low-intensity Conflict
As noted in Chapter 1, the Indian Ocean contains some of the

poorest developing countries on earth. The level of state formation is
in many cases inadequate to meet challenges Posed by rapidly

'lndia denies building nerve gas plants in lran', Reuters News Service, Art. No.
0m591455939, 1 January 1995.
William Ashton, 'Burma's Chemical Weapons Stahrs', /ane's Intelligence Reoiew,

Vol. Z No. 4lune 1995, pp.2824.
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increasing populations, ethnic or religious rivalry, endemic lowlevel
conflict and the chronic crime that is often associated with these
problems. In such cases, a vicious circle is established involving lack
of investor confidence, underdevelopment and unemployment, and
chronic lowlevel conflict and crime. These conditions are particularly
prevalent in Africa and parts of South Asia. South Asia, for example,
contains more poor people living in acute poverty than any other
region.25 In dealing with the equation between resource issues and
insecurity, however, it is often difficult to know how the two factors
relate to each other.

In the context of the IOR, the issue of resource scarcity, and its
relationship to insecurity, has been brought onto the agenda because of
the very rapid growth in population in some regional countries.
Southwest Asia, Africa and some countries in South Asia have
extremely fast growing populations, as illustrated by Figure 4.1.

Scholars are, however, divided on the issue of the relationship
between the environmental,/resource issue and low-level conflict. The
scholarly debate initially took place between those who maintained
that the security agenda bore no relationship to environmental and
resource issues, and those who maintained that environmental and
resource issues are the fundamental security issues that we face in the
modem era.27 More recently, a oia media is emerging amongst scholars
who are commencing to use regional studies to identify those areas in
which environmental/resource issues do intersect with conventional
security issues. Although the geographical area of this intersection is
presently considered to be a narrow one, it is expected to grow in
future, especially in places such as the Middle East, where there are
acute problems of scarcity of water and other resources that have

According to the 1994 Human Development Report, there were on average 498
million people living in poverty in South Asia between the years 1980 and 1990.
See United Nations Development Programme, Human Daclopment Report 1994
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1994), Table 18, pp. 1@5.
There has been a widespread debate amongst scholars on this issue. An important
paper advocating a connection between the two was written by fessica Tuchman
Mathews, 'Redefining Security', Dialogtu, No. 1, 1990. For a case against the
linkage see Daniel Deudney, 'The Case Against Linking Environmental
Degradation and National Security', Millenium: lournal of lnterrutioul Studies,
Vol.l9, No.3, 1990.
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already contributed to tension between states and within them.28

These scholars seeking a aia media do not hold that issues such as

global warming are necessarily security issues qua seiclnrity issues, but
rather that resource disputes can in some cases lead directly to intra- or
inter-state conflict, or at least increase the risk of such conflict. A
subtle addendum to this line of argument holds that, while conllict
most often has its roots in factors other than resource or environmental
problems, for example ethnic or religious differences, the presence of
iension over resources can make such conflict more pernicious and
prolonged. In the pr€sent work, we have adopted the position of those

scholars endeavouring to establish the actual points of intersection

between resource problems and security issues, as traditionally
defined.

In Africa, the demarcation between resource/environment
problems and insecurity is particularly illdefined. On the one hand, a
writer like Kaplan presents an extremely stark Picture of African

decline into near anarchy based on what he sees as resource and

environmental cataclysms as governments fail to grapple with the
problems of disease, crime and starvation in cities swollen by those
lorced from the land by overpopulation.29 According to Kaplan:

West Africa is reverting to the Africa of the Victorian atlas. It
consists now of a series of coastal trading Posts ... and an

interior that ... is again becoming, as Graham Greene once

observed, blank' and 'unexplored'. However, whereas

Greene's vision implies a certain rolnance ... it is Thomas
Malthus ... who is now the prophet of West Africa's future'30

29
30

There are a number of examples of this type of study now available. Two area

specialists, James A. Winnefeid and Mary-Morris, reently 
-conducted 

one for the
nRruO Corpotation: see Where Enoironmental Concenrs o4 SecarlA Stlategns.Myt:
Grun Conftict in Asia enil thc Middte Easl (The RAND Corporation, santa- Monica
CA, 1994). Probably the best-known academic study on the^connectiol between

resources and secirrity is Thomas F. Homer-Dxon's 'On the Threshold:
Environmental Chang6 as Cause of Acute Gonflict', InErnational Security, Fall
1991.
Robert D. Kaplan,'The Coming Anarchy', The Atlortic Motthly,February 7994.

ibid., p.48.
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Figure 4.1: Growth rate of world populatior9198H4

Source: Based on The Worlil funk Atlas 1996 (The World Bank, Washington DC, 1995),
P.10.
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Elsewhere, Kaplan observes that East Africa - the area on the

Indian ocean seaboard'- is in danger of suffering the same problems as

the west of the continent. Inddd, he predicts a situation in which

internal borders progressively crumbl-e a! governments virtually

collapse. Eventualiy, f," 
"tgn"i, 

the rest of 
.the- 

world will erect a kind

of cordon sanitairearound Alri"" to protect itself from rampant disease

such as HIV/AIDS (8 million of 12 million HlV-positive persons

world-wide are in Adca), malaria, yellow fever and tuberculosis'3l

while Kaplan's pessimism about some parts of A-fricarnight be

well founded, there is siitt insufficient evidence to establish that these

problems are solely, or even mainly, a result of resource issue rather

it un of the faiiure of goverrlance' Although environmental

degradation and overpopttl"atiot are certainly Present in Africa' for

eximple at the southern borders of the Sahara and in parts- of Southern

Africi, famine and scarcity mostly seem to be linked with war'

particularly war generated by ethnii and/or religious riv.aJ', as well

as with the structure of the international economy, the problem of debt

and the failure of governance. According to one writer:

War in Africa has had grossly damaging social, economic and

environmental effects *rucfi have only recently been fully

recognised and evaluated. War is often an important

contributortothedeclineoffoodavailability...War,inshort,
can create famine.32

AmartyaSenmadearelatedpointaboutfamineinhisclassic
work about the 1943 famine in Bengal. His point was that it was

political decisions about distribution - or issues of governance - that

ivere at the root of the 1943 famine, rather than issues of absolute

r""i"ityfa Indeed, it might be argued that mismanagement of

,urorrr|", and poor gorru.ti"t c" is more a factor in the creation of

ibid., p.52.
For an excellent account of the relationship between war and famine, see Stephen
p. Rilev, Wm and Feminc in Africa, Cnnnt& Studies No.268 (Researdr Institute for

i#;;iei;i c""ni.l ""a Tehorism, London, 1ee4)' For " gTg ".*"*t ?f.,lh"
effects oi debt and sEuctural adiustnrent on well-being jfe tstePhel P' Kiley'

iiiun Drbt anil Westcrn Intrrests, Conflict Studies No' 223 (The Centre for :jecurity

;fi c.;filCt"aio, f.o"a.., tig ). The quotation cited here is from page 4 of
tNar anilFemine in Africa.
A, S"", pooerty and Famines, An Essay in Entitlenetrt and Deprioation (Clarendon

Press, Oxfor4 1981)'
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environmental and resource issues than are resource issues factors in
the decline of governance.

An additional problem faced by all scholars dealing with the
relationship between the environment and security is to determine
which elements of a particular conflict are aftributable to what - which
is cause and which is effect. Does the civil war in Rwanda, for
example, result from centuries of tribal hostilities between Hutu and
Tutsi, or does it result from pressure of population on the tiny, but
fertile natiory which in turn generates competition in order to control
scarce resources? Probably in this case the tribal competition is the
primary cause, but the resource issue may have exacerbated it. In
other African conflicts, such as those in Somalia, Ethiopia and Sudan -
all of which have resulted in famines - the ethnic, dan or religious
aspects of the conflict also seem to have been the principal determining
factors.&

But whatever its cause, the instability evident in Africa in
recent years consists mainly of low-level conflict (in terms of the types
of weapons used rather than in terms of loss of life) and is largely
contained within national borders. So how is it relevant in terms of
wider Indian Ocean security?

There are two ways of looking at this question. First, it is
axiomatic that the possibility of the breakdown in governance in a
continent that will have nearly one-fifth of global population by 2025
matters. Second, as illustrated by events in Somalia and Rwanda in
the first half of the present decade, it is becoming increasingly difficult
for the rest of the world to ignore such tragedies, even when played
out in places not generally assessed to be particularly relevant to
global security. The reason is that the'CNIN factor'and other means of
mass conununication incteasingly make the'global village' a reality.

The events in Somalia and Rwanda relate directly to
international security management. To recapitulate briefly: following
the ousting of the Barre government, Somalia sank rapidly into
anarchy amidst clan fighting. By 1992 this situation had resulted in
widespread famine, killing an estimated 300,000 people. In order to
address the violence that was the primary cause of the famine, it was
necessary for the United Nations to move from a situation of

34 Kley, War enilFamine in Africa.
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peacekeeping to 'peacemaking', or 'peace enforcement'. The UN
Security Council decided in March 1993 to Srant the UN Operation in
Somalia (UNOSOM) greatly extended Powers to enforce peace, and
the means to do it.

By October of the same year, however, the United Nations'
strategy was in tatters. US troops that had been used in Somalia had
been severely restrained by domestic political factors, such that US

commanders decided not to 'take on' and disarm the maior gangs

causing the problem. Thus the United Nations had its 'hands tied
behind its back' and was unable to address the major issue causing the
Somalia problem: the presence of warring armed gangs.3s Despite
these precautions, President Clinton was forced, in response to
domestic pressure resulting from the deaths in combat of 18 US

soldiers, to announce the withdrawal of the US forces that had
provided the fighting backbone of the UN effort. By the beginning of
7995, a marginalised LINOSOM II was preparing to withdraw from
Somalia, apparently destroyed by the very 'CNN factor' that had
created the strategy of 'peace enforcement' in the first place.rb

It is not our role here to describe these events in detail or to
analyse the reasons for the failure of the UN mission. It is important to
note, however, that the global interest in peace enforcement has

apparently not been lessened as a result of the failure of peace

enforcement in Somalia, as events in Bosnia in September 1995 were to
make clear. Even in the case of 'far-off Africa, events in Rwanda were
soon to undermine the'lesson'of the Somalian intervention.

Whereas the United Nations acted and apparently failed in
Somalia, the problem in Rwanda was that it did not act, or at least not
in a timely manner, with the result that possibly as many as 500,000

people perished in hibal fighting. Because of doubts about active
intervention to 'enforce peace' that had emerged following the
experience in Somalia, the United Nations dithered and procrastinated
as the disaster in Rwanda unfolded. In April 1994, the UN Assistance
Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR) was actually reduced from 2500 to

35
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For a scathing critique of the US position, see Edward Luttwak, 'A new world
army', Australian, 12 Jantary 1993 (rePrinted from Tlu Natt Rcpttblic\
Detiils are from Robert G. Patrnan,'The UN Operation in Somalia' in Ramesh
Thakur and Carlyle A. Thayer (eds), z{ Crisis of Expctatbns: UN Peacckeeping in thc

1990s (WesMew ['ress, Boulder, 1995).
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270. In May, numbers were increased again to 5500 and the mandate
was expanded to indude responsibility for security of civilians and
humanitarian operations. However, given the time lapse involved in
securing and equipping troops, by that time it was a case of 'too little,
too late'.37

There are several lessons that emerge from events in Somalia
and Rwanda. The first is that Africa, with its chronic problems of
failure of governance and tribal conflict, seerns destined to throw up
more Somalias and Rwandas. Second, the scale of these problems,
combined with the fact that they are now accessible to the living r@rns
of the developed world via electronic media, probably dictate that they
will continue to be on the global security agenda, whether democratic
goverrunents in the West like it or not. Third, it is clear that the
intemational community has as yet found no means to meet the
challenge of 'peace enforcemenf that is raised by such events. This is
especially true of the situation in Africa, which tends to involve use of
small arms rather than the heavy weapons and full-blown military
activity evident in Bosnia, which is much more amenable to
intervention using, for example, aerial attack. And finally, these
events reinforce yet again the fragility of the well-being of populations
in Africa and the close nexus between catastrophic famine and war
that can result from the fact that so many of the people of the region
live at the margin of existence.

While the relationship between resources and security is
somewhat opaque in parts of Africa, there are clear cases in South Asia
in which conflict or the threat of conflict are generatud by resource
issues. For example, the dispute over the sharing of the Godaveri
waters between the Indian states of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka
resulted in considerable dislocation and some loss of life. Although it
has not led to actual conflict, the riparian dispute between Bangladesh
and India over the sharing of the Ganges waters has damaged relations
between those two nations to a considerable degree. The agreement
between the two on the sharing of the waters expired inl977 and has
not been renewed since. Under this agreement, India had allowed
Bangladesh 34,000 cusecs of water in the dry season. According to
Bangladeshi officials, the flow is now a mere 9,000 cusecs, and the sub-

37 Details are from UN Chronicb, Vol. XX)(I, No.3, September 7994, pp. 15-20.
Estimates of the numbers of the victims of the Rwanda violenoe vary from the UN
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soil water has subsided severely as a result. up to 40 million people in
the north-west of Bangladesh are facing the problem of a 'gradual

d.)r.g out of the land into desert" allegedly because of India's refusal

to let them have enough water for navigation, irrigation and other

uses.38

Such riparian disputes are hard to disentangle from other
environmental factors that can impact on the economy. At the root of
many of the problems that confront Bangladesh is the one of
population. It is true that Bangladesh has done better than Pakistan in
ieducing its rate of population increase to about 2.4 per cent - which

compares with a rate of increase in Pakistan of over 3 per cent.

However, even a rate of 2.4 per cent is high given the scarcity of land
resources and the vicissitudes of flooding that Bangladesh confronts.
Population increase and consequent pressure on the land has forced
Bangladesh to reclaim more land and progresively to hamess rivers

by means of bunding. This allows the increasing population to settle

on lands that were previously considerd too vulnerable to flooding
such as riverine cftar lands (flood plains). When a 'once in a

generation' flood does finally occur, however, its effects are far more
devastating than would normally have been the case because vast
numbers of people are affected. According to B.L.C. fohnson:

Fifty years ago ... people could afford to avoid floods. They

settled on the levees and regarded the riverine islands, the
char islands, as too risky to cultivate. Now population
pressure has pushed people into thee high risk areas '.. Where
will the next generation of Bangladeshis go? To India? To
Myanmar perhaps? To the boats?3e

This tendency to settle on vulnerable terrain also applies to low-lying
coastal islands such as Sandwip Island. Such islands are often little
more than cultivated estuarine mud flats; yet they are home to millions
of people.

What is more, there is mounting evidence that the problems of
flooding and cyclonic surge that have in the past had a devastating

estimate of 200,000 to the higher, and more commonly used estimate of 500,0m.
'Bangladesh asks lndia to end river dispute', Reuters News Service, Art. No'
0006045ffi153, 26 February 1995.
B.L.C. fohnson, 'security and the Environment in South Asia', The Inilian Ocean

Reoizut,Yol.5, No. 1, March 1993, p.3.
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effect on such communities could themselves become more severe due
to greenhouse warming. According to Smith and Greenaway:

Since 1988, the estimates of sea level rise have been drastically
reduced. However, the implications of an increase in
recurrence interval [of cyclonic surges] ... are horrendous.4o

These writers estimate in the context of Australian waters that
a one degree change in surface sea temperatures would cause an
increase in the frequency of cyclone coastal crossings of 177 per cent.
The proiected changes to cyclone intensity are thought to be even
greater.4l Should greenhouse warming occur - a proposition now
widely accepted by science - it is also probable that flooding would
increase in frequenry and intensity, since warmer air is able to support
higher levels of precipitation.42 According to some models, a 1 in
10,000 year event in current conditions could be over 30 times more
likely to occur given a doubling of ahnospheric carbon dioxide
concentration.€

On the other hand, it should be emphasised that such findings
relating to greenhouse are based on models. It is difficult to determine
how greenhouse warming might translate in actuality. Moreover, it
may prove to be the case that additional precipitation and flooding
could to an extent be offset by higher agricultural production in the
drier northern areas of a country such as Bangladeh. But whatever
the future holds, already there are a significant number of
Bangladeshis - perhaps numbering many millions - who have been
forced into India and Myanmar as 'economic refugees'. The
implications of these developments in terms of security are detailed in
the section on bansmigration, below.

Pakistan is another South Asian country already experiencing
dislocation and violence, in part as a result of a combination of very

S€e D.I. Smith and MA. Greenaway,Ttopical Storm Sutge, Denuge As*ssmmt and
hnagacy Pletning: A Pilat Stndy for lvlnckny, Quenslanil, Resource and
Environmmtal Studies No.8 (Cenbe for Resource and Environmental Studies,
Australian National University, Mardr 1994), p.15.
ibid.
In December 1995 the United Nations issued a major report in whidr the scimtific
community generally acknowledged not only the threat of greenhouse warming
butitsactualpresene. See'ScimceseesWarmngl,C-anbnraTincs,6lannry7995.
D.I. Smith, 'Greenhouse Climatic Change and Flood Damages: The lmplications',
Clittutic Qwtgq No. 2$ 1993, p. 320.
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high rates of population increase with inadequate attention to human
reiources development and the social sector. With only 14 per cent of
couples accepting birth control and with an effective female literacy
rate of only 21 per cent, the prognosis for Pakistan is not good.
Pakistan is expected to more than double its population in the next 23

years.4 In these circumstances, Pakistan's internal difficulties, which
are already pronounced, might be expected to increase,

notwithstanding the considerable Progress made recently in reforming
the economy. Without an improvement in the social sector, there can
be no lasting economic gains. Exactly how these problems might
translate into security concerns, however, remains unclear. But

according to the Economist Intelligence unit, the serious unrest in
KaracN, which resulted in 1400 deaths between ]anuary and
September 1995, is in part due to social and economic problems
relating to over-rapid urbanisation.a5

It is in the Middle East/Southwest Asia region, however, that
the growth of population has the most alarming implications. By 2025,

the population of the entire Middle East is expected to double, as

shownby Figure 4.3. With tension over water-sharing in some areas of
the Middle East already high, it is difficult to see how these

populations can be sustained without generating outright hostility.
Th-e problem is likely to be particularly pronounced in the Nile valley
and imongst countries sharing the Tigris, Euphrates and fordan river

waters. Even today, the scarcity of water in Israel and Palatine has

greatly complicated a peace settlement in the Middle East.

Eventually, many of the issues surrounding population,
resource issues and the environment are likely to be manifest in terms

of substantial transmigration, which can itself have significant security
ramifications. Indeed, as we shall see, this is likely to be the main
transmission belt linking resource issues and problems relating to

security.

For sources, see the author's lndia's Rise to Poass, pp.757-8.
See Economist Intelligerrcc Unit,'High urban inflation, unemploymmt fuel unrest',
as in Reuters News Service, Art. No. 000661105095, 22 June 1995.
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Figure 4.2: Population projections for South Asia and China (in
nillions)
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F.conomic Rdugees, Illicit Moaement of P eople anil Resources

By no me.rns all of those caught up in the web of illegal
migration are'economic' or'environmental' refugees. Some are not
compelled to leave their homes so much because of the problem of
sheer survival, but rather because they are seeking to better their lot.
Their presence nevertheless sometimes has implications in terms of
low-level security, for example in the case of the so-called'boat people'
mentioned below.

It is difficult to garner reliable data on illegal movement of
people. According to one estimate, there are now 30 million illegal
immigrants world-wide.45 On a global scale the problem is probably
growing. One reason for assuming this growth is that there has been a
progressive tightening of avenues of legal migration from the
developing to the developed world. The closing of the gates on
migration, as it were, is indicated by survey data which show that in
7976 only 6.4 per cent of all nations considered that their immigration
levels were too high, but that in 1989 20.6 per cent considered them to
be too high.a7

In the 1970s and 1980s, large numbers of South Asians were
smuggled into developed countries, and it is estimated that there are
still 80,000 Pakistanis illegally outside the country today.s These
problems received widespread publicity from the 1960s on, and
became tied in with attitudes to race within receiving countries, with
the possible result that the extent of the problem became exaggerated.
Although some South Asians were smuggled into North America
(such as Sikhs into Canada), Europe appears to have been the
preferred destination. While the problem of people smuggling into
Europe is now less salient than it was in the 1950s and 1970s because
fewer people are actually apprehended, it has probably actually
increased in its incidence. Smugglers now no longer use mass
transportation and networks are better honed. A larger host

Pucell, Preface, as in John Salt, Migratbn and Population Change in Europe,
Researdr Paper No.19 (United Nadons Institute for Disarmament Research
(UNIDIR), Geneva, 193).
Unsourced information in D.P.A. Schutte, MP, Migration: The Status Quo and
Prospects for Southern Africa', ISSW Bullctin (Instihrte for Suategic Shrdies,
University of Pretoria), No.5, 1993.
International Organisation for Migration (lOM), 'Assisted Rehrrn of Irregular
Pakistani Migrants from Western Europe and North America' (IOM, Gmeva, n.d.).
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population is willing to engage smuggled people in low-paid illicit
employment.49 Today, however, publicity in Europe is focused mainly
on illegal migration from the Maghreb, Eastern Europe and Turkey,
rather than from the Indian Ocean littoral.

Australia has not been a major destination for people
smuggling from South Asia or the Indian Ocean generally. As ASEAN
nations such as Malaysia and Singapore enter the ranks of developed
countries, however, they too are starting to experience the problem of
illegal migration. singapore especially is in a difficult situation. The

relalively high cost of local labour has led to an increasing reliance on

guest workers in industries such as construction and domestic service,

ind even for factory labour. South Asia has featured prominently as a

supplier of this labour, especially in the construction industry. There
has been a consequent problem of illegal migrants in the form of over-

stayers. Singapore finds it needs to tread a narrow line between being

too harsh on over-stayers, and thus discouraging the flow of licit guest

workers, and preventing illegal migration. At times it has resorted to
caning south Asian over-stayers, at one stage causing sensitivities
betwein the Indian and Singapore governments. Malaysia is

particularly vulnerable because of its large South Asian population,
lmongst whom illegal immigrants can 'disappear', and because of its
porous border with Thailand.

There is also a pernicious problem of people smuggling within
South Asia itself, especially from very low-wage areas such as

Bangladesh and Nepal. In Bangladesh, there are a number of instances

of people actually being 'sold' to unscrupulous smugglers, mainly for
wolk in brothels and for other extremely low-paid work, which
amounts to virtual slave labour. Bangladeshi police claim as many as

15,000 are smuggled out of the cont t y annually.so Nepal, another
extremely poor country, suffers a similar indignity of having young
women (sometimes even girls) 'sold' into the brothels of Bombay and
elsewhere in India. Maty subsequently contract HfV, are cast out, and

return home, often to spread the disease.5r

Boat people are not always the subiects of 'people smuggling'
but can either be genuine refugees or economic refugees proceeding

Australian Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs source.
Reuters News Agency, Art. No. M5542282@,22 November 194.
Interviews, aid worker, NepaL7945.

49
50
51
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under their'own gteam', as it were. In terms of source countries, the
problem of boat people in its most serious manifestation - the outflow
of people from China and Viebram - is not strictly an Indian Ocean
one, except where boats pass through the Indian Ocean an route to
Australia. Such boats mostly depart from Vietnam rather than China,
with boats from China tending to favour routes out of China, down
through the lombok or Sunda straits and thence along the northern
coast of Timor and down to Darwin, while those from Vietnam tend to
pass from Sumba in Southem Timor, then south-south-east to the
environs of Broome in Western Australia.S2

There is a long-standing ilhou trafhc north from East Africa
into the Gulf, particularly Oman. Local traffic of a traditional nature
also crosses from the Makran coast of Pakistan to Oman. Actual
examples of people smuggling into the Gulf are today rare, however,
because of the tight social control exercised by most Gulf states, which
have set up comprehensive social monitoring systems to protect their
societies in the context of the inllux of large numbers of guest
labourers, particularly from South Asia.

India also has concerns that some of the 300 islands in the
Andaman and Nicobar chain might be illegally settled by Chinese or
Thai fisher folk, who traditionally spend the season on the islands
while they fish. India has established a reasonably comprehensive
monitoring system based on aerial reconnaissance to ensure that this
will not happen.

Genuine economic refugees are usually involved in
transmigration into a neighbouring country and are pushed into such
acts by absolute or near-absolute necessity. As such, they fall into a
different category than those seeking to better their lot by moving to a
higher wage area. The two main areas that are the subject of trafhc of
genuine economic refugees are Africa and South Asia. Such people

Tay Ue described as being in'refugee-like' circumstances, particulaily
those forced to leave their homes as a result of natural disasters.
Economic refugees also differ from officially recognised refugees, who
invariably are fleeing w.u or political/ethnic persecution rather than
economic deprivation as such. Nevertheless, we have provided

52 Australian \artmmt of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs source.
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refugee numbers world-wide in order to give some idea of the degree

of regional dislocation involved.

Table 4.1: Refugees and asylum seekers in need of protection and
assistance, December 1987 and 1991

Region 1987 L99l

Africa
East Asia/Pacific
I^atin America/Caribbean
Middle East/South Asia

3574,91,0
560,2@
290,W0

8,802,000

5"340,800
688500
119,500

9,820,950

source: us c-ommittee for Refugees, workl Rcfugee surwy,7987-7992, as in Elizabeth
Ffjris, Beyonil hrilers: Rzfuges, Migrants nul Hunan Rights in tlv Post-Cold War Era
(WCC Publications, Geneva, 1993), Table 1, p.94.

What stands out from the above table is that the Indian Ocean

littoral carries an enonnous burden of the world's displaced Persons in
comparison to other regions. within the Indian ocean, the situation of
Afriia is particularly serious because numbers have risen so sharPly.
while these problenE are not necessarily manifest in the form of illegal
migration, they are suggestive of the force of population shifts and

dislocations in terms of this problem in years to come. Indeed, as

illustrated by the example of the 1.6 million Afghan refugees who have

opted to stay in Pakistan or that of Southeast Asian refugees venturing
forth as boat people, in some instance there can be a connection
between refugee flows and illegal migration.

In the case of Africa, it becomes extremely difficult to
distinguish betlveen those escaping from the effects of war and

political disorder and those escaping from the effects of famine and
economic dislocation sinc€, as noted above, the latter set of problems is
so often caused by or related to the former. The situations in Sudan
and Ethiopia are cases in point. In situations in which war, chaos and
famine are all closely inter-related in a region it becomes especially
difficult to distinguish between 'illegal immigrants' and those in
refugee or'refugee-like' situations. The more detailed Picture in East
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and Southern Africa in terms of displaced persons across borilers rather
than internally, is as follows:s3

Table 4.2: Refugees and those in a refugee-like state in Africa, 1992

Countrv of
Origin-

Present
Country

Refugee Non-
refugee

Angola
Rwanda
Rwanda
Ethiopia
Somalia
lesotho
Botswana
Burundi
Djibouti
Ethiopa/Eritrea
Kenya
[,esotho
Malawi
Mozambique (a)

Somalia
South Africa (b)
Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

South Africa
Burundi (a)

Uganda (a)

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
South Africa

187,000
120,000
160,000

1000
4000

100

1000

107,m0
120,000
534,000
107,750

300
950,000

500
35,000

201,000
717,200
251,100

165,450
482,300
140"500
198,500

(a) Numbers would now be far greater. (b) Many would now have returned.

Source: US C-ommittee for Refugees, World Refuge Suroey 1.992, as in Feris, Beyond
Borders, Table2,pp. 9,1-5 and Table l, pp.132-6.

53 The problem of internal displacement is even more serious in terms of numbers
affected, but does not fall within the purview of this study.
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In terms of illegal migration as more usually understood, the
main problerns are encountered in richer countries of the region,
especially South Africa. The UNHCR recently estimated that there are
300,000 Mozambicans in South Africa, some of whom are there legally
as refugees, and some of whom have no legal status. It is difficult to
get an accurate picture of the problem because of the indistinct
boundaries between the different categories of immigrant. However,
the annual level of repatriations from South Africa gives us some
indication of the extent of the problem, since those repatriated are
considered to be illegal migrants (see Table 4.3).

In South Africa, the situation has been greatly complicated by
the use of contract workers who are bought to work in the mines
without their families. Many of these families subsequently migrate
illegally. These guest workers and their families also tend to overstay
illegally once their contracts expire.il One of the issues now
confronting the Republic is the importation of HIV through illegal
migration. By 1992,2.7 per cent of women attending pre-natal clinics
in South Africa were found to be HlV-positive.

It is difficult to underestimate the importance of
transmigration in shaping modern South Asia. Weiner estimates that,
since 1947, between 35 and 40 million people have moved across
national boundaries.Ss The most serious problem relating to illegal
movement of people in South Asia is the one between India and
Bangladesh. This is a long-standing issue that has its roots in the long,
porous border between the two and the extreme poverty in
Bangladesh, which has had the effect of pushing possibly millions of
trans-migrants into India. (The official Indian figures are seriously
understated, with only 100,000 listed in New Delhi and 587,000 in
West Bengal, and with no figures available for the other states of the
north-east.)s6 Figure 4.4 provides an indication of population increase
in border regions. While some of this 'excessive' population growth
would be natural, much of it would be due to illegal migration.

Schutte,'Migration: The Status Quo and Prospects for Southern Africa', p.5.
Myron Weiner, 'Security, Migration and Conflict in South Asia', Defenx Intelligence
lournal, Vol. 1, No.2, Fall 1992.
There has been a great deal of debate in India about the actual numbers, with
some estimates as high as 1G13 million - a figure that would probably be much too
high. For the higher figure, see Prasun Sonwalkar, 'North-East: Lebensraum of
Bangla?', Times of lrulia,S December 1991.

54
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Figure 4.4: Population growth rates for Indian states, 1991

Source: Gordon,Indiz's Risr to Poatu,Map 3,p.157.
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In Tripura and some other of the so-called 'seven sister' states
of the north-east, the situation has reportedly reached 'alarming
proportions' because the influx of Bangladeshis is pushing the tribals
into'decline'and politics into ferment.ST It is in Assam, however, that
separatist violence associated with transmigration of Bengalis and
Bangladeshis has especially been a feature over the last decade and a
half. The situation in Assam offers a good example both of the
importance of transmigration in causing unrest and of the complexity
we immediately encounter when we try to assess what role resource
issues play in triggering bansmigration.

The migration of Bengalis into Assam, which has been a
feature of the history of Assam over the past c€ntury, was caused by a
multiplicity of factors. Prominent among these was overpopulation
and associated scarcity of land in the source regions, particularly the
very poor conditions in the province of Mymensingh in what is now
Bangladesh.Ss But there have also been the pull factors of work on the
tea plantations and the opening out of large tracts of agricultural land.

Within Assam, however, the presence of migrants eventually
intensified competition for scarce resources such as iobs in the
bureaucracy and land.59 The great pogrom of 1980 at Kamrup, in
which 1,000 died, was basically directed at Muslim settlers from
Mymensingh who occupid the clmr, or riverine lands. These lands
had initially not been settled by the Assamese because they were
considered too dangerous, but were left for the 'desperate' Bengalis.
With growing scarcity of land, however, the Assamese wanted the
land back.o fobs were equally important in the agitation, particularly
as it found expression in the student body. One of the central
demands of the prdominantly student United Liberation Front of

'Infiltration posing problems for Tipura', Hindu,2lJuly 1992.
C-ensus of lrulia, 7957, Yol. XII, Part l-A, p. 72, as in M. Weiner, futts of tlu Soil:
Migretion arul Ethnic Confict in India (Princeton University Press, Itinceton,1978),
p.79.
In the nineteenth century and early twentieth c€ntury there was a wave of
migradon of educated Bengalis moving in to service the growing Assamese
bureaucracy in circrrmstances in which there were insufficient educated Assamese
to fill the role.
D. Guha,'Little Nationalism Turned Chauvinist: Assam's Anti-Foreigner Upsurge,
7y79-n', Emrumic and Political Weckly, Special Number, Vol. XV Nos 41-43, p.
7707.
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Asom ([JLFA) was for Sreater access for Assamese for jobs in the

bureaucracy, which was dominated by Bengalis.

Other illegal migrants have sought access to higher wage
zones in India, and many have turned up in maior cities, from Calcutta
to Bombay. Their presence has now become a mapr political issue,

particularly in Delhi and Bombay, bth strongholds of the Bharatiya

lanata party and other parties of the Hindu'Right'. From time to time
the Indian govemment has tried to police the border more effectively,
and even to erect a fence, but the flow of people persists.

International Cime anil Illicit Drugs

The problems of illicit movement of people and drugs in and

around the Indian Ocean are manifestations of more deepseated
issues, such as political disorder and the general failure of governance,
the classic examples being the two great areas of heroin production in
the region, the Golden Triangle and Golden Crescent, both of which
are characterised by the existence of seriously eroded central

governing authorities.

Annual global drug production has been valued at
approximately $300 billion. The drug trade is now the world's second
most lucrativl business after the arms trade.61 Money flows on this
scale have the power to suborn national polities and endanger the very
existence of some states as independent entities. According to the

secretary General of Intelpol, drug money is so substantial that it'has
the power to corrupt anyone'.62 Moreover, the problem is a Hydra-
headed one: as soon as there is a crackdown in one place, the drug
trade quickly finds new outlets and avenues, assisted by the fact that
drug syndicates are multinational in character and by the vast volumes

of money at their command. The enormous profit margins provide
incentives sufficient to counteract even the most rigorous enforcement.

According to one estimate, margins are as high as 370 per cent for
importers, 135 per cent for wholesalers, 90 per cent for distributors,
and so on.6 As Table 4.4 indicates, the problem is also a growing one.

51 The figure of $3(n million is the CIA's latest estimate. But see also Jawed. Naqvi,
'Drugirade Touches $4fi) billion, Interpol Sap', Reuters News Service, Art' No'
ffi56299485, 15 December 1 994.

62 Naqvi, 'Drus Trade Touches $4(tr billion ...'.
53 Alison Jamieson, GI&al Drug Tmfficking, Conflict Studies No. 234 (Researdr

lnstitute for the Study of Conflict and Terrorism, London, 199J), p.6.
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Heroin commands half of the total global drug trade in terms

of value. The Golden Triangle and Golden Crescent, both at the littoral
of the Indian Ocean, command 80 Per cent of world heroin

production.a The locations of the Golden Triangle (Myanmar,

Thailand, Laos) and Golden Crescent (Afghanistan,Iran, Pakistan and,

increasingly,India) may be seen from Figure 4.5.

Afghanistan is the principal source country for opium in the

Golden Crescent. The main source provinces in Afghanistan are

Nangarhar, Oruzgan, Paktia, Konar, Badakshan and Helmand. In
Helmand, growing is so extensive that 90 per cent of Peasants are

reportedly 
-involved. It is noteworthy that some estimates of

production in Afghanistan are higher than the ones given by the US

3tate Oepartmenfin Table 4.4 - some even being as high as 1200-1500

tonnes.6

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Golden Crescent

itself appears to be extending west into the new Central Asian

RepublG. The United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs
(UNCND) in Vienna estimates that 350,000 acres are now under PopPy
in Kazakhstan and 150,m0 acres are being cultivated in Kyrgyzstan.
(Each acre could grow roughly 15 kilograms of opium, which could in
tum produce about 1.5 kilograms of heroin.) The growing areas are

also expanding eastward into India, where the maior probtgm consists

of diveision from licit Production. In India, farmers officially cultivate
14,900 hectares, with an 'official' yield of 30-34 kilograms Per hectare
and an official acquisition of 460 tonnes. Since the actual yield may
well be higher, it is likely that a substantial balance flows into the black
market. Also, according to the US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA),

illicit growing is an increasing problem in states such as Kerala,

Kashm"ir, Man-ipur, Uttar Pradesh ind Madhya Pradesh.6

Naqvi,'Drug Trade Touches $400 billion '..'.
CIA imagery places the yield at 120G1500 tonnes. A leport in The Ecorcmist.prtt lt
as high ; 5,000 tonnes. See Tfta Eanomist, Foreigr Report, No. 21 of 20 August
1992.
K.M. Malik, 'Drug Menace in South Asia', Regbrul Stuilies, Vol. XII, No. 3,

Summer 190, p. 3; A. Mitra, 'Narcotics Smuggling: Riding New lJtghs" India

Todav, 75 November 1991.
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A good deal of the production of opium in the Crescent is
consumed in Afghanistan and Pakistan or in other surrounding
countries, either as opium or, increasingly, as heroin. There are now
an estimated 100,000 addicts in Badakshan province of Afghanistan
alone. Estimates of numbers of opium addicts in Pakistan vary
upward to 2 million. Haq reported in 1991 an opium addiction rate of
2ffi,0}0, but estimated that this would rise to about 2 million by 1994.
The official estimate is now 1.5 million.5T India was estimated in 1990

to have 700,000 heroin addicts, and the situation today would be far
worse than that.s Table 4.5 details annual estimates of numbers of
addicts in Pakistan.

Table 4.5: Growth of heroin addiction in Pakistan,1980-88

Year No. of Addicts

1980

1981

1982
1983
1984
1985

1986
1988

Source: Netasline, December 1989, p.17, as in Malik, 'Drug Menace in South Asia', p.40.

Despite this high level of addiction in the region, significant
quantities would still be available for export, as evidenced by the high
level of seizures of Golden Crescent heroin in Europe. According to

Interpol data, seizures in Europe have risen from 850 kilograms in 1991

to 1560 kilograms in the first six months of 7992. The government of
Pakistan claims that production in Pakistan itself is falling.

5,000
20,000
50,000

105,000
725,OOO

365,000
657,392

'1,,079,635

Ikramul Haq, Pakistan: From Hash to Heroin (Anoor, Lahore, 191), pp.4 and_ tl6.

Official estimates of addicts in Pakistan need to be heated with caution since they
include all forms of addiction, induding alcohol. According to another estimate
cited by Haq, Pakistan had 2.5 million addics in 1990, 1 million of whom were
heroin 

-addicis (p. 32). The official estimate is 1.5 million' See Reuters News
Agency, Art. No. 0N549457345,13 November 1994.
Malik,'Drug Menace in South Asia', p.32.
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Government of Pakistan figures for 7993 cite only 72,A00 acres under
cultivation in North West Frontier Province, a fall from 80,000 acres in
1978. UNDCP figures, however, cite 23,700 acres under cultivation in
799'1.-92.5e

The dramatic upsurge in production in the Golden Crescent is
attributable to the decade'long war in Afghanistan, during which the
Mujahideat used opium and heroin to finance the purchase of
weapons. After the end of the war, continuing lack of control of a
central authority, combined with the return of "1..2 million refugees
with no means of support, led to even higher levels of production.

While most of the Crescent opium is grown in Afghanistan,
much of the heroin production (or the refining of opium) occurs in
Pakistan, mostly in the tribal agencies, in which the government's writ
runs thin. There are an estimated 130 refining laboratories throughout
this regiory many of them mobile ones to avoid detection. These
refineries were established with Italian, Thai, German and Iranian
technical assistance, indicating the international nature of the trade.7o
Precursor chemicals for refining, such as acetic anhydride, are mostly
sourced from India and Germany.

The Golden Triangle (see Figure 4.5) consists of parts of
Myanmar, Laos and Thailand, with most production now taking place
in Myanmar. Table 4.4, above, indicates that production in Myanmar
has increased somewhat in recent years. On the other hand,
production in Thailand and Laos has recently declined. Opium grown
in Thailand is used mostly for local consumption in the form of opium,
which is a traditional usage for the hill tribes.

Most Burmese opium is grown in the mountainous areas of
the Shan state by separatist armies such as the well-armed, 100,000-
strong United Wa State Army (UWSA), which now controls most of
the growing areas. The Mong Tai Army, in which Khun Sa's Shan
United A-ry is dominant, has recently lost some of its control to the
UWSA. The other large producer is the Myanmar National
Democratic Alliance, which operates in the northern Shan state, where
an agreement with the SLORC leaves it free to cultivate. In each of

UN Drug C-ontrol Programme (UNDCP), 'UN System in Pakistan: Cooperative
Overview' (UNDCP, Islamabad, 1993), p.2.
Hagu Pakistan, p. 15; Malik, 'Drug Menace in South Asia', p.33.
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these cases, the trade is integral to a separatist movement rather than
functioning as a criminal entelprise per se, and in many instances,
drugs are swapped directly for arms. One consequence of the
lucrative trade is that the separatist forces are well equipped: Khun
Sa's Shan United Army is reportedly armed with SAM-7s and Red Eye
AA missiles.Tl Trade is also carried out on a smaller scale by remnants
of the Kuomintang who fled into Myanmar following the communist
victory in China. Most of their profits were in the past repatriated to
Taiwan.

Refining is usually carried out on the Thai and Chinese
borders, mostly by ethnic Chinese, with the precursor chemicals being
supplied from Thailand, China, India, Hong Kong, Singapore and
japan. There are an estimated 22 refining laboratories in these areas/
some of them mobile.Z

Figure 4.5, based on work of the CIA and modified to
accommodate post-Cold War changes, gives an indication of the mapr
trafficking routes in relation to production areas. According to US
estimates, only 20 per cent of heroin consumed in the United States is
sourced from the Crescent. Most of the heroin supplied by the
Crescent is destined for Europe, which is estimated to receive 80 per
cent of its supply from that source. The Golden Triangle, on the other
hand, tends to supply the North American, Asian and Australian
markets. According to official US estimates, 60 per cent of heroin on
US streets originates from the Golden Triangle.R

Heroin from the Golden Triangle traditionally flowed out
through the Southeast Asian nations of Thailand and Malaysia.
However, more of this trade - perhaps as much as 50 per cent - is now
passing through China and thence out through coastal cities such as
Hong Kong. Increasing amounts are also exiting through Vietnam,
especially Danang, and possibly also Indonesia. There is also evidence
that an increasing amount of the Triangle opium is now exiting the
region into India. Indeed, the tribal warfare between the Kuki and

Fn F-asttnEconomic Rmiant, 14 April 1994.
Malilq'Drug Menace in South Asia', p.33.
US State Department Narcotics Control Strategy Report for 1993, as in Dawn,27
January 193; Alison Jamieson, Dntg Trafficking After 7992: A Special Repoil,
Conflict Studies No.250 (Research Institute for the Study of Conflict and
Terrorism, London, 7992), p.7; Reuters News Service, Art. No. 00054%5R4t 13
November 1994.
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Naga tribal groups in the Indian northeast is largely attributable to
attempts to control tNs trade.74

According to the Thai government, the trade through Bangkok
has in recent years suffered 'severe suppression', which has forced
traffickers to exit Thailand through Phuket and Haad Yai airports.Ts
Bangkok still appears to be the major regional clearing house,
however. Traffic out of Thailand also goes by boat through the heavily
islanded region on the western side of the Thai isthmus, down into
Malaysia (and, increasingly,Indonesia) or over land across the border
into Malaysia. There are also concerns that the trade might be diverted
through Bangladesh, which has a generally weak enforcement regime.
But so far this does not appear to have happened, at least not on a
large scale. Much of the trade is controlled by Chinese-origin gangs{
some of which have now taken on the mantle of legitimate business
houses.

The traditional route out of the Golden Crescent to Europe
was through lran, Turkey and the Balkans, with Frankfurt as a mainr
destination and clearing point. Following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, however, the new Iranian regime cracked down hard on drug
trafficking. Over 2000 traffickers were reportedly executed and major
engagements were conducted with the smuggling gangs on the
Baluchistan border. The route was further compromised by the war in
the Balkans.

The blocking of the traditional route back into Europe for a
time pushed hade back east into Pakistan and India, principally
through Karachi and Delhi. The separatist movement in Indian Puniab
also greatly assisted the traffic for a period, with many of the separatist
groups obtaining funding and arms by trafficking across what was
then a porous border. After border control was tightened in the early
1990s by the Indian military and paramilitary, the trade shifted south
to Rajasthan and Gujarat, which are traditional smuggling areas.
There was also an offshoot of the trade into Sri lanka, assisted by the
civil war cenhing on Tamil separatism, with organisations such as the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (Tamil Tigers) trading in drugs to
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obtain weapons and finance.T6 A significant number of Pakistanis are

also involved in smuggling drugs out of Pakistan via Karachi and the

Makran coast into Gulf countries, and large numbers of Pakistanis

have been executed in a range of Gulf countries, especially Saudi

Arabia, for trafficking. Pakistan has recently decided to toughen its

stance on drug production and trafficking, however. In |anuary 1995,

it conducted a massive raid in the Khyber Tribal Agency, seizing a
record haul of 480 kilograms of heroin. It has also introduced the
death penalty for trafficking.n

With the blocking of traditional routes through Iran and

Pakistan, the heroin trade out to the Golden Crescent has exhibited a

similar dexterity to the Golden Triangle trade in finding new avenues
to avoid suppression. The breakdown of the East bloc presented new
oppxrrtuniti-ei to develop traffic out of Afghanistan, into the Central
Asian Republics, through Eastern Europe and on into Western Europe'

One interesting phenomenon is the role of Africans in the

heroin trade, both out of the Crescent and out of the Triangle. At first,
the most commonly involved nationals were Nigerians, numbers of
whom were caught trafficking out of the Crescent into Europe. Many
Nigerians have also been caught trafficking out of the Golden Triangle
wiih ten being arrested for trafficking through Malaysia and 180

through Thailand in 1990 alone.ft As many as 1800 Nigerians are

undeidetention in the United Kingdom for trafficking offences and 75

per cent of seizures in 1990 in Europe were of Wmt Africans using the

balkan corridor.Tg Recently, other African nationals have also become
involved in heroin trafficking, and Kenya is increasingly identified as a

transfer point. Mostly the Africans caught trafficking are involved in
small amounts. Many of them are poorly educated and probably do

not realise the full import of what they are involved in. However, this

fact in itself seems to indicate a wider organisation consisting of larger
syndicates behind the use of Africans.

Africa is also increasingly a destination for drugs' Ghana,

Tanzania (Dar es Salaam) and Mozambique (Beira) are the most
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important entrance routes for traffickers from the Middle East and
Southeast Asia. Drug syndicates from South America are also
increasingly focusing on Africa, which represents an excellent transit
point for cocaine and heroin. Many Colombian drug lords have
reportedly moved their operations to Nigeria and other west African
countries, where they are assisted by the poor state of enforcement
agencies and lack of effective government control.& In Southern
Africa, Lusaka and Harare are at the centre of a narcotics network.
From there, drugs such as Mandrax, cocaine, ilagga (maniuana), LSD
and heroin are smuggled along well-established networks.
Increasingly, African counbies are also taking on the role of direct
suppliers rather than iust transit points, with Mandrax now being
manufactured in Zambia and ilagga cultivated in Malawi, Zambia and
south Africa. south Africa is now a mairr exporter of cannabis to the
rest of the world.8l

Widespread economic reforms in South Asia and
accompanying programmes to free up the financial sector have meant
that more drug money is now laundered locally rather than in the
traditional centres of Hong Kong, Singapore, Dubai, Amsterdam,
Rome and Panama. The fact that many local currencies, such as the
Pakistani and Indian rupee, are now virtually convertible has greatly
assisted local laundering operations. In this process of localiiation,
Bombay, which is the financial capital of India, has emerged as the
most important venue for laundering, with New Delhi and Karachi
also fulfilling important roles. Indeed, Bombay is now one of the most
important world-wide laundering venues. One common method of
laundering is through lnoala, or informal capitat and investment
market networks.S2

The case of Pakistan illustrates the clear relationship between
growing of and trafficking in drugs and the rise in local-level
addiction. As already noted, trafficking in heroin only became a
serious problem in Pakistan with the start of the war in Afghanistan.
Thereafter, the trade grew steadily throughout the 1980s, to an
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estimated value of $2.5 billion.B Table 4.5, above, illushates the

subsequent growth of heroin addiction in Pakistan'

A similar story is to be told in nations such as India, Thailand

and Myanmar. The collapse of the East bloc and subsequent

channeliing of Europe-bound heroin through the CAf's, 
-Russia 

and
poland halaho seen the rapid rise in heroin addiction in those places,

especially Poland. The lesson is clear.

Moreover, the sheer volume of money available means that it
is virtually impossible for affected countries to prevent the very heart

of politici being tainted by drugs. As noted above, the UNDCP

estimates the value of the tride in Pakistan to be $2'5 billion annually'

which is about 5 per cent of GDP. Other estimates are far higher'

Given the availabitity or money of this order of magnitude, and given

the low rates of pay of officiils in the region, it is all too easy for

policing and the tegil processes to be corrupted. Indeed, it is.probable

it ut att r"tel ant inJtruments of the state are corruPted and suborned at

all but the highest levels. In Pakistan, for example, a previous

government reportedly asked the Inter-services Intelligence Agenry

[tn" tSt) to prepare a iirt of major traffickers and undertook to deal

with them. 
-1, 

iist of 35 persons was subsequently prepared, but the

government of the day reportedly proved unable to make maior

inroads into apprenending those on the list.e The level of

involvement is indicated by the so-called'Norwegian connection', in

which persistence on the part of the Norwegian government

eventuaily led to the conviction of zonal chief of the government-

owned HiUiU Bank, who was also President Zia's personal banker and

financial adviser.ss The nexus between drugs and politics is

reportedly also pronounced in India.86 The debilitating and

destaUitising effecfof the drug trade is summed uP by one writer thus:

The accumulation of illicit profits is perhaps the most

politically and economically destabilising element of the

international drugs trade: it gives traffickers the means to buy
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arms, property, companies, political power, protection and, of
course, more drugs.87

There is also a clear connection between the drug trade and
rising levels of violence. The nexus between drugs and violence occurs
in several ways. First, and most obviously, violence emanates from the
gangs themselves and from the attempts on the part of government
authorities to suppress them. At times loss of life in battling the
syndicates is quite severe, as occurred when Iranian authorities took
on the cross-border trade through Baluchistan in 1992, resulting in 32
deaths and the taking of 70 hostages, or when drug gangs machine-
gunned road construction gangs in the Tirah valley in Pakistan.s

Violence on an even greater scale occurs when separatist
forces or freedom movements use the drug trade to finance their
operations, and especially the purchase of sophisticated weapons.
With the ending of the Cold War and the loss of finance from
superpower patsons, use of drug dealing to finance separatist
movements has become common.89 In the Golden Crescent, for
example, we have noted that drugs have been used to finance the
Muiahideen in Afghanistan, Sikh separatism in Puniab and Tamil
separatism in Sri Lanka. The Kurdish separatist movement in Turkey
also uses drug trafficking to finance the movement, as do some
separatist movements in the north-east of India. In the Golden
Triangle, growers and dealers have used drugs to finance separatist
agendas for many years.

Drugs are also associated with the induction of weapons on a
large scale into hitherto peaceful areas, as in Karachi, where the
struggle for control of the drug trade has been a factor in the rising
level of violence, or in Bombay, where drug smugglers used their
networks to arm large numbers of people and eventually perpetrate
some of the worst terrorist bombings in history, resulting in hundreds
of deaths.
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Religious anil Ethnic Factors in lnilian Ocean Seatity
In an article that has acquired some notoriety, Samuel P.

Huntington argued that, now that the ideological disputes that
characterised the Cold War are spent, the new 'fault lines' in
international security are likely to be drawn along religious and
cultural divides and that international rivalry will take the form of a
'clash of civilisations'.s One particular'fault line' that he described is
between Islam on the one hand, and other religions such as

Christianity and Hinduism on the other. Several of these fault lines,
Huntington maintained, are to be found in the Indian Ocean region,
notably between Islam and Christianity in Africa and Islam and
Hinduism in South Asia. The idea of a'fault line', however, implicitly
contains the notion of an 'Islamic bloc'. But how real is the notion of an

Islamic bloc, especially as a security challenge, in the Indian Ocean

region, and how much weight should we give to Huntington's thesis of
a'clash of civilisations'?

Certainly, there are inter- and intra-state tensions in the region
that seem to take on the hues of religious disputes. The civil war in
Sudan and the competition between Islamic Pakistan and
predominantly Hindu India are cases in point' There are several

difficulties with an interpretation that posits religious differences as

the fundamanfal driving force behind insecurity, however.

The first, and probably the most serious, of these is the notion
of an Islamic challenge en bloc. While there are, from time to time,

various people within the Islamic world calling tor iitud (holy war)
against the West, there seems to be no evidence of any kind of Islamic
collusion to this end. Indeed, in three areas in which Islamic
minorities have recently been in considerable difficulties - Bosnia,

Kashmir and Chechnya - what has been noteworthy has been the
inaction of the Islamic world and its powerlessness to shape events

according to its wishes. An Islamic bloc has not even been able to
agree to unite in the United Nations to condemn India's role in
Kashmir, let alone to provide organised military supPort for anti-
Indian forces. In the final analysis, the larger agendas of countries
such as Iran, which perceives that it needs the support of India because

of its isolation from the West, have precluded any activist approach to

90 Samuel P. Huntington, 'The Clash of GvilizationsTi, Foteign Affairs,Yol.72,No.3,
Summer 193.
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India on Kashmir. similarly, Iran's sense of isolation ais-d-ais the west
has dictated a quiescent role over the Chechnyan crisis in order to
retain sound relations with Russia.

What emerges from a closer study of the Islamic world is that
Islam is not nearly as powerful a factor in unifying Islamic nations as
are the forces that divide them - whether they be ethnic rivalries, such
as in the case of Kurds and Turks or Arabs and Iranians; sectarian
disputes, such as those between Sunni and Shia in pakistary Bahrain
and lraq; regional rivalries that go back generations, like the one
between syria and Iraq; or political differences like the ones between
feudal saudi Arabia and more radical and democratic yemen. Indeed,
in many ways the differences that divide the world of Islam are as
pronounced as those that divide the Christian world.

A second problem with the thesis of an Islamic bloc and a
'fault line' between Islam and other religions is that it is difficult in
some cases to distinguish between the religious aspects of a particular
dispute and its ethnic aspects. While the forces of radical Islam might
be used by the governing party in Sudan, the basic rift in that country
appears to be along ethnic lines - a situation that is, nevertheless,
exacerbated by the religious divide. The same applies to the case of
the recent civil war in Ethiopia. Common religion, on the other hand,
has not always been able to provide an effective cement to bind
together a disparate nation such as Pakistary as evidenced by the
separatist revolt in Baluchistan in the 1970s and the violence in Karachi
!d.y centring on the aspirations of the Mohajirs, or 6migrds from
India.

_ Where religious radicalism has proved to be a problem in
relation to security is more within nations than between them. Thus
the civil war in Algeria, in which Islamic radicals are fighting for their
democratic rights, has proved to be particularly bloody, ai was the
civil war in Iran following the fall of the shah. The conflict within
Eglpt between Islamic radicals and moderates is also shaping into a
violent and nasty one. Even in Pakistary a country in which radical
Islam has largely been confined to the margins, lilamic radicars are
emerging as a powerful national political force that is not averse to use
of violence; while in Afghanistan a radical Islamic students group, the
Talibaan, has fought its way to the outskirts of Kabul and captured
Afghanistan's second largest city, Herat.
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A third issue devolves onto the nature of Islamic radicalism.9l

Islamic radicalism does not derive its impetus from a proselytising

militanry such as the one that saw Islam spread b-l conquest

throughbut half the known world in the seventh and eighth centuries -

a phe-nomenon indelibly implanted in the folk memory of Europe'

Rather, modernday Islamic radicalism has the quasipolitical purpose

of finding a way or tire for Islamic society itself,in circumstances in
which uottr tvtirxism and western capitalism are believed to be

discredited and bankrupt, if not downright inimical to the right
conduct of Islam. Radical Islam should thus be seen as a credo that

relates much more to the specific circumstances in which some Islamic

nations find themselves than to an international campaign on behalf of

Islam. It is as much about transforming inadequate domestic societies

that are either a pale shadow of the west or else governed by corrupt
feudal structures, as it is about intemational transformation. To the

extent that movements in places like Saudi Arabia are anti-Western, it
is because of the perceived role of the West in supporting the status

quo throughout the Middle East.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to say that the rise of radical

Islam has no effect on international relations within the Indian Ocean

region. To a significant degree, the rise of radical Hinduism within
Inlia has fea oif the rise of radical Islam in surrounding countries,
especially Pakistan and Bangladesh. Moreover, in this process,.there is

eulr. a ;wash-back' effect in which Islam is further radicalised by

events within India triggered by the rise of Hindu radicalism. Thus, to

take a somewhat exheme case, the destruction of the mosque at

Ayodhya in India in December 1992 triggered attacks -lg1iltt Hindu
tehplei in both Bangladesh and Pakistan by Islamic radical forces and

temporarily strengthened the position of the Islamic radicals in
Bangladesh.92

Yet in the final analysis, it is the very set of issues that is

driving radical Islam that is also driving radical Hinduism: 
_ 

that is,

concerir about how to accommodate the pervasive quality of Western
civilisation and what is perceived to be its deleterious effects on
traditional social structures, particularly as it is purveyed through

This paragraph is based on discussions with Amin Saikal.
See S'anai6brdory 'lndian Security Policy and the Rise of the Hindu Right', Sorth

u{sra, Special Issue, VoI.XVII, pp.19l-211.
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more ubiquitous nrediums such as Star TV and CNN. This
fundamental, yet little recognised, unity of purpose is summed up
neatly by a new social phenomenon amongst the middle classes of
Bombay that was started by a Muslim but that has now been taken up
more generally. This consists of throwing the family television, often
acquired at great sacrifice, out of the high-rise window!

As with religious conflict, ethnic conflict is most usually
manifest in the form of internal low-level conflict rather than as war
between nations. In its intra-state manifestatiory it is a powerful factor
in generating security problems in the nations around the Indian
Ocean rim, whether it be in Myanmar,India, Pakistary Sri Lanka,Iraq
or tribal Africa. It is often a more powerful factor in generating
conflict than is religion, as illustrated in the case of the Baluchis o]
Pakistan or the Kurds of lraq. Often, however, a religious divide is co-
extensive with an ethnic one, such as in Sri Lanka, where Hindu and
Christian Tamils are seeking independence from predominantly
Buddhist Sinhalas, or in northeastern India, where predominantly
Christian, Paleo-Mongoloid hibal populations are in conflict with
Muslim and Hindu lowlanders.

Thus while both religious and ethnic conflict are important
factors in generating instability in the Indian Ocean region, they seem
to have an effect principally within nations and in terms of low-level
conflict rather than in terms of major conflict between nations. Even in
the case of India and Pakistan, it is debatable whether the basic dispute
is about religion, or whether it is now focused more specifically on the
issue of Kashmir - in other words a territorial dispute. Conversely,
there are many instances in which nations of different religious
backgrounds have found corunon cause - for example, the alliance
between the conservative Islamic Gulf states and the west against Iraq.

That is not to say, however, that the problems generated by
ethnic and religious differences as they impact on domestic polities are
not extremely serious. In many ways, they constitute a far more
serious security challenge than do possible conflicts between nations,
especially in terms of lives lost, the erosion of governmental
capabilities and all the consequences that can flow frornlack of good
goverrnnce in terms of poverty, famine, disease and
underdevelopment. It is simply to make the point that it is unusual for
such conflict to be manifest as maior international conflict.
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In the foregoing chapters we have painted a picture of a region that is
beset by some bf the most difficult security issues of a conventional
and non<onventional nature that confront the world today. We have

also noted the increasing propensity for the ills that beset the Indian
Ocean region to draw in the outside Powers, whether they like it or
not, through a series of transmission mechanisms such as fear of the
threat of NBCs and the growing role of the international media. We
have further noted that, above all, the outside Powers are engaged in
the Indian Ocean because of the need to ensure the security of oil. But

at the same time, we have detailed some positive trends in the region

that have emerged with the end of the Cold war, with the collapse of
Apartheid and with the growing regional force of economic

liberalisation. In the second half of the book we examine the prospects
for regionalism in the light of these developments.
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CHAPTER 5

THE BACKGROUND TO SECURITY AND
CONFIDENCE BUILDING IN THE INDIAN

OCEAN REGION

The Post-Cold War Transfomration and Security Building
As noted in Part I, the Indian Ocean is a region distant from

the major loci of global power. It was, nevertheless, brought
increasingly into the structure of the superpower global competition in
the years following the Second World War, especially after the British
decision to quit the region 'East of Suez', announced in 1967 and
completed by797l.

There were several factors in this hansformation of the Indian
Ocean into a venue for supelpower competition. There was, first, the
growing dependence of a number of leading Western nations and
|apan on Gulf oil. There were also mutual build-ups of maritime and
continental military resources triggered by the fact that the Soviet
Union feared that the United States might deploy SLBMs in the Indian
Ocean. And finally, there was superpower competition for influence
and clients throughout the region, but especially in Africa. This
competition intensified in the 1980s following the fall of the Shah of
Iran, which made the West nervous about the robustness of Iran in the
face of the perceived Soviet threat, and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, which brought Soviet power up to the ramparts of South
Asia and to within 600 kilometres of the Gulf of Oman.

By 1988, however, the maior factor driving Indian Ocean
policy in Western capitals was not Soviet power, but rather the
security of oil as it might be affected from within the Gulf itself.
Moreover, the Westem powerc were intent on harvesting a 'peace
dividend' so that they could refurbish their domestic economies and
rehabilitate their troubled societies, in order better to compete with the
emerging Asian economies. This tendency on the part of the West to
withdraw from engagement in the Indian Ocean excqt in respect of oil
security was reinforced by two events that occurred in 1991 - the
Kuwait war and the collapse of the Soviet Union.
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In the 1990s, new concems have come to the fore in addition to
the security of oil. In Africa, ethnic and tribal fighting have exacted

frightful tolls in somalia and Rwanda, drawing the attention of the

world to these places that are otherwise sfategically unimportant, at
least according to more traditional definitions of security. Following
the breakdown of UN collective security in Somalia and the failure the

united Nations to prevent a maior massacre in Rwanda, it remains a

troubling fact that the international community still has no means of
addressing such issues.

Another eherging regional security problem is the

proliferation of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons, especially in
3buth and Southwest Asia. Given the advances in indigenous
technological capabilities, it is becoming increasingly- difficult to
address iuch problerns by limiting the spread of technology through
regimes such ls the MTCR and the NPT. Furthennore, although the

rracturea quality of intemational relations under the cold war is no

more, the eventi of the last 40 years have themselves left a pernicious

residue in the form of massive influxes of small arms and more

sophisticated weapons into the region. Moreover, with the ending of
tha Cold War, the 'discipline' imposed by the superpowers on their
respective clients is no longer present.

But despite these manifest problems in the Indian Ocean

region, there arsa number of positive trends that make the climate for
collectine security more favourable now than it was during the Cold
War. With the end of Apartheid, there is now a new spirit of
cooperation. This is reinforced by a tentative trend toward democracy

evident in Africa. Moreover, Indian Ocean littoral nations fear being
left out in the economic cold as a result of the developing regional

tendency towards the formation of trade blocs. The gathering pace of
ecot o*ic liberalisation in South Asia could help focus the attention of
regional nations away from bilateral disputes onto the needs of

ciperation. Regionaiism elsewhere, for instance in the Asia-Pacific

region and in Europe, is also taking on new meaning and-providing
neiv models for the Indian Ocean region. These favourable trends
need to be built upon urgently while the climate for regionalism is still
relatively favourible. As we shall see, however, unlike the Asia-

Pacific in the years leading up to the establishment of APEC, the

Indian ocean has not had a strong tradition of regional exchange,

especially at the pan-Indian Ocean level.
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The Background to Security and Confidence Building in the Indian
Ocean Region

Pan-Indian Ocean Regional Propo sals
The maior Indian Ocean peace initiative was the Indian Ocean

Zone of Peace (IOZOP) proposal, introduced into the UN General
Assembly as Resolution 2832 OOffD by Sri Lanka in 1977. The
proposal had its genesis in the Non-Aligned Movement's meetings at
Cairo in 1954 and Lusaka in 7970. Initially, the proposal called for
rcduction of all naval forces in the lndian Ocean. However, Sri Lanka
was persuaded by corridor lobbying of large littoral nations to tone
down the resolution to focus only on the external powers.t The
essential features of the IOZOP proposal as it was ultimately
introduced and as it re.appeared in the UN General Assembly as a
'hardy perennial' were exclusion of great-power rivalry external
military bases and external alliances from the Indian Oceary exclusion
of nuclear weapons from the lndian Oceary and establishment of the
principals of freedom of navigation and access and collective
responsibility for security.2

From the beginning, the United States failed to support the
proposal. The problem was that US power in the Indian Ocean was
essentially maritime, whereas the Soviet Union and China could
proicrct power by land. Washington considered that the concept of a
zone of peace that did not allow for military bases, alliances and
nuclear weapons did not meet its basic security needs. These were to
counter the presence of the Soviet Uniory to protect ib allies and
friends and to ensure the supply of oil. In particular, the proposal did
not cater for Washington's bilateral relationships, which it claimed
were intended to protect liftoral states from each other and from land-
based great powers such as the Soviet Union and China. In the words
of one obsewer, the proposal 'has never been a vialle proposition in
real geopolitical terms for either the Indian Ocean states or the external

Philip Towle,'The United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean: Blind
Alley or Zone of Peae?' in larry Bowman and Ian Clark (eds) ,Tlu lnilian Ocean in
9lobal Politics (lVesMew ltess, Boulder, Colorado, 1987),p.2M.
From the text of the resolution, as in Annex 1, W.14r6, International Peace
Academy, New York, Thz htilian Ocan as a Tnne of Peaa (Martinus Nijhoff, New
York, 1980.
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powers ...,.3 The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 strengthened

ihe resolve of the United States to oPPose the IOZOP proposal.

The Soviet Union, on the other hand, supported the proposal'

Moscow feared that the United States might use the Arabian Sea as a

venue for SLBMs, from where they could strike at the 'vulnerable

underbelly' of the Soviet Union. Indeed, Moscow had sought 
-to

introducemeasures to 'de.nuclearise' the Indian Ocean well before Sri

L^anka introduced its proposal.4 From the Soviet point of view, the
proposal had the merit of removing this potential threat. Also, since

ite'So*riet Union was a land-based Power proximate to the Indian

ocean, the proposal favoured the soviet Position by calling for the

expulsion of external naval forces, except those transiting.

Although some of the friends and allies of the united states in
the Indian Ocein region appeared to support the proposal, privately
they informed Washington ihat they did not actually suPPort it but
needed to show public suPPort for political reasons. Australia was one

country opposd to the pioposal in its original forrn Australia had an

active auiui.,ce with the-United states - the ANZUS ueaty. It hosted

important us communications and intelligence-gathering facilities
covering the Indian ocean region. It regarded its security as being

dependint on the US presence, a Presence that would only be

weikened as a result of iuccessful implementation of the resolution.

Canberra, however, sought to modify the proposal rather than to

dismiss it outright.

Pakistan, which regarded the US Presence as insurance against
India, was similarly placed, as were a number of Gulf states which
relied on the United States for their security. Pakistan attempted to

address these difficulties by suggesting a 1979 amendment to the

IOZOP proposal that would have had the effect of ensuring that the

ambit oi an lozop would cover the littoral countries themselves as

well as the actual ocean rim. This amendment was not considered
satisfactory by canberra, however, because Australia was the only
littoral nadon that had an active treaty with the United States at the

time. Indeed, Australia would have had to abrogate the ANZUS treaty

walter K. Anderson and Leo Rose, 'Superpowers in the Indian ocean: The Goals

and Objectives' in International Peace Academy,Tlu Inilian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,

P.35.
ibid., p.11.
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in order to ratify any proposal that at once excluded external treaties
and covered littoral land forms.S

In 7972, a so<alled 'Ad Hoc Committee of the UN' was
appointed to act as a vehicle in which to negotiate some of the
perceived difficulties with the proposal, in the hope that an acceptable
version could be framed. The Committee consisted of 20 littoral and
hinterland nations plus Greece, China, Iapan, as well as the five
permanent members of the UN Security Council. It was later to
expand to a total of about 44 nations.

From1977 to 1979, the pressure on the superpowers to agree
to an IOZOP was reduced because the United States and Soviet Union
were attempting to negotiate naval arms reductions in the Indian
Ocean. These negotiations, known as the Naval Arms Limitation Talks
(NALT), were given higher priority by Washington after the election of
President Carter in 7977. However, they eventually foundered
following the fall of the Shah of lran in early 7979, an event that
increased the concerns of the United States about oil security. On its
part, Moscow felt that the Soviet Union had been disadvantaged by the
loss of its facility at Berbera and was also less willing to progress the
taks.5 By the early 1980s, the continuing presence of the SovGt Union
in Afghanistan severely affected the viability of the IOZOP proposal
itself.

As outlined in Part I, the superpower (and especially the US)
naval presence had actually started to decline with the end of the 're-
flagging crisis' in 1988. But this decline did not result in a re-
invigoration of the IOZOP proposal. In view of the fact that the
proposal had originally acquired its impetus from the perceived threat
of the superpower pres€nce, this is at first surprising. There were,
however, a number of factors that prevented the mairr littoral players
from revisiting the IOZOP proposal in a serious way.

The most important of these was the Kuwait war of 7991. A
number of littoral countries perceived that is was in their interests for
the maior external powers (Britairy the United States and France) to
engage Iraq in order to protect the flow of Gulf oil. Whatever their
publicly stated positions, they accepted the US intervention as being

Towle, The United Nations Ad Hoc Commaitte,,,', pp.2ll-12,
ibid., p.209.

J
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essential to their own economic and political well-being. Even India,
which had at the time acute difficulties between its own Muslim and
Hindu citizens that prevented it from participating directly in the

allied effort, for a time assisted the United States by providing staging

facilities for Gulf-bound US Starliftu aircraft. By the time of the

Kuwait war, India had become far more dependent on Gulf oil than it
had been in the mid-1980s. The sensitivity of the Indian economy even
to the relatively modest rise in the price of oil that occurred during the
war is illustrated by the fact that the crisis Lesulted in a22 per cent rise

in India's tofal impoft bill in ruPee terms.T Pakistan and most other

south Asian countries were also heavily dependent on cheap Gulf oil
for their economic well-being, as were Australia,S the Southeast Asian

countries and the East African seaboard countries. Although the
relationship between Pakistan and the United States had cooled
considerably after Washington cut off military aid in 1990, Pakistan

decided to send troops to Saudi Arabia, even though it meant

considerable unpopularity for the government. On its part, Aushalia
sent two naval vessels to assist in the enforcement of sanctions against

Iraq. Following the Kuwait war, a number of the littoral countries are

now reluctant to see the end of the Presence of the external Powers,
which they see now as a kind of 'regional insurance Poliry' rather than
as a threat.

A second reason why the IOZOP proposal has not been

revisited is that the collapse of the soviet union and the end of the

Cold War has meant that the nature of the Presence of the sole

remaining superpower - the United States - has changed. Washington
is no longer concerned about cultivating clients in the region and

countering efforts on the part of the former Soviet Union to cultivate
clients. As discussed in Part I, excepting for the US engagement in
collective security, as in somalia, washington's concern with Indian
Ocean security now largely devolves onto the issue of oil. Except in
the case of Iran and Iraq, the US Presence does not now seem so

pervasive or deeply etched on the regional consciousness as it was at
ttre treigtrt of the Cold war, when the suPerPowers vied for influence

7

8

Government of India, MinisEy of Financg Indiaa Economic Sutwy 7990-97
(Government Printer, New Delhi 1991), p.3.
While Australia was approximately D per cent self-sufficient in crude, it did rely
on the Gulf for heavy crudes. Moie importantly, its major trading partner, Japan,
was heavilv reliant on Gulf oil.
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throughout the region and interfered far more frequently in internal
affairs.

On the other hand, since the end of the Cold War, a new set of
security concerns has started to wash over the Indian Ocean region.
As we observed in Part I, the Cold War caused the induction of
massive quantities of weapons into the Indian Ocean, but also imposed
a certain kind of discipline on the clients of the superpowers. Now
that the Cold War is over, the weapons remain but the discipline is
gone. This has had a highly deleterious effect in places such as the
Horn of Africa and the Gulf. The dislocation and unrest generated in
parts of Africa, and the way in which famine can quickly be generated
by war given the delicate relationship between populations and their
environment, has triggered a whole new set of issues for the region to
address.

At the same time, additional concerns have emerged in the
form of regional proliferation of NBCs and the means to deliver them.
Moreover, even though the superpower presenae is no longer felt
throughout the region as a pemicious overlay, traditional enmities
have persisted, for example between India and Pakistan, Iran and Iraq,
Iran and Saudi Arabia and Iraq and Kuwait. In other parts of the
region, such as Myanmar, entrenched dictatorships have infringed
basic human rights. All of these types of issues require to be
addressed.

An additional factor in regional perceptions was the growing
realisation of the importanc€ of developing trading blocs in the post-
Cold War world. Under the Cold War regime, the basic global
architecture had been divided on East-West lines, with nations either
oriented toward the capitalist or communist world for trading, as well
as for security purposes. Even a purportedly non-aligned nation such
as India relied heavily on soft cunency and barter trade with the East
bloc. After the Cold War, and in the context of the rapid emergence of
the East and Southeast Asian nations, geographically based trade
groups rather than ideologically based ones started to emerge or grow
in importance. The Indian Ocean powers watched with increasing
nervousness as the European Community (EC) transformed itself into
the EU, the north Americans formed NAFTA and the Asia-Pacific
powers moved slowly towards the formation of APEC.
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In terms of these new, post4old War regional security and
trading concerns, the original IOZOP proposal is no longer
appropriate. Although the proposal does cover collective security, its
central concern is to remove the superPower Presence rather than to
develop collective security. In such a climate, a number of littoral
nations have begun to think in terms of new modes of regional
organisation that focus specifically on the collective needs of the
region, whether in terms of security, trade or other areas. The nations
of the region recognise, however, that the formation of a collective
approach in the Indian Ocean region will not be a quick or easy task,

especially given the great variety of nations at the Indian Ocean rim
and the lack of pan-Indian Ocean collective forums other than the Ad
Hoc Committee - which, as noted, was flawed by the pervasiveness of
Cold War concerns.

Sub-regional Seanity-buililing Propos als anil Me asur es

As well as the IOZOP proposal, which was conceivd of as an

Indian Ocean-wide arrangement, several sub'regional peace proposals
stand out. In particular, there is the proposal by the government of
Nepal that Nepal be constituted as a neutral and independent zone,

somewhat along the lines of Switzerland. New Delhi was from the
first opposed to the Nepalese proposal. India had inherited from the
British both attitudes and treaty rights that suggested that the two
mountain kingdoms, Nepal and Bhutan, were virtually part of an
Indian sphere of influence. Whilst the British attitude originally
derived from concern about the intentions of Imperial Russia, after the
1962 Sino-Indian border war, India was concerned that China would
gain influence in Nepal, which could, conceivably, lead to a'breach' of
the Himalayan barrier. In these circumstances, the Nepalese proposal
never had much chance of success. Since Raiiv Gandhi's visit to Beiiing
in December 1988, however, there has been a marked change for the
better in Sino-Indian relations. Should it continue, this improvement
in relations offers some hope that eventually India might cease its
opposition to the Nepalese neutrality proposal.

One of the factors pressing New Delhi to continue the process
of raryochemenf with China is the 'peace dividend' derived by India
from the new relationship in relation to its competition with Pakistan.
The dividends of this strategy have already become apparent. China
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now assumes a position of 'careful neutrality' on Kashmir, claiming
that the issue should be seftled by bilateral negotiation as specified in
the Simla agreement of 1972.9 Furthermore, as a result of the
improved climate on the Sino-Indian border, India has been able to
remove possibly as many as five of its 11 mountain divisions from the
border. The ability to withdraw these troops has proved invaluable at
a time when the Indian military confronts increasing problems
maintaining the civil order and heightened tension with Pakistan.

As a measure of the raryochernenf between the two, in recent
years India and China have engaged in a series of useful confidence-
and security-building measures (CSBMs) that have contributed to the
lowering of tension on the border between them. These have been
developed both through ministerial-level meetings, as occurred during
Prime Minister Li Peng's New Delhi visit of September 1993, and

throgsh the mechanism of the India{hina }oint Working Group
(IWG). Measures negotiated within the |WG and at ministeriil
meetings to date include:

' the holding of military-to-military meetings twice a year;

' the installation of military+o-military communication points at
key locations, including the establishment of 'hotlines';

' initiation of 'flag meetings'between local-level commanders;

' mutual transparency of respective military positions on the
line of control;

' prior notification of military manoeuwes and troop
movements on the border;

t an airspace violation prevention agreemen[
t exchanges between defence institutions;

' exchanges between high-level defence officials including
ministers of defence;

t atr agreement to commence work to delineate the line of
control;

Harrison and Kemp, Inilia anil America AfEr the C-otd Wer, p.70.
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t an agreement to shift back troops from the border, including
frorn the four remaining 'hot spots', where they are located

'eyeball to eyeball';
t mutual drawdown of trooPs on the border;

' the opening of the border to fiade at several points;

. the establishment of irint research and joint ventures in several

areas such as space, coal and steel;

' ar, agreement by China to sell uranium for use in India's
Tarapur reactor; and

' visits of respective heads of state.lO

But despite the undoubted progress in the relationship, India
is still not entiiely at ease with China. Commentators such as the
noted journalist, lnder Malhotra, question whether India might be

returning to the bad old days of Hindi-Chini bhai-bhni attitudes,
according to which china could do no wrong and during which India
'let down its guard'.ll Malhotra is not the only one who harbours such

doubts. Sumit Ganguly notes that 'Over the longer haul, Chinese and

Indian interests are bound to diverge' and that the Sino-Indian
relationship is 'inherently competitive'.l2 Prem Shankar Jha sees this
competition in economic terms. According to him,'the dark side' of
the East Asian success story is that there will inevitably be losers.

India could be one of them, and this could have strategic

implications.l3 This anxiety about China has become an important
factor in defining the pace at which India has pursued economic
liberalisation. suih uncertainties are lent additional weight by china's
involvement in Myanmar, a state with which India shares a long and
porous border and an at times troubled relationship.

Yet it is basically too early to iudge how sino-Indian relations
might evolve. Given uncertainties surrounding china's attitudes and

status in the post-Deng era, and given that New Delhi does not want to

10 The foregoing is from Michael Krepon el al. (eds), A Handbuk of Confiilence'

Building-Meo{urrt pr Rcgional Securiiy, Handbook-No. 1 (Ihe Henry L. Stimson

Center, Washington DC, 79931, p.49, and various other sources.
Inder Malhotra, Inaia, China and the Real World', Times of India, 28 May 1982.

Sumit Ganguly, 'South Asia After the Cold War', TIu Washington Quarterly,Yol.'15'
No.4, Fall 1992, p.779.
Prem Shankar Jha, Stagnation and Sovereignty' , Hindu,15 July 1992.
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lose the benefits rapyochananf has already brought, India has adopted
a 'watch and wait' attitude to China, one in which it is willing to pick
up on any advance in the relationship offered, but in which it will not
let down its guard.

While there has been significant progress in Sino-Indian
relations, the embryonic attempts on the part of Pakistan and India to
cultivate CSBMs at the official level have not fared so well, given the
withering climate in which that dispute has been conducted. Since the
problems are so deep, both sides recognise that any breakthrough in
the relationship will need to be achieved at the political rather than the
official level. A series of foreign secretary-level meetings, at which so-
called'non-papers'(including some on Kashmir) were submitted, have
stalled.

While a number of CSBMs have been developed between the
two nations, they have not fully achieved their intended effect. CSBMs
that deal with the possibility of conventional conflict include:
o established 'hotlines'between the Directors General of Military

Operations and military commanders on both sides;

' an agreement of prior notification of military exercises and
transparency measures, including observation of military
exercises;

t an agreement on the non-violation of airspace;

' an official-level consultative process through the Indo-
Pakistan |oint Commission (later superseded by periodic
foreign secretary-level discussions);

' the 1952Indus Waters Treaty; and

' the 1971 Simla accord, in which each side agreed to resolve
differences through bilateral discussion.l4

At the non{fficial level, the dialogue between India and
Pakistan has progressed further than it has at the official level. In 1994,
there was an important nonofficial-level meeting in lahore in
Pakistan. This was followed by a major meeting consisting of 100
people from each side, held in India in 1995. These meetings are now

14 Details are from lGepon et al. (eds) , A Handbook of Confiitence-Buililing Measures for
Regiotul Security.
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known as The People's Forum for Peace and Democracy, or informally
as the Neemrana process, after the venue of the first meeting. The
meetings comprise intellectuals, human rights activists, writers,
iournalists, and other community leaders.ls The momentum of the
group initially promised to be quite substantial. At the time of writing,
however, the process seems to have lost momentum due to the fact
that too many of the participants are too close to their respective
governments and have tended to act as little more than government
mouthpieces.l6 Problems with the Neemrana process illustrate the
dilemma that most such dialogues confront: if the participants are too
close to their governments they end up parroting the govemment line;
if they are too distant, on the other hand, they possess no mandate to
create change.

Another proposal that has been floated from time to time but
that has not been taken up officially is that the status of Kashmir be
settled according to what has become known as the 'Switzerland
solution'. According to this model, Indian and Pakistani Kashmir
(minus |ammu and Ladakh, which are Hindu and Buddhist maprity
areas respectively) would become a neutral, independent, unarmed,
sovereign state existing under the guarantee of either the United
Nations or mairr powers such as the United States, China and Russia.
Should it ever be implemented, this proposal would have the
advantages of 'solving' the Kashmir issue as far as Kashmiris were
concerned, while being more acceptable to India than would an
arrangement under which the entirety of Kashmir would become part
of Pakistan. It would also be more acceptable to Pakistan than a
continuation of the status quo. Nor would it trigger the same degree
of concern about security on the part of India as would a solution that
required Kashmir to ioin Pakistan. In other words, both India and
Pakistan would be required to compromise in order to meet the
demands of Kashmiris.

To date the idea has not been followed up, however, because
India opposes it on a number of grounds. New Delhi is of the view,
first, that the solution would challenge the notion of a secular Indian

'India, Pakistan people meet to discuss relations', Reuters News Service, Art. No.
000601394973, 20 February 1995.
Conversation with a senior recentlv retired Ministrv of External Affairs official,
Canberra, July 1995.
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state because it seems to suppose that a Muslim maprity province
cannot remain part of India. According to Shekhar Gupta:

Anything that seems like a capitulation to Islamic pressures on
Kashmir weakens secular forces in India, provides substance
to the BJP propaganda of Muslim disloyalty, and has long-
term consequences for Hindu-Muslim relations in the
country.tT

Second, India would be concerned that such a solution might set an
unfortunate precdent for other states demanding independence from
New Delhi. Third, it believes that Kashmir is legally Indian, the then
Maharaja having acceded to India in 7947. And finally, given India's
delicately poised domestic politics and the rise of the Hindu Right as a
political force, any goverrunent that was seen to have 'given Kashmir
away' would probably suffer a severe electoral backlash. Given the
existence of this calculus, it is unlikely that the 'Switzerland solution'
will be adopted in the foreseeable future. Because of the manifest
problem with the 'Switzerland solution', other proposals have been
brought forward that have many similar features, but that suggest
some form of autonomy for a Kashmiri state rather than sovereign
independence. Such proposals, perhaps, have better prospects and
could offer a way forward in the future. They are unlikely to be

achieved in the short term, however.lS

Another feature of the relationship between India and
Pakistan will be covered in greater detail below in the context of the
discussion of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation.
Basically, the theory is that as SAARC develops some of the trappings
of a true regional trading entity, India and Pakistan will perforce be
required to set aside their differences in order to function effectively
within the SAARC entity. This theory goes to the very heart of the
relationship between economic interdependence and security and
confidence building. Unfortunately India and Pakistan have
considerable ground to cover before they can be considered

t7

l8

Shekhar G:upb., Inilia Reiicfines its Role, Adelphi Paper No. 293 (Oxford University
Press for IISS, london, 1995),pp.e7.
See, for example, a paper by Samina Yasmeen,'The Kashmir Dispute in the 199G:
A Pcsible UN Role?', paper pres€nted at the conference, The United Nations:
Betrueen Sovereignty and Global Governance?, Melbourne, 2{ fuly 195.
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interdependent, however, and there are many Prospective pitfalls
along the way.

In Southeast Asia, there have also been a number of peace and
neutrality proposals. The most important of these was a Malaysian
proposal dating fuom 7971 for a Zone of Peace, Freedom and
Ne.ttratity (ZOPFAN. However this proposal was structurally flawed
by the existence of maior US military bases in the Philippines and by
fears on the part of some ASEAN powers, especially Indonesia, that
the imposition of a-zone of peace could leave Southeast Asia exposed
to China. While th6 proposal is still officially'on the books', it has not
been followed tp.

In Southwest Asia, the process of security and confidence

building is generally not well developed. Even though Iran and Iraq

fought 1n eight-year war, they have not developed a process of
CSBMs, or at least not one known about publicly. Moreover, there are

still problems between the two centring on Iraqi support for the
Mujahideen-i-Khalq, which seeks the violent overthrow of the current
regime in lran. In late 7994,Iranmounted an air raid on Khalq bases in
Iraq, prompting Baghdad to complain to the United Nations. On its
part, Tehran his refused to return the fighter aircraft flown to Iran in
order to protect them from allied air attacks at the time of the Kuwait
war.

On a more positive note, there have recently been a number of
visits of key officiils between Iran and the Arab Gulf states. The

Iranian Foreign Minister, Mr Valiati, visited Saudi Arabia and other
GCC states, and there has also been an exchange of visits between
President Rafsanjani of Iran and King Fahad of Saudi Arabia. Iran and
Oman have also developed a reasonably welldisposed relationship
and Iran acted to reassure Kuwait in the context of the 1991 Kuwait
war.

N u cl e ar, Bi ol o gic aI an il Chemic aI W e ap o ns (NB Cs) and CSBM s

As well as the original IOZOP proposal, there have been a

number of other proposals for nuclear-weapons-free zones in the
Indian Ocean. As an extension of the ZOPFAN idea in Southeast Asia,
there was a proposal in 7972 for the creation of a Southeast Asian
Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (SEANWFZ). As with the original
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ZOPFAN proposals, that proposal is still 'on the books'. However, it
initially suffered from some of the same problems as ZOPFAN - most
importantly, the resolute opposition of the Unitd States. Under the
Cold War regime, Washington perceived that a SEANWFZ would
'undermine its global deterrence posture'.lg This is a similar stance to
the one adopted by the United States in the case of the South Pacific
Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (SPNWFZ) proposal. Now that the Cold
War is over and the United States has removed its nuclear weaPons
from seagoing vessels, Washington has decided it will support the
SPNWFZ. The SEANWFZ proposal has also been revisited, and there
are now good prospects that it will be successfully implemented. As
noted in Part I, however, the United States is increasingly reliant on
pre-positioning in Southeast Asia in respect of both its Gulf strategy
and its broader strategy in the Asia-Pacific. The problem of seaborne
nuclear weapons will thus still have to be overcorne in any newly cast

SEANWFZ.

Unfortunately, another proposal for the creation of a nuclear-
weapons-free zone, this time in South Asia, has an even less
favourable prognosis. The South Asian Nuclear Weapons Free Zone
(SANWFZ) proposal was first submitted to the United Nations in7974
by Pakistan, shortly after India detonated a nudear device. Since then,
Pakistan has submitted the proposal with monotonous regularity and
India has reiected it with equal regulariSr.2o

New Delhi's problem with the Pakistani proposal is that, in its
view, China needs to be factored in to the South Asian nuclear
equation, since China is perceived by India to constitute a nuclear
threat. On its part, China refuses to be equated with the South Asian
powers, arguing that its own programme has been built with the
prograrnmes of the larger nuclear powers as a reference. Prospects for
a SANWFZ are thus severely diminished by the existence of this
pernicious 'chain reaction' between the nuclear and aspirant-nuclear
powers.2l

19

20

2l

Muthiah Alagappa, 'Regional Arrangenrents and International Security in
Southeast Asia', brtcmpnry hutlutst Asia,Yol. 12, No. 4 Mardt 1991, p.283.
Suzan M. Burns, 'Arms Limitations' in Cohen (d.), Nudeo Prolifaation in huth
Asia,pp.l4G7.
For a luller exposition of the triangular nudear relationship in South Asia see

Sandy Gordon,'Capping South Asia's Nudear Weapons ltograms: A Window of
Opporhrnity?', Asian Sumey,Y oL XX[V, No. Z luly 1994.
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There has, however, been at least one achievement between
India and Pakistan in relation to nuclear weaPons. This was the
eventual ratification of the Agreement on the Non-aftack of Nuclear
Facilities, signed in 1988 but not ratified until 1992 or implemented
until 1993. The agreement requires an annual exchange of lists
detailing the location of all nuclear-related facilities in each country.
The measure further pledges both sides not to attack listed facilities.
When lists were first exchanged in 1992, however, each side rePortdly
left off one enrichment facility.22

At the non-official level, progress in addressing the triangular
nuclear relationship between India, China and Pakistan has been more
encouraging. To date, two second-track meetings have taken place

between the three, plus representatives from the United States. The
first of these took place at Shanghai in 1994, and the second at Goa in
February 1995. According to one report, there was actually a subtle
shift in the Chinese position during the second s€t of talks. While
China's official position is that it will not negotiate with India on the
nuclear issue because India is not an official nuclear Power, the fact of
its having agreed to be represented at the talks is itsef significant.23

Another global proposal under the auspices of the United
Nations is also significant in the context of South Asia. In September
1993, the United States iointly sponsored with India and a number of
other nations a United Nations General Assembly resolution calling
for negotiation in the Conference on Dsarmament of a reginre for the
non-discriminatory banning of the production of fissionable material
for weapons purposes.24 The resolution, which was an amalgamation
of Indian and C-anadian drafts that had been circulating for some time,
abandoned the principle contained within the Canadian draft that
verification would imply adherence to the provisions of the NPT. The
Canadian draft implied that India would either have had to accede to
the NPT or else abandon its large commercial nuclear Programme,
neither of which it was willing to do. Importantly, the wording of the

Krepon at al. (eds), A Haailbcr,k of Confidcnce-Building Musures lor Rcgiotul Srcurity,

P.48.
Jawed Naqvi, 'India, Pakistan quietly hold nuclear talks', Reuters News Service,
Art. No. m0505m260t 27 February 1995.
UN General Assembly (LJNGA) 48, Resolution on the ftohibition of the
Production of Fissile Material for Nudear Weapons or Other Nuclear Explosive
l)evices.
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new draft did not provide for retrospectivity, thus potentially allowing
for the existence of capped programmes in threshold regions such as

South Asia, either on the basis of weaponisation or near
weaponisation.25

India's initial support for the cut-off of fissionable material
proposal was probably based on its belief that it would take some
years to negotiate any international regime, by which time it would
have hoped to have had a significant reserve of fissionable material
that could later be weaponised, should it be considered necessary.
(The proposal does not exclude subsequent weaponisation of the
material or the development of delivery systems.) India's support for
the cut-off provision also derived from the fact that, unlike the case of
the NPT, any capped regime would be a universal one, applying
equally to nuclear and non-nuclear powers. Such a regime would also
have the effect of capping China's programme. In the final months of
1995, however, India began to assess that support for both the
fissionable cut-off proposal and the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBD might have the effect of locking it in as a low-level nuclear
threshold power in circumstances in which both the French and
Chinese were continuing to test and modernise their arsenals and in
which the NPT renewal of 1995 did not meet India's long-standing
demand for in-built, phased reduction and eventual elimination of
nuclear weapons. Thus by early 7996India had withdrawn its support
for the CTBT, unless the proposal were linked to a phased draw-down
of existing arsenals under a renegotiated NPT.

Pakistan, on the other hand, has been consistent in its
opposition to the proposal for the cut-off of fissionable material. It has
demanded that existing stockpiles be included in the proposal,
probably on the basis that its own stockpiles are far smaller than
India's.Z5 According to some accounts, Pakistan has also already
unilaterally ceasd the production of fissionable material at its Kahuta
enrichment plant in order to ensure a continuing relationship with the
United States. The same source, however, also points out that
weapons-grade plutonium production could eventually be sustained

Manoj foshi, 'UN resolution on N-material gives leeway to India', Times $ India,3
December 1993; interview, Rakesh Soo4 foint Secretary, Minishy of External
Affairg New Delhi, December 1993.
Frans Berkhout, 'Proopects for a Fissile Material Cut-off Convention', CDS Bulletin
of Arms C-orrttol, No. 1Z February1995,p.26.
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from an unsafeguarded plant being built with Chinese assistance at
Khusab.27 Given the nuclear dynamics in South Asia, it is most
unlikely that Palistan has maintained this self-imposed ban - if, indeed,
it was ever a reality.

Regional Organisations in the Indian Ocean

Collective organisations around the Indian Ocean rim may for
convenience be divided into those that originated for security reasons

and those that focus on subjects other than security. However, a

number of organisations, such as ASEAN, were driven together

initially by security concerns but later evolved to cover a far wider
ambit. Of those organisations concerned primarily with security,
many were conceived in the cauldron of the Cold War. Some of these,

such as ASEAN, managed to adapt to take in wider issues and to
remain relevant after the Cold War. Others have either had a more

difficult passage into the post-Cold War world, or not even managed

to survive that long.

S e ant it y - oient e d Arr angement s

Two Cold War pacts of note were the South East Asian Treaty

Organisation (SEATO - consisting of the United Kingdom, the United

Stales, Pakistan, the Philippines and Thailand) and the Bagdad Pact,

later to become the Central Treaty Organisation (CENTO - consisting
of the United Kingdom, the United States, Turkey,Iran and Pakistan).
Both of these treaties consisted of collections of clients of the United
States, designed as part of the US policy of containment. SEATO was

designed to check Soviet and communist Chinese expansion into the

Souitr/Southeast Asian region. CENTO was intended to protect the
northwestern hinterland of the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean
and to provide a strategic link between NATO and SEATO, with
Turkey being important both in NATO and CENTQ and Pakistan
being a member of SEATO and CENTO. Neither of these agreements

constituted a true regional collective security arTangement, since the

United States - an external power - was the dominant party and the
power that gave the beaties their being. CENTO became latgely 7o
forma as far as Washington was concerned following the 1965 Indo-

27 See Spector, McDonough and Medeiros, Trecking Nucleat Prclifcration, p.97.
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Pakistani war.28 SEATO became redundant as early as the 1960s, but
persisted in name untrl1977. Even before its final official demise, it
had to all intents and purposes been supplanted by ASEAN.

A third treaty, the Australia, New Zealand and United States
treaty, was known as ANZUS. ANZUS had its genesis in the Pacific
war, but was soon transformed into a Cold War, anti-Soviet alliance.
ANZUS fared better than either SEATO or CENTO, since it consisted
of like'minded, Western democracies. New Zealand quit the alliance
in the 1980s over the nuclear issue, however. Since the end of the Cold
War it has become less clear what the purpose of the alliance is,
especially in view of new doubts conceming Washington's resolve to
maintain its position in Asia and tensions between Australia and the
United States over trade. According to Paul Dibb:

America's friends and allies in Asia fear that what they are
seeing is a power in decline that is drifting towards domestic
preoccupation and which has a foreign policy that merely
reacts to events as they unfold.29

However, the alliance remains for Australia an important
expression of the broader, and long-standing, relationship with the
United States - a relationship that is likely to remain central to
Australia's security.

Although seemingly somewhat anachronistic, the Five Power
Defence Arrangements (FPDA), consisting of the United Kingdom,
Singapore, Australia, Malaysia and New Zealand, has also survived.
The FPDA was originally intended to reassure Malaysia and Singapore
after the end of Confrontation with Indonesia; but it too eventually
took on Cold War overtones. The FPDA parbrers are required under
the terms of the agreement to 'consult together' in the event of an
attack on Malaysia or Singapore. They also periodically conduct
military exercises together and Australia has a forward presence at
Butterworth in Malaysia.3o In December 1995, Australia and Indonesia

See Kim C. Bazley,'The October War and US Policy' in larry Bowman and Ian
Clark (eds), Tluhtilien Oaen in Glaful Politics (WesMew Press, Boulder, Colorado,
1981), p.l10.
Dibb, Tounrils a Nao Baleace of Pounr in Asia, p.36.
See Philip Methven, The Fioe Pounr Defencz Anangements aail Military &opnation
Amaag tla ASEAN Sleias, Crnberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.92
(Shategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Canberra, 192), pp.9-10.

29
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entered into a bilateral agreement of a similar nature to the FPDA, in
so far as it called upon the parties to consult together.

The Gulf Cooperation Council was established in the context

of the Iran-Iraq war. Ironically, in view of subsequent developments,
the GCC states supported Iraq during the war, including by the
provision of considerable funding towards the Iraqi war effort. Iran
iherefore threatened the oil lines of Kuwait, which in turn led to the so-

called tanker're-flagging' crisis.

The GCC consists of the conservative states of the Gulf - Saudi

Arabia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait and Bahrain'
Before the Kuwait war, the GCC did not favour an oPen or obvious
arrangement with the United States and its Western allies, because

such openness was perceived to be politically difficult in the context of
the Arab-Israeli dispute and because of growing levels of concern

about pervasive Weitern influence over Islamic societies. After the

Kuwail war, however, the arrangement betr,veen the GCC and the

United States and United Kingdom became much more obvious, with
massive arms transfers and a continuing allied presence on GCC soil.
In a first of a kind, in 1991 Washington signed a ten-year agreement

with Kuwait and made it clear that similar amangements with the five

other GCC members would be welcome.

On the communist side, in 1971 Moscow entered into two
important bilateral agreements, both called Treaties of Peace,

Friendship and Cooperation, with India and Iraq. The Indo-Soviet
arrangement was sought specifically by India as it moved toward war
with Pakistan in 1971. New Delhi was mindful of the role played by
China, which in the 1965 war with Pakistan had manoeuwed on their
common border in order to pin down Indian troops. On its part, Iraq,
which had emerged as the most radical and secular of the Gulf Arab
states, felt exposed in the Gulf region, especially in the context of the
US relationship with its big neighbour, Iran. Iraq was, rnoreover,
heavily reliant on the Soviet Union for supplies of cheap weaPons.
There were also a number of other bilateral arangements with Soviet
clients, from Ethiopia to the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen.
Such bilateral arrangements do not fall into the bracket of collective
security, however, and there was never any Soviet equivalent of
SEATO and CENTO.
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Finally, the Ioint Exercises off Trincomalee (IED were
informally conducted amongst the Commonwealth of Nations Indian
Ocean naval powers from time to time off Trincomalee port, on the
island of Sri Lanka. Seen from a modern vantage, they now seem
whimsical, even idyllic. They consisted of naval exercises between
India, Pakistan, Great Britain, Sri Lanka and Australia, as well as
(importantly) friendly cricket matches. They were essentially
established by the United Kingdom under its perceived responsibilities
for Indian Ocean security, prior to the British withdrawal from 'East of
Suez'. Unfortunately, they ceased at the time of the 1965 India-
Pakistan war. They remain, however, an intriguing memory of what
was once possible in terms of collective maritime security in the Indian
Ocean.

N o n S e car ity Arr ang ement s

The only constituted Indian Ocean-wide organisation in the
Indian Ocean today is the Organisation for Indian Ocean Marine
Affairs Cooperation 0OMAC). IOMAC was established in 1985 under
the auspices of UNESCO. It now consists of 35 member countries (not
all regional) and is concerned specifically with maritime issues,
including transport and marine sciences, and marine living and non-
living resources. IOMAC has a secretariat based in Colombo.
Although most regional countries attend meetings of IOMAC, India
and Australia are not members, and it would perhaps be fair to say
that IOMAC has not really 'taken root' as the premier pan-Indian
Ocean regional organisation.

ASEAN, which was founded in 1967, grew out of the
perceived threat of communism following the fall of Sukamo and the
end of 'Confrontation'. However, ASEAN is not formally constituted
as a security organisation and never conducts joint military exercises
or other pint military activities. Initially, the ASEAN nations
(Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia - and later
Brunei and Vietnam) were concerned with internal security in the form
of communist-backed insurgencies then running in most regional
countries. Eventually ASEAN transcended its Cold War roots and
transformed itself into a more general regional forum dealing with a
range of problems and issues. Security, however, remains an
important focus of discussion of ASEAN leaders, even though it is not
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progressed in terms of irint military action. While three of ASEAN's
members are Indian Ocean as well as Pacific Ocean powers, the
orientation of ASEAN has been north and west into the Asia-Pacific
region rather than east into the Indian Ocean region. This orientation
has been reinforced by the war in Vietnam and subsequent crisis in
Cambodia, the role of the United States in Asian security, the economic

dynamism that has flowed out of East Asia in recent years and China's
territorial claims in the South China Sea.

SAARC, consisting of India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Sri Lanka arid Maldives, was established in 1985, Iargely as a
result of the persistence of Bangladesh and the other smaller regional

South Asian nations. The SAARC nations advocating the

establishment of the organisation had as a model the success of
ASEAN. But unfortunately, SAARC has never managed to emulate
the dynamism of that organisation. Even though the founders of
SAARC, at the insistence of India, had decided to avoid discussion of
difficult political issues within the forum and to concentrate instead on

cultural, developmental and trade issues, from the first the

organisation was poisoned by two related factors.

First, the overwhelming size of India in relation to other South
Asian nations created a level of asymmetry that made the operation of
the forum extremely difficult. India feared that the smaller members

would use SAARC as a means to'gang up' on it in order to enforce

their views, while the smaller members were concerned that India
would dominate the proceedings. In recent y€!€rrs, as SAARC has
moved towards establishing a customs union, business in the smaller
nations, especially Pakistan, has feared domination by the larger
Indian companies, and this too has acted to retard progress in
developing economic interdependence. ASEAN too had confronted
the problem of asymmetry in relation to Indonesia, although not to the

same degree. In that case the problem had been overcome through a
deliberate decision on the part of the Suharto goverrunent to 'down
size' Indonesia for the puqposes of the forum in a delicate form of
diplomacy that has become the hallmark of the association.

The second factor that cast a pall over the affairs of SAARC
was the poisoned relationship between India and Pakistan, the two
most powerful members. This relationship constantly permeated the
affairs of the forum, as did other bilateral problems, for example
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between India and Sri Lanka, India and Nepal, and India and
Bangladesh.

Perhaps in part because of this poisoned atrnosphere, but also
in part because of a lack of complementarity and 'critical mass' in
SAARC economies, intra-SAARC trade has never been great. Indeed,
the percentage of intra-SAARC trade in relation to trade of SAARC
members with non-SAARC nations actually fell from 3.19 per cent in
1980 to 2.31 per cent by 1987.31 In recent years it has risen again to
about 3 per cent. Given this extremely low level of intra-SAARC trade,
it is difficult to build up sufficient interest in or 'ownership' of the
association to allow it to flourish. In 1995, however, SAARC decided
to introduce a preferential tariff arrangement known as SAPTA
(SAARC Preferential Trading Arangement). Although not fully
reciprocal, in the sense that SAARC nations declare which imports
they will allow in at the preferential rate, the SAPTA arrangement is
generally seen as a positive step.

Although the Commonwealth of Nations was neither
specifically an Indian Ocean organisation nor one covering all of the
littoral countries, the so-called Colombo Plan nations and subsequent
Colombo Powers meetings consisted mostly of Indian Ocean nations.
The Colombo Plan was conceived as a prograrune for technical
cmperation and exchange amongst Commonwealth nations. It was
the product of the Commonwealth Foreign Ministers'conference held
in Colombo in ]anuary 1950.32 The Colombo Plan was highly
successful and ran for a number of years, providing useful training
and technical cooperation for the emerging nations of the region. The
attempt to give the Colombo Plan political expression through the
Colombo Powers forum was, however, less successful. The Colombo
Powers met only three times.S

ln Africa, the premier collective organisation is the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU). The OAU was founded in 1953
and originally comprised 32 members. It recently expanded to 53,
with the addition of post-Apartheid South Africa.

32

33

See Researdr and Information Systems for Non-aligned and Developing
Countries, Economic C-mpntion in the SAARC Rcgiotr: Potettbl, C-onstrainti anil
Pohlcircs (lnter€st Publications, New Delhi, 1990), Table 2.13, p.fl.
These details are from V.L.B. Mendis, SAARC: Origins, Orguisations anil Prospcts,
Monograph No.3 (Indian Ocean Crnhe for Peace Shrdies, Perth, 191), pp.1-2.
ibid., p.2.
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The initial focus of the OAU was an activist political one, with
the organisation being actively engaged in opposing Apartheid and

attempting to broker peace in the continent's many conflicts, the latest

being-Rwanda. Perennially, the OAU discusses the possibility of an
African peacekeeping force. Recently, this has become a more
attainable goal. Although they were not formally designated as an

OAU force, significant numbers of African trooPs, including
Zimbabweans and Nigerians, were involved in the UN exercise in
Rwanda. South Africa is also likely to make its comparatively well-
trained troops available for peacekeeping duties in Africa. However,
the OAU has until recently been restrained in this goal because of poor
logistics. This restraint has been partially removed by a US decision to
mike six C-130 transport aircraft available to a number of African
nations such as Botswana, where the United States has military
interests, and South Africa. These aircraft will also be useful in the
context of the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC).

In recent years the OAU has also been seeking to broaden its

charter to include economic and social issues as well as political ones.

The organisation is now engaged in actively promoting inha-regional
trade and in social areas such as AIDS education. It is working closely

with the UN-sponsored Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) to
develop a comprehensive economic agenda. Under the influence of
the ECA, the economic emphasis is shifting from economic
management, which focused primarily on Soverrunent policy,
including in terms of the widely unsuccessful structural adiustment
initiatives, to strategies of 'development rnanagement' - that is,

strategies that involve society at all of its levels, from the state sector
through to social institutions, the non-government sector and the
private sector.il

The other African body of relevance to the lndian Ocean is the
Southern Africa Development Community. The SADC was

established in 1992 as successor to the Southern African Development
Co-ordination Conference (SADCC), which was in turn established in
1980 with nine members - Angola, Botswana, Icsotho, Malawi,

34 see coun Legum, 'south Africa's Potential Role in the organisation of African
lJnity' , Thz 9rluth African lournal $ Intcrnatioul Affaits, Vol. 1, No' 1, Spring 1993,

pp.18-19.
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Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zatrrbia and Zimbabwe - as a
means of providing mutual support in the struggle against Apartheid.

The SADC has a small secretariat in Gaborone. The
organisation is structured so that each member country is allocated a
portfolio covering areas such as energy, food, agriculture, natural
resources, industry and trade. As with the OAU, the SADC has now
incorporated South Africa. Mauritius has also requestd to irin and is
likely to be accepted.3s Like the OAU, the SADC has recently decided
to take on a role in collective security. As the SADC develops, a

degree of competition has emerged between it and COMECA - the
latter being an economic arrangement involving most of the East and
Southern African countries, with headquarters in Nairobi.

One organisation in the Southwest Asian region that does not
have a primary focus on security also bears mention, that is, the
Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO), which was a successor of
the Organisation of Regional Cooperation (ORC). The ORC consisted
of the Asian former CENTO powers, Turkey, Iran and Pakistan.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the ORC was re-named the
ECO, and the Central Asian Republics ioined. The membership of
Afghanistan is also under discussion. The ORC was originally
intended as a means through which the Southwest Asian nations could
strengthen themselves against both the Soviet Union and the West,
particularly by means of independent economic development. The
ECO adopts measures to foster trade and commerce and has a
secretariat in Tehran. Given its perceived sense of isolatiory Iran is
looking to upgrade the status of the ECO into a proper trading block,
to actively encourage the construction of corunon oil pipelines and
transport links and to link the ECO more closely into other non-
Western blocs such as ASEAN.36 The ECO, however, continues to be
limited by the fact that the three most important members, Iran,
Pakistan and Turkey, are basically locked in competition for influence

Details on the SADC are from Gavin Maasdorp, Ecorcmic Co-operatbn in Southern
Afriu: Prospcts for Regional Intcgr:ation, Conllict Shrdies No.253 (Research
Instihrte for the Shrdy of Conflicl and Terrorism, London, July/August 1992); and
Nathan, *With Open Arms"...'.
'Iranian foreign minister urges structural change in ECO; Rzuters News Service,
Art. No. 00585685219, 23 January 195; 'Preident Rafsanjani - han linking ring in
ECOASEAN crcoperation', Reuters News Service, Art. No. 0ffi5836[4429, 17

|anuary 195.

36
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within the CARs, as discussed in Part I, and by scarcity of capital and
lack of economic'critical mass'and high technology.

The final collective cooperation organisation in the Indian
Ocean region that we shall consider is the Indian Ocean Commission
(IOC). Initially consisting of Mauritius, Madagascar and Seychelles,

the Commission developed out of a conference in Mauritius in 1982;

but it was not until 1984 that an accord was actually signed. By 1986,
France and Comoros had joined, reinforcing the francophone character
of the IOC. The Commission covers the following areas: economics,
diplomacy, agriculture, marine living resources, ecology, science and
technology, education and justice. The Partners, however, bring
differing perspectives on a number of these issues and the level of
cooperation has been most satisfactory in areas in which they have
well-developed common interests and complementarities, such as

fishing. Despite these differing perspectives, the IOC has developed
into a useful and relatively active regional organisation in the
southwest Indian Ocean region.37

Informal Networks of Amity and Cooperation

Informal networks and relationships have been relatively
important in the Indian Ocean context. One reason for this has been
the existence of a number of 'pariah' states around the rim, especially
Israel and South Africa. These states could not be inducted into formal
arrangements, but developed relationships of convenience, for
example between India and Israel, Sri Lanka and Israel and South
Africa and Israel. Another reason for the development of these
informal linkages has been to counter the Apartheid regime in South
Africa. Finally, the politics of the Indian Ocean has largely been

conducted well away from the international spotlight, allowing for the
existence of less formal relationships that were not pressured to
formalise. Since these informal links now possibly provide
foundations upon which wider organisations could be established, we
will describe some of them briefly. Their efficacy in terms of
regionalism in the wider Indian Ocean will be assessd later in the

book.

37 Beealasingh Dab6e, '1.a coop€ration entre pays du Sud-Ouest de l'Oc6an Indien:
[,a Commission de I'Oc6an lndien, bilan et perspectives' in Internationl Relations in
the Inilian Ocacn (Universit6 de la R6r.rnion, R6union, 1994), p.333.
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Inilia-South Aftica-Australia: A P ost-Ap artheiil Tiangle'?
One idea that has been put forward is that three of the largest

economies on the Indian Ocean rim - Australia, India and South Africa
- might form the core of a new Indian Ocean grouping.3s This idea
derives its momentum not only because of the size of the respective
economies, but also from shared British democratic and
Commonwealth traditions, the liberalisation of the Indian economy,
and the leading role played by India and Australia in the international
sbuggle against Apartheid. As Australia's former foreign minister,
Senator Evans, remarked in 1994:

South Africa's retum to the international community and
India's shaping of a newly flexible and outward looking
economic policy have seen the beginnings of the development
of a new sense of regional identity and community of
interests.39

Of the factors that create a sense of common purpose in
respect of the 'triangle', the people'to-people linkages and other non-
economic and security linkages are particularly important - perhaps
more so than is usual in such relationships. Significant linkages were
developed by both Australia and India with the post-Apartheid
governnent of South Africa as a result of the long years of support
proffered by both powers, as evidenced by the fact that President
Mandela, despite his exbemely busy schedule, visited both countries;
in the case of Australia, iust prior to his election as President and in the
case of India, within his first year of office. During Mandela's Indian
visit the two sides signed a number of diplomatic and trade
agreements and decided to set up a joint commission to progress the
relationship. In December 1994, in a firstever visit, two Indian
warships called at Durban. The India-South Africa relationship is
given additional weight by the fact that there are nearly a million
people of Indian origin in South Africa. Australia, too, continues to
lend support to the post-Apartheid process in South Africa. The
development assistance programme has been expanded and technical
support was provided to enable the South African National Defence

38 'hdian Ocean nations need own APEC, official says', Reuters News Service, Art.
No.00564tu6915, 12 Desrber 1994.r:t Alison Puchy,'Austsalia seeks to firm links with Indian Ocean area', Reuters News
Service, Art. No. WM99771513,9 August 1994.
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Force to integrate with the non-White security units. These close links
between the three nations are, however, to an extent offset by potential
economic difficulties. Australia and South Africa are possible

economic competitors in exports such as coal, and South Africa would
fear any lowering of its high tariff structure in the context of potential
exports of manufactured product from India'40

Pakistan and Southwest Asia

As outlined in Part I, Pakistan has for rnany years maintained
a policy of attempting to draw the leading fellow-Islamic states of
Southwest Asia into the South Asian milieu in order to provide a

counterweight to India. This strategy has thrown up a number of
informal relationships that provide Pakistan with considerable
benefits. The strongest of these have been with fellow-Sunni,
conservative Gulf states such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Oman.

Oman and Saudi Arabia, for example, have traditional links to
Pakistan, which lies iust across the Gulf of Oman. In the modern era,
these links have been further developed through close military
relationships, again as outlined in Part I. The oil-rich states of the Gulf
are also heavily reliant on cheap, technically comPetent labour from
Pakistan. The overall importance of the remittances from these

Pakistani labourers in terms of Pakistan's economy is illushated by
Figure 5.1. As may also be seen from this figure, however, remittances
have fallen in recent years along with declining prices of oil.

Because of Shia-Sunni differences in Pakistan and because of
the fact that Iran has not required guest labour from Pakistan, the
relationship between Pakistan and Iran is not so well developed as it is
between Pakistan and the conservative Gulf Arab states. Recent unrest
between Shia and Sunni Pakistanis has caused concern in Iran. Iran is
also deeply concerned by what it believes to be Pakistani support for
the Talibaan in Afghanistan, the group of former religious college
students who have now taken a swathe of territory in Western
Afghanistan that Pakistan sees as important in its drive to secure land
access into the CARs. Nevertheless, there is a history of moderate
security collaboration between Pakistan and lran that goes back to the

40 See 'Mandela lukewarm on littoral grouping - Indian Ocean trade', Reuters News
Service, Art. No. 000590873583,31 January 195.
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days of the Shah, who supported Pakistan indirectly in its wars with
India and in the suppression of Baluch separatism in the 1970s'

India anil the Small Inilian Ocean lsland States

Of the Indian Ocean small island states (Mauritius, Seychelles,

Comoros, and Maldives), India's relationship has traditionally been

closest with Mauritius. A significant percentage of the Mauritian
population is of Indian stock. India provides credit and aid to
Mauritius and has -established an Indo-Mauritian Joint Commission
and a joint Business council. It has been provided facilities on the
island for its space progranune and supports Mauritius' claim for the

return of the Chagos Archipelago from Britain. There are credible
reports that in the 1980s there were extremely close links between the

Indian ambassador in Port Louis and the Prime Minister. Mauritius
has been urging India to pin the Indian Ocean Commission.4l As we
shall see below, it is also likely that India and Mauritius communicated
closely with each other on the so-called 'Mauritius process', which
involved a seven-power approach to 'kick-starting' regionalism in the

Indian Ocean.&

India also has a close relationship with Maldives. Although
the archipelago is predominantly Islamic, its population is of Indo-
Aryan stock, similar to the Sinhalese. From India's perspective,
Mildives is located in a highly strategic position close to the south-

west of India. It straddles India's east-west trade route and the maior

Gulf oil routes. It also has a superb potential strategic facility on Gan

Island. The strategic significance of the islands has not been lost on the
Chinese, who were one of the first nations to establish diplomatic links
with Maldives. The Gayoom goverrunent recognises the importance of
Maldives' location as far as New Delhi is concerned and has been

determined not to 'rock the boat' in its relationship to India. India, in
return, has proffered firm support for Gayoom, including by assisting
in the suppression of a coup attempt in 1988. India's relationship with
Seychelles is less well developed than it is in the case of the other two

'lndia urged to join Indian Ocean panel', Times of India,l8 January 1992.- 
-

The sevei counuies involved in the Mauritius Process are: Mauritius, India, South
Africa, Kenya, Oman, Singapore and Australia. The point about this selection is
that not one of those countries involved would be likely to raise the Kashmir issue
on behaU of Pakistan. The Mauritius process is further discussed below.

41
42
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island republics. However, there was speculation in the 1980s that the
Indian navy could have lent its support to the Ren6 government had
any of the coup attempts of that era looked like succeeding.

Inilia anil Southeast Asia: An Eaolaing Relationship

Although India and the ASEAN nations were basically distant
from each other during the Cold War, the links between Southeast and
South Asia were not always so weak as they have been in recent years.
Southeast Asia lies at the meeting point of the Indian and Islamic
influences that emanated from Southern Asia on the one hand, and the
predominantly Confucian cultural influence derived from North Asia
on the other. But contrary to the commonly held view in the West that
'Asia' is dominated by the Confucian outlook, the nations of Southeast
Asia are culturally suffused with influences from Southern Asia,
whereas North Asian influences tend to play a lesser role.43

Indians make much of this cultural connection in seeking to
forge a closer relationship with Southeast Asia. Indeed, they have a
sense - perhaps not shared entirely by the rest of Asia - of 'coming
home'. For example, it was the first aspect of the relationship alluded
to by Prime Minister Narasimha Rao in his maior address during his
September 194 visit to Singapore. Rao declared himself to be
'perplexed'by the title of the address imposed on him, which referred
to India's'new' relationship with Asia.4

India is also geographically proximate to Southeast Asia. It
shares a long conunon border with Myanmar, a nation that might one
day be inducted into ASEAN. Its territorial waters around the
Andaman and Nicobar islands are contiguous with those of Indonesia
and Great Nicobar Island is a mere 130 kilometres from the Indonesian
island of Sumatra.

Because it had become reliant on the East bloc for its trade and
security, India initially felt isolated in the aftermath of the Cold War.
Divested of its favoured treatment in the old East bloc trading regime,

For a detailed account of the influmce of Indian culture and civilisation on
Southeast Asia, see D.P. Singhal, Inilia anil World Cioilizntion (in two volumes)
(Sidg:Mick & fackson, London, 1972).
Text of Rao's speech, High Commission of India, Canberra, 'India News', 8
September 1994,p.7.
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it also felt shut out of evolving regional trading blocs such as the

EC/EU and NAFTA. It therefore adopted a 'look east' strategy

involving attempts to become more intensively engaged with various

regional forums such as ASEAN, the Asia-Pacific Economic

Cooperation forum and various security arrangements such as the
ASEAN Regional Forum.

For India, the key to its reception in APEC and other Asia-

Pacific forums lay in its reception in ASEAN. The ASEAN Powers,
however, were themselves grappling with the problems of achieving a

measure of unity out of a widely conhasting region and were
disinclined to make space for India. Moreover, New Delhi's calling
card was seen to be tarnished because of its previous relationship with
Moscow and uncertain record on economic liberalisation. India also

complicated its reception by at times inept diplomacy.

New Delhi has, however, persisted. It has recognised that the
way forward is to cultivate bilateral linkages and to be 'on good
behaviour' in its dealings with multilateral forums and more sensitive

to regional diplomatic norrns. Through these means it is starting to
have a little more success. As Table 5.1 attests, India's trade with the

Southeast Asia region is rising sharply, albeit from a low base.

There is also economic interest within the ASEAN nations in
establishing stronger links with India. The emergence of-a large,

middle-claJs market in India presents tempting prospects for these

trading nations, iust as India's large cohort of technically trained
people is attractive to high-technology investors, particularly in fields

iuch as software development. Increasingly, Indians are filling
technical and other positions in Southeast Asia, as evidenced by the
fact that remittances from that region to India are now of the order of
$2.5 billion.as

Of the ASEAN countries, India has had a reasonably close

relationship with Malaysia since 1965, when each was opposed to
Indonesia, albeit for different reasons. After a set-back following
India's recognition of the Vietnamese-backed regime in Cambodia in
1980, the Indo-Malaysian relationship again improved. India and
Malaysia signed a L'road-ranging defence MOU in 1993. India is to be

45 Robin Abreu, 'Pick of the east', Indra Today,3l July 199a, pp.98-9.
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involved in pilot and maintenance crew training for Malaysia's MiG-
29s. Malaysian nuclear scientists were at one time trained at the
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre in India. The Indian navy and air
force chiefs recently visited Malaysia, and Malaysia supported India
when it successfully applied for sectoral (trade) observer status with
ASEAN.

The other ASEAN nation with which India is close is
Singapore. Singapore is interested in India in the context of
maintaining its competitive edge in technical areas, especially software
development. According to one senior Singaporean statesman, India is

also regarded as a useful 'hedge' in the context of Singapore's heavy
commitment in China.6 Singapore has recently decided to invest
substantially in high technology in India and the two recently
conducted a sophisticated fourday anti-submarine warfare (ASW)

naval exercise.4T India's trade with the Southeast Asia region has risen
by 34 per cent between 1990 and 1994 (see Table 5.1).

Even those ASEAN nations not traditionally close to India
have been more accolrunodating to New Delhi in recent years.
Bangkok was once suspicious of India because of Thailand's closeness
to China, which it saw as a counter-weight to Vietnam. Thailand, like
India, is increasingly concerned about the growing Chinese influence
in Burma. In 1994, a Thai government study team suggested that
India, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh should be drawn into a wider
Southeast Asian investrnent zone,48 and a Thai military delegation
visited India and expressed an interest in purchasing military
equipment.4g Indonesia and India have also been upgrading their
relationship in recent years. The two have established a joint
ministerial council, conducted naval exercises and exchanged high-

46
47

Conversation with senior SingaPorean official, December 1993.
See M. Satish, 'MiJitary Ues with Asean nations improving', Economic Times,23
March 194; Anon, 'India takes to the sea with Russia, Singapore',lane's Defence

Wukly, 19 March 194, p.15 for a description of the Indo-SingaPorean exercise;

Catherine Ong 'Singapore Regionalism will draw India and Southeast Asia Closer
- Prof Chan', Reuters News Service, Art. No. M5777n699,6January 1995.
Alan Boy4 'Thailand: A New Regional Grouping in the Works?', Reuters News
Service, Art. No. 005007O4957, 12 August 1994; and Ridrard Valladares, 'Rao visit
to minimise "threat" of PRC presence in Burma', Bangk&, Post,70 April 1993. The
Thai choices of India and Sri lanka are perhaps interesting in the context of its
relations with other Islamic ASEAN powers such as Malaysia and lndoneia.
Satish, 'Milihry ties with Asean nations improving.
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level military visits. In7994, President Suharto visited New Delhi with
Prime Minister Mahathir of Malaysia for the G-15 summit.

At the more general level of ASEAN itself, the factors shaping
the growing interest in India include an une.rse about the imminent
emergenc€ of China as the major regional nation - an unease given a
measure of urgenqy by Chinese claims to the South China Sea. While
any desire ever to balance China with India would never be openly
expressed for fear of creating unnecessary rivalry and of alienating
China, which will always be more powerful than India, it would
probably also be the case that ASEAN would wish to see an emerging,
status quo power such as India eventually exercising a healthy level of
engagement in Southeast Asia in order to ensure the continuation of a
multipolar balance in the East/Southeast Asian region. Another factor
that is increasingly relevant as a driving force behind ASEAN interest
in India is the emergenc€ of a large middleclass market. Such a
market presents tempting prospects for these hading nations, iust as
India's large cohort of technically trained rrurnpower is athactive to
high-technology investors, particularly in fields such as software
development. In view of these interests,India has been upgraded to
full dialogue partner status with ASEAN and is almost certain to be
accorded full dialogue partner status within the ASEAN Regional
Forum.

On India's part, New Delhi would favour the emergence of a
wider ASEAN grouping, one that now includes Vietnam and that one
day might include Burma. Such a grouping would provide a robust
barrier to any greater assertiveness on the part of China in the
Southeast Asian region. A Burma that was tightly bound into an
economically securc ASEAN would be an excellent outcome, from
lndiars point of view.

In short, despite the facts of recent history, there are evolving
interests in closer sets of relations on the part of both the
East/Southeast Asian powers and of India. This is manifest in a hectic
round of naval exercising, evolving defence-industrial arrangements
(albeit at a low level), a build-up in the extent and level of bilateral
visits and expanding trading and investment relationships. This
evolution is likely eventually to have a profound effect on the
geopolitical map of Asia arrd the Indian Ocean region.
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Aushalia anil ASEAN

Defence cooperation between Australia and the ASEAN
countries has burgeoned over the past decade, and especially since

1989. This has reflected the acceptance throughout the region of the
need for enhanced CSBMs, involving both the strengthening and

expansion of existing bilateral cooperative channels and the

development of new multilateral mechanisms. It dso reflects

Australia's decision to become'comprehensively engaged' in Southeast
Asia, first articulated in senator Gareth Evans' Ministerial statement
on Australia's Regionnl Secuity in December 1989, and parallelled in the

concept of 'strategic partnership' with Southeast Asia developed
within the Department of Defence in the early 1990s (and described in
the Strategic Rniat 1993, December 1993).

Generally, the evolving sets of relationships involve a number
of mechanisms. These include reciprocal visits by senior officers,
which provide for increasing 'openness', closer personal relationships,
and enhanced mutual understanding and trust. High-level visits by
Australian defence officials (the Minister for Defence, the Secretary of
the Department of Defence, and Chiefs of Staff of the Defence Forces)

now take place at a rate of about one Per month. They are

complemeniea Uy visits involving senior officers and officials at the

working levels at two or three times this rate. Efforts are also made to
enhance 'transparency' in relation to strategic assessments, strategic

obiectives and maior defence acquisition Programmes and activities.
Activities that enhance transParency include exchanges of intelligence
assessments and regular discussions among senior intelligence
officials, preparation of White Papers and strategic assessments,

assistance with assessment processes, briefings on Australian drafts;
and transparency concerning operational concePts and doctrines.
Training progranunes also provide a useful means of imparting much-

appreciated staff and technical skills, sharing oPerational concepts and
dbctrines, creating networks of personal friendships and professional
contacts, reducing the likelihood of misunderstandings and
misinterpretations, and buitding trust. ln 7994, more than 3(X)

Indonesian army personnel visited Australia for exercises, intelligence
exchanges, courses and other training Pu{Poses (compared with just 17

personnel in 1971). It is likely that the number of ASEAN personnel

visiting Australia now exceeds 1,000. Joint exercises are also used to
build closer defence relations. Australia and the ASEAN countries are
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now involved in more frequent and a much broader range of joint
exercises than ever before. In the early 1980s, the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) was involved in an average of five exercises per year with
one or other of its ASEAN partners. By the early 1990s, this had
increased to an average of about 18 per year, together with another
dozen or so lesser exercises such as passage exercises. Trust is further
enhanced by allowing observers to be placed at exercises. Although
there are serious resource factors which inevitably limit the conduct
and scope of pint exercises, official invitations to observe a
neighbour's exercises are still a very important CSBM, especially in
terms of assuaging concerns about intentions. Since 1989, invitations
have regularly been issued to various ASEAN defence forces to
observe Australia's maior exercises.

Regionalism in the Asia-Pacific - Lessons to be Learned?

Since both the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions are highly
heterogeneous and far-flung regions, an exploration of the factors that
have contributed to regionalism in the Asia-Pacific is likely to be a
useful guide to prospects and shategies for the Indian Ocean region.
In this regard, a number of features stand out in the Asia-Pacific.

First, as noted in Part I, the strategic architecture of the Asia-
Pacific region is fundamentally different from that of the Indian Ocean
region. The Asia-Pacific is the venue of a dynamic interaction between
four of the most prominent global powers (the United States, China,
fapan and Russia), whereas the Indian Ocean is surrounded by
relatively weak states. India is the only Indian Ocean country with
potential 'strategic reach'. Consequently, unlike the Pacific, where
there has been a long history of interaction between security
complexes extending back well before the First World War, the Indian
Ocean security complexes have been relatively isolated from each
other because they have not, by and large, had the physical means to
interact.

Moreover, the US role in the Indian Ocean is far more
circumscribed than it is in the Pacific, particularly now that the Cold
War is over. In the Pacific, the United States can, and does, attempt to
act as a constraining factor by inserting itself into the strategic milieu,
as it did in the Korean peninsula in the 1950s, or in the Vietnam war, or
more recently in order to restrain North Korea's drive to gain a nuclear
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capability. Except in relation to the security of oil, it is unlikely that
the United States would act in this way in the Indian Ocean. Indeed,

as argued in Part I, Washington has virtually backed away from
resolule efforts to achieve nuclear roll-back in South Asia and it would
be most reluctant to intercede in any regional dispute unless it were to
ensure the security of oil. Although Pacific Powers are increasingly
less certain about the US commitment to Asian stability, it is
nevertheless the case that this US presence in the Pacific Ocean has

provided a sense of strategic continuity lacking in the Indian Ocean.

For example, longJived and highly institutionalised bilateral alliances

between the United States and various regional nations such as fapan,
South Korea, the Philippines, New Zealand and Australia, along with
the fact that a number of other regional nations such as Thailand,
Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan have been to a greater or lesser extent
dependent upon the United States for their security and have

consequently been required to deal with the United States, has helped

to inculcate a common strategic language and a corunon set of
assumptions about security on the part of a number of important
Pacific actors.

A second difference in the circumstances of the two oceans is

that the impact of the Second World War was more severe in the case

of the Paciiic than it was in the Indian ftean. Although the Indian
Ocean was important for logistical PurPoses, it was never a venue of
mairr fighting or a subject of conquest by the Japanese, except in
relation to the Southeast Asian Powers, which have tended to be Asia-
Pacific focused subsequently, and the Andaman and Nicobar islands.
Arguably, the Cold War was also more severe in the Pacific, and

actually erupted into a 'hot war' there in Korea. The awareness

inculcated in the Pacific of the penalties of total war has thus assisted
the formation of the basic perception that the serious problems of the
region need to be addressed in ways that avoid war, whereas the
Indian Ocean has not had such a salutary lesson so readily available.

A third feature of the Pacific that differentiates it from the
Indian Ocean is the existence of what Kahler refers to as an'epistemic
community' - a network of professionals with recognised expertise and
competence in a particular domain and an authoritative claim to
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policy-relevant knowledge within that domain.So The existence of this
epistemic community was reinforced during the 1980s by the
formation of economic groupings such as the nonofficial-level Pacific
Economic Cooperation Conference (PECC), which was a predecessor
of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum. It was in forums
such as PECC that the habit of dialogue was developed and the
contacts upon which dialogue depends initiated. Equally, the
development of APEC was in turn dependent on the informal and
non-official contacts made in PECC. Although PECC consisted of
people meeting in a non-official capacity, its membership also
consisted of many officials. These people were subsequently able to
put on their official 'hats' in the context of APEC. In turn, the
development of the security dialogue through the ARF (which was
itself a direct development from the security dialogue that
accompanied the ASEAN Post-Ministerial Conferences) and CSCAP
was supported by the prior existence of PECC/APEC, since many of
the official and non-official contacts were corrunon between the
security and non-security forums.Sl Thus regionalism in the Pacific
has been fostered by a connective web of officials meeting in a variety
of regional venues.

A fourth important condition that prevailed in the Pacific was
the existence of a successful 'core' sub.regional organisatiory in the
forrn of ASEAN, upon wNch regionalism could be built. It is difficult
to envisage regionalism in the Asia-Pacific having progressed as far as
it has done without the existence of this core. Moreover, ASEAN was
structured so as to use the core to maximum utility in terms of
assisting wider regionalisrn The association provided for non-
member observers and 'dialogue partners' to be present at important
functions such as Post-Ministerial Conferences, for example. Through
this mechanism, and building on the basic viability of the institution,
we have witnessed in recent years the extraordinary spectacle of a
collection of relatively weak states (in global terms) plapng host to
some of the world's major powers such as China, the United States and
Japan. ASEAN also made skilful use of nonofficial networks by

Miles Kahler, 'Institution-building in the Pacific' in Andrew Mack and John
Ravenhill (ds1, pat;1i" C-mpention: Building Economic Rcgimes in the Asia-Pacific
Regrbn (Allm & Unwin, Sydney,794),p.31.
Members of the ARF indude the six ASEANs; plus the United States, Japan,
Australia, Canada, South Korea, New Zealand and the EC; plus five'guests'and
'observers', Russia, China, Vietnam, Laos, Papua New Guinea.

51
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developing a symbiotic relationship between the non-official body
(CSCAP) and the official body (ARF), with CSCAP working SrouPs
developing solutions to problems at the 'request' of ARF. Serious

disputes, such as the South China Sea dispute, which have the capacity
to 'derail' the security- and confidence-building Process, have been to

an extent insulated from CSCAP by the creation of sub-structures such
as workshop groups, which are essentially'talk shops'. According to
Kahler, there have been three principal ingredients to ASEAN's
success: the initial goals of the association were far more modest than
those it subsequently achieved; the organisation attempted to resist all
but the most modest levels of bureaucratisation and formalisation (it
has a relatively modest secretariat) and preferred to oPerate through
welldeveloped informal networks; and decisions are taken on the
basis of coniensrrs rather than formal rules or voting procedures.s2

A fifth factor in the creation of regionalism in the Pacific was

the existence of economic and tading relationshiPs that have tended

to 'stitch the region together' as an economic entity. Internal trading
patterns were high, and increasingly so through the 1980s, such that
loday nearly 70 per cent of all exports generated within APEC are
directed to other APEC countries.s Regional trade was in turn
assisted by high levels of intra-regional investment, leading to a

circular, and mutually supportive Process of investnent and trade

within the region. Since 1985, levels of investment from within the

region have increased markedly. By 7990,76 Per cent of the capital of
the maior regional foreign investor, ]apan, was invested within the
APEC region.il In turn, intra-regional investment reinforced further
growth in intra-regional trade.ss Significantly, this trade and
invesEnent was not just within the regional security comPlexes, but
flowed between them, for example from |apan to Southeast Asia and
North America, or from the United States to Southeast and East Asia'

While there is no evidence that trade and investment
interdependenry necessarily leads to greater security in itself , it may
well have had the effect of improving people-to-people and inter-

Kahler, 'lnstitution-building in the Pacific', pp.294.
The figure was 56 per celrt in 1990. See Eisi Asia Analytical Unit, Department of
Foreign Affairs and Ttade, Austrolia anil North-Eest Asia in the 7990s: Accelerating
CJrazge (Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, '1992),P.179.

ibid., Chart A5 .4, p.201.
For the growth of intra-industry bade (globalisation) see ibid., p.2E.
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goverrunental contacts. Moreover, in recent years there are signs that
the development of infrastructure is starting to take place in a way that
does not so much reflect direct national needs, but rather the needs of
burgeoning intra-regional trade, especially in so<alled 'growth
triangles' (sometimes referred to as'mini-lateral economic zones'), such
as South China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. These growth triangles are
characterised by their symbiotic character - in which capital- and
technology-rich powers interact with proximate labour-rich powers.
The fapan-Southeast Asia connection provides a classic example of this
type of interaction. What this highlights is the fact that the Pacific
economies contain a high degree of complementarity in terms of the
capital, technology, labour and resources mix. Another factor that
tends to lead to interdependency is the growing phenomenon of intra-
industry trade due to globalisation. Where large multinationals such
as the fapanese car makers become locked in to regional trade, for
example in the case of component sourcing, the entire Japanese
economy is effectively'locked in'. These developments are bound to
have at least some effect in terms of consolidating the interdependency
that is emerging in the region. Finally, the regional economy has also
developed significant 'critical mass', with the Asia-Pacific's share of
world trade having risen from 30 to 40 per cent over the last decade.S5

But Also Some Problems

While there are many factors in the Asia-Pacific supporting
regionalism, there are also a number of significant problenu that have
cut across the process.

As economies such as those of fapan and China have gathered
momentum in world trade, they have cut deeply into established
trading interests in the United States, precipitating serious divisions
over issues such as non-tariff barriers, reciprocity, patent laws and
copyright. These problems have been a factor in the spiralling trade
deficits the United States has suffered with China and Japan - or at
least so the US government maintains. While the United States has in
recent times had significant bargaining power in rectifying these
alleged inequities, the conditions that provide Washington with

55 Peter DrFdale, OVen Rcgioaelism: A Key ta Ftst Asia's Ecotnmic Future, Paahc
Economic Papers No. 197 (Aushalia-fapan Research C-enhe, Australian National
University, Canberra, July 7997), p.1.
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leverage are rapidly eroding as intra-Asian trade increases to the point
where it is now larger than extra-regional trade. The efforts on the

part of the united states to rectify the perceived imbalance have

generated considerable tension, even in the fapan-us relationship,
wrucn is built on powerful strategic linkages that are still useful to

|apan, as was illusUated by the U$North Korea stand-off over nuclear

weapons.

The region also suffers from its fair share of traditional
enmities and antipathies, for example between fapan and China, ]apan
and Korea and Vietnlam and China, to name only a few. Additionally,
there are pronounced cultural and religious differences throughout the

region, even within Asia,let alone between Asia and western-oriented
nations. These have been transposed into more concrete forms as the

Asian powers have developed their own brand of democracy and their
own perspective on issues such as human rights and labour laws. The

existencebf a number of intransigent and brutal dictatorships, such as

the military regime in Myanmar, has also conhibuted to regional

tension.

Conilitions in the lndian Ocean

The Indian ocean is different in its structure than the Pacific

Ocean in a number of respects, some of which do not so readily favour

the forces of regionalism. Most importantly, the patterns of trade and

the economic bise are still very different. As we saw from Part I, most
Indian Ocean trade, in fact $405 billion worth per annum, actually
passes through the Indian ocean rather than being generated at the
iittoral. The exception to this Pattern of trade occurs in relation to oil,
with nearly $60 biltion being generated from within the Gulf alone.57

However, even most of this trade passes out of the Indian Ocean.

Another important difference is that, unlike in the Pacific,

there is no Indian Oce"t nation capable of imparting state-of-the-art
technology to its neighbours. consequently, it is necessary for Indian
Ocean nitions to import such technology from Europe, fapan or the

United States. This means that it is difficult to aftain the kinds of

economic complementarities that have existed in terms of the

investment relationship between |apan and the ASEAN nations - a

57 See Figure 7.3,p.22.
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relationship in which there has been a close nexus between the flows
of investment and technology. As already noted, in the case of East
Asia, this substantial circular flow of investment, technology and trade
has been an important factor in bringing about the economic
complementarities that have been so marked a feature of the Asia-
Pacific region in recent years and in creating the basis of the so<alled
'epistemic community'upon which regionalism was built.

Yet a further difference between the two regions is that there is
no core organisation equivalent to ASEAN capable of providing
'ballast' to regionalism in the Indian Ocean. As we have seen, SAARC
has generally not been able to provide a robust basis for developing
sound relations in South Asia, let alone the wider Indian Ocean. It is
also a relatively young organisation, when compared with ASEAN.
The OAU is older and more mature; but its potential role is limited by
the fact that a significant percentage of its membership is located away
from the Indian Ocean littoral. Many African nations, particularly the
francophone ones and those in the North and West, tend to focus on
Europe for their security and economic needs rather than on the Indian
Ocean. The Southwest Asian region is fractured between the Arab
states and Irary with Iran attempting to use the CARs as a 'make
weight' against the Arabs and the latter being focused heavily on the
United States and Europe. ASEAN itself is an Asia-Pacific-oriented
organisation that has paid little regard to the Indian Ocean. While the
IOC, which is at least framed around the terminology of the Indian
OcearL could form the basis of regionalism, it is somewhat hampered
by the fact that, with the exception of France (which many Indian
Ocean states would regard as an 'outside' power), it consists of
relatively weak small island states. It does, however, merit further
consideration. Finally, IOMAC is confined by its charter strictly to
scientifically oriented maritime issues and has been weakened by the
fact that a number of the more important Indian Ocean countries are
not members.

Related to this problem of lack of general cohesion is the fact
that the Indian Ocean region is burdened by some of the most
intractable disputes in the world today. Prominent amongst these are
the dispute between India and Pakistan over Kashmir and the various
disputes within the Gulf. Indeed, it is no accident that the two most
important wars since the US withdrawal from Vietnam in 1975 - the
Iran-Iraq war and the Kuwait war - have both been fought in the so-
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called 'arc of crisis'. I*sser order regional 'flash points' include the
tension between Saudi Arabia and Yemen (which recently erupted into
a 'hot war'), and the on-going conflicts in Afghanistan and Myanmar.
Tension also exists between Iran and Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia, and

Somalia (during those times when it forms a viable entity) and

Ethiopia. Although the relationships between India and Myanmar and
India and Bangladesh are not of a kind that would be likely to lead to
conflict, there are some deepseated unresolved issues in both
relationships.

Ironically in view of regional perceptions concerning the

largely negative roles of the superpowers during the Cold War, the
climate in which relations in the Indian Ocean has in recent years been
conducted has suffered from the lack of a substantial external balance
in the form of the United States, excePt in the case of the Gulf, which
remains a first-order security concern for Washington. Because of its
long-standing sets of relationships and engagement in East/Southeast
Asia and its greater proximity, since the end of the Cold War the
United States has been far more engaged in ensuring stability in
East/Southeast Asia than it has in the Indian Ocean region' Indeed, as

many Asia-Pacific countries now recognise, the continuing role of the
United States as a'balance'is emerging as important to overall regional
security in circumstances in which regional concern ahut the rise of a
power like CNna might otherwise undermine regional security efforts.

lapan, with its substantial aid and invesfinent Programmes, has also
been well placed to play a positive regional role. In the Indian Ocean,
however, there is no regional Power of equivalent status to |apan or
the United States.

A further negative factor in assessing the potential for
regionalism in the Indian Ocean is the current lack of a shong sense of
corrunon threat that would transcend existing bilateral tensions and
unite otherwise disparate security complexes. As noted, ASEAN was
born out of the perceived threat of communist-backed insurgencies at
the time of the Cold War. Throughout its vital formative years, it thus
had a powerful corunon enemy with which to contend, and that, in
turn, had the effect of over-riding regional differences and disputes.
For a number of yearc now, however, there has been no such concePt
of a common enemy in any Indian Ocean regional organisation, except
the SADC under Apartheid (a situation now resolved) and the GCC.
Certainly, SAARC was not motivated by Cold War concerns; if
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anything, such concerns cut across the interests of the organisation
because India was perceived by some SAARC states to have been in
the Soviet camp. Now that the Cold War is over, there is nothing to
replace it, at least not in the sphere of conventional security.

Finally, the India Ocean has not had an'epistemic communi$z'
equivalent to the one that evolved over many years in the Pacific.
Regional organisations such as the IOMAC and the IOC are either too
small or too confined in their agendas to provide for the necessary
interchange of ideas. And as we have seen, the one effort towards
regionalism that did bring a critical mass of the nations of the region
together, the ad hoc committee on the IOZOP, was not a constructive
experience as far as most of the participants were concerned.

Despite the manifest difficulties along the path to regionalism in the
Indian Ocean, recent developments around the Indian Ocean rim go
some way to overcoming such obstacles. Although vast quantities of
anns are still being purchased by the Gulf states, the end of the Cold
War has meant an end to arrns sales on a concessional basis elsewhere.
This has meant that the flow of arms into the Indian Ocean region has
been reduced dramatically from its high point in the 1980s. The end of
Apartheid will also for the first time allow the mapr nations of Africa
to draw together into viable regional and sub-regional organisations.
This latter development is in turn assisted by the fact that a number of
African countries are now moving to adopt more democratic regimes.
Although there is still a great deal of ground to cover, there are also
promising developments in the Middle East peace process.

Furthermore, regionalism in the Indian Ocean is stimulated by
the evolution of regionalism in the Asia-Pacific region. This example
of the Asia-Pacific works both as a carrot and stick: it not only
provides a positive example, but also represents the threat of
increasing global marginalisation for Indian Ocean nations in the
context of ever more salient regional trading groupings elsewhere.
This threat should in turn have the salutary effect of drawing Indian
Ocean nations together more coherently.

And finally, although the Indian Ocean is still basically a
disconnected region in terms of economic linkages, this is changing, as
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illustrated by recent work by the Australia South Asia Research Centre
(ASARC).s8 Part of this change is the maturation of economic linkages

between several of the sub.regions within the Indian Ocean. We have

already noted the developing trading and investment links between
South and Southeast Asia. It is also noteworthy that new
arrangements are stafting to be set in place between South and
south-west Asia. Pakistan is increasingly tied in to the economies of
the Southwest Asian region, a nexus evident in the guest labour

relationship mentioned above, the significant investment of powers

such as Saudi Arabia and Oman in Pakistan and, importantly, the
recent decision to build oil and gas pipelines from Iran and oman to
Pakistan. In time, it is possible that these gas pipelines could be

extended from Pakistan through to India, thus linking one of the great

energy-rich areas of the globe with one of the great labour-rich ones.

In thii regard, there is a strong economic incentive for India and

Pakistan to establish at least a modus aiaendi between them - one in
which regional trade would be permitted to find its own level.
Moreover, as we saw in Part I, even though India is a basically Hindu
nation that is iuxtaposed to a Muslim southwest Asian region,India is

not without its own developing economic links and resources in the

Culf.

In order to build upon these positive developments in a timely
manner, it will be necessary for advocates of Indian Ocean regionalism

to define carefully what form of regionalism will best overcome the

negative factors that pervade the region. In the following chapter, we

eximine some strategies that might be adopted to overcome these

difficulties and the various moves towards regionalism that are

currently in play.

58 The ASARC paper argu€ that there are prcpects for growth of intra-industry
trade in the ln&an oiean region in circumstances in which many of the larger
economies of the region are undergoing economic reform. Development of intra-
industry hade would entail less severe adjustments to curent economic settings
and would be less disruptive than would development of other forms of- hade. By

the same token, because of its natue, intra-indusby hade seems to favour the

development of regionalism more than inter-industry trade,.as widenced by the

".r" 
of th" Asia-Palfic. See R. Shand and K.P. Kalirajan, 'lndian Ocean Trade and

Investnrmt: Analysis and Potential', unpublished paper, ASARC, Australian
National University, 1995, Executive Summary, pp. ii-iii.



CHAPTER 6

BUITDING REGIONALISM IN THE
INDIAN OCEAN

Recent Regional Initiatives in the IOR

Although zone of peace negotiations proceeded sporadically
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, it was not until the visit of the then
South African Foreign Minister, Pic Botha, to New Delhi in September
1993 that a proposal for an Indian Ocean regional organisation was
made. The idea was developed during the following year by
Australia's Foreign Minister, Senator Gareth Evans. Two distinct
processes were eventually to evolve.

The first of these, known as the Mauritius process, was
developed by Mauritius under the guiding hand of India. It was based
on a 'core' of seven countries (Mauritius, India, South Africa, Kenya,
Oman, Singapore and Australia). This core group met for the first time
in Mauritius in March 1995.1 As noted earlier, the significance of this
particular choice of countries is that none of them would be likely to
raise the issue of Kashmir, or any other uncomfortable bilateral issue.
The only Islamic nation represented, Oman, is a small country and is
close to India - the two have even conducted ioint naval exercises.2

The objectives of the Indian Oean Rim Initiative, as defined at the first meeting at
Mauritius, lnclude: to promote the welfare of the peoples of the participating
counbies; to promote sustained growth and balanced development in the region;
to formulate and implement progtammes for economic cooperation such as the
expansion of trade, tourism, direct investment, scientific and tedrnological
exchanges and human resources development; to redue impediments and lower
barriers towards freer and enhanced flow of goodX services, invesbnent and
technology; to mcourage close interaction of trade and indushy, academics,
scholars and citizens of the region; to strengthen cooperation and dialogu.e among
member countries in international forums on global economic issues; and to
promote cooperation in development of human resources through doser linkages
among baining institutions and universities.
Perhaps one of the reasons for this seemingly unusual relationship is that Ornan's
large neighbour, Saudi Arabia, is close to Pakistan. Onran and India also have
strong economic interests in common.
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The Mauritius process is a 'tripartite' one consisting of officials,

academics and business representatives. Essentially, however, it is a

'first-track' process, since officials are present in their official capacities.

In initiating the Mauritius Process, India and Mauritius argued

that in view of the large number of countries in the Indian ocean a

highly selective grouPlng was necessary to commence a regional
diilogue. In lupporting its 'evolutionary' approach, Indian
government commentitors likened it to the Process that was{sed to
Initiate regionalism in the Asia-Pacific.3 The precursor to APEC was,

however,'PEcc, which was an inclusive second-track process rather

than an exclusive first-track one. PECC was in existence for a decade

before the creation of APEC. Mauritius also defended the selective

approach by pointing out that the selected countries'represent' their
t;spectirre sub-regions.4 It is doubtful, however, whether Oman could

be ieemed to represent Iran, or Singapore to represent Indonesia.

The fact that Mauritius is a first-track Process limits the

ground it is able to cover because ParticiPants are constrained by
national positions. Given the delicate status of Indian ocean security
and confidence building outlined in the foregoing chapters, it is

probably premature to commence a first-track process at.-this stage.

Moreovbr, because it is a first-track process, expansion will be more

difficult, since Pakistan and its supporters may feel constrained to raise

issues such as Kashmir, should they be included in a first-track
grouping.

Failure to expand membership of the Mauritius SrouP into a
comprehensive arrangement, on the other hand, risks irrelevanry.
Important Indian ocein countries such as Iran, saudi Arabia, Pakistan,

Indonesia and Malaysia will not accept a process from which they are

excluded. Indeed, the feeling against the exclusive Mauritius Process
on the part of those Indian Ocean nations omitted from it at the time of

the Perth conference was palpable. According to the chair of the Perth

conference:

conversations with senior Indian officials, Perth and canberra, May-June 1995;

stat€ment of Mauritian delegate at Ad Hoc C-ommittee of the UN in New York, as

reported in keynote address"by Vinod Grover, secretary west, Ministry oJExernal
nit"irc, at a deminar on Indian Ocean Rim Cooperation held by'World Focus'

Journal in New Delhi, paragraph 9.

ibid.
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there was a very strong consensus [at Perth] ... that the core
group could not be confined to seven and really would have to
be broadened out fairly quickly ... You can't have the'ins' and
the 'outs' as far as the region is concerned and expect it to
work.5

Although India is of the view that the core should eventually
be expanded to incolporate all Indian ftean countries (indeed the first
Mauritius meeting declared that all IOR nations would eventually be
eligible), it has described the process as 'evolutionary' and one for
consideration only at the first meeting scheduled for 1.996.5 But it is
not clear whether, even then, any expansion would be further limited,
for example to omit Pakistan, or whether it would be all-inclusive.
Probably it will be limited to the appointment of a further seven
counhies. Indeed, this was the position adopted at the August 1995
Working Group Meeting.T Such a limited approach would mean that
important Indian Ocean countries, such as Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Iran
and Bangladesh, would be likely still to be omitted, again on no clear
ground except that India and Mauritius do not want them. Such a
process is bound to leave a residue of ill-will that will be difficult for
any subsequent Indian Ocean regime to overcome. It will also raise
the issue of the legitimacy of the charter of the association, which
would have been framed without anv reference to those countries
originally omitted.

A second regional process was initiated by Australia and
inaugurated at a meeting involving 23 nations that took place in Perth
in fune 1995. This meeting was designated the International Forum on
the Indian Ocean Region. Although it involved officials, they were not
present in their official capacities and it was regarded as a second-track
process. As in the case of the Mauritius meetings, business and
academic representatives were also present at Perth.

The Perth meeting resulted in the creation of a number of
additional second-track processes. An academic network was
established located in a new Indian Ocean centre in Perth that is to be

John Dawkins, groted in the Canbena Times, 17 Jnly 1995. These observations are
borne out by the author, who was present at Perth.
Grover, keynote address, paragraph 11; see also Principle IV of the principles of
membership as adumbrated at the 29 March 1995 meeting.
See report of the Working Group meeting, Inilian Ocean Reoao, JuneSeptember
7995,p.r8.

t
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funded by the Australian government. An Indian Ocean Rim Business

Forum (IORBF) was established consisting of about 30 leading regional
business associations. The charter of the Business Forum is to promote
free and open trade and investment, along the lines of the APEC

charter. To achieve this objective the Forum has established a number
of working groups. These cover information technology and
telecommunications, customs and trade documentation, non-tariff
barriers to trade and investment, maritime transPort and environment
and energy. And finally, a number of workshoPs were set up to
examine issues relating to 'comprehensive security' and economic

integration in the region.

From the first, the Australian initiative created some

discomfort on the part of India, which saw it as a challenge to the
Mauritius process. The August 1995 meeting of the Mauritius
Working Group, however, reaffirmed the primacy of the 'inter-

govern^etrtal process' (that is, the Mauritius process) and a modus

aioendi was reached according to which the second-track processes,

including the IFIOR meeting at Perth, were seen to 'support and
complement' the inter-govemmental process, on the model of the Asia-
Pacific forums.8 Nevertheless, at the same meeting, the business

representatives urged that the Mauritius Process be made inclusive as

quictty as possible, as they did again at the time of the meeting of the

Indian Ocean Rim Business Forum that took place in New Delhi in
December of the same year.9

Tensions between the two processes were also exacerbated by
the inclusion of a discussion on comprehensive security at the Perth

meeting. The inclusion of security at Perth had been hotly contested

both prior to the meeting and in the course of it. A number of leading

regional countries, especially South Africa and India, argued strongly
that it was premature to introduce security issues. They were of the
view that security issues would detract from the economic goals of
regionalism and could even derail the regional Process.

The issue of security was introduced into the IFIOR agenda at

the insistence of Australia. Most other countries opposed the move,

with the consensus being summed up by a senior lndian official thus:

The Inilian Ocean Rmbw,June-September 1995, p.17.

comments on the December meetings in New Delhi are made on the basis of the

author's personal observations, unless otherwise athibuted.

8
9
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[the Indian Ocean initiative] should be an economic
bridgehead ... We want [it] to concentrate on economic
cooperation ... It is best to work together on something that
unites us rather than on that which separate us. It is our firm
belief that economic cooperation and the resultant growth and
development of our Indian Ocean world will itself have a
beneficent leavening influence on the political and security
climate of the region.lo

Australia, however, made it clear that security would only be
discussed in the form of 'comprehensive security' (including non-
controversial issues such as the environment, maritime security,
international crime, disease, natural disasters, etc.). Canberra was also
explicit that discussion of sensitive bilateral issues would not be
tolerated.

Despite regional concern, the security discussions at Perth
actually proceeded in a positive and constructive manner. No difficult
bilateral issue was raised. It was agreed to establish through the
academic research network a number of regional workshops on
subiects such as comprehensive security, education, maritime
disasters, natural disasters, health and women. Nevertheless, the
Australian government metaphorically mopped its brow at the end of
the conference and decided that its position would be to de-link
security from the economic aspects of regionalism.ll

The second-track process initiated at Perth was taken forward
in the form of parallel meetings of the academic network, the Indian
Ocean Regional Network (IORN), and the Indian Ocean Rim Business
Forum in New Delhi in December 1995. A significant number of
proposals for future research were canvassed in the academic network
meeting, some of them falling vaguely within the ambit of
'comprehensive security', such as an oceanography and natural
disaster study and a study touching upon the environmental
implications of the cotton industry. The meeting of the Indian Ocean

Grover, keynote address.
Obs€rvations of the author. It is also relevant to note here the response of the
Australian Foreign Minister, Senator Evans. When questioned by the press on the
security dialogue immediately following the Perth conference, Senator Evans
replied that, in the overall context of the conference. the security dialogue was no
more than a 'ripple in an eggcup', implying both that the dialogue had failed and
that its failure was insignificant.

10
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Rim Business Forum was not generally well attended by rim country
business associations (about 80 non-Indians attended, along with 300

Indians). Nevertheless, those Present took the agenda forward with
considerable enthusiasm, deciding to meet again in South Africa in
1996 and sri Lanka the following year. It would be fair to say that the

second-track process is still very much a-live but'treading water' rather

than breaking significant new ground.l2 The problem for th9 second-

track procesJis essentially that the major proponents of the first-track
Maurilius process will not fully support the second-track process for
fear that it would undermine the status of the Mauritius meetings.

The tentative nature of the efforts to date to establish

regionalism in the IOR, and the debates that those efforts have

triggered over the role of security, suggest that it would be useful in
thiiemaining pages of this chapter to examine the issue of the role of
security and the future prospects of regionalism in the heterogeneous
and far-flung region that constitutes the Indian Ocean'

Regionalism and Security

A central argument used by the Indian official quoted above

and by many others is that economic inter-relationships will in
themselves ameliorate adverse security circumstances. According to
this argument, it is better to pursue economic activities on the basis

that ttrey at least achieve some form of regionalism than it is to
introduce uncomfortable bilateral security problems. Given the

prevailing circumstances in the Indian Ocean region, probably the

decision to de-link security and economic regionalism was a wise one,

at least if security is taken to mean security in the traditional sense of
the word. Not all security issues, however, fall into the category of
difficult bilateral issues. In order to illustrate how this might be so, let

us distinguish further between those activities that are necessary in
order to-/ccilitate regionalism and those that must take place for
regionalism to happen at all - or enabling-type activities.

A facilitating area of cooperation will be one that encourages
further regional inieraction by improving conditions under which
regionalism is required to develop and operate. Many of the activities

th;t fall within ihe rubric of 'comprehcnsive security' are, in fact,

72 The author was present at these meetings in the capacity of observer.
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facilitating activities. In reiecting any discussion focused on security,
IOR countries have misunderstood what constitutes comprehensive
security. By failing to pick up on the good progress made at Perth in
the area of comprehensive security they are in danger of 'throwing the
baby out with the bathwater'.

Issues such as maritime security, marine pollution and other
environmental problems, the spread of diseases such as HIV/AIDS
and tuberculosis, illegal migration, illicit drug smuggling and other
forms of smuggling - all of which can be regarded as part of
comprehensive security - are themselves often the product of rising
levels of economic interaction and of economic development. They
need to be addressed early on in order to 'oil the wheels' of regional
trade. Other faciliating-type activities might include easier visa
acquisition for regional business people of established reputation,
harmonisation of customs procedures, or improved regional
communications. By and large, these areas of activity have informed
the type of regionalism evident in APEC.

Of the above areas, the issue of maritime security emerges as
especially important, both because of its key role as a facilitator and
because of its potential as a CSBM. In the words of Bruce, 'the first
point [in deriving a new model for Indian Ocean securityl is to
separate the issues at sea from those of land'.l3 In the case of the
Indian Ocean, such an approach has a numbcr of advantages. It
removes the focus of CSBMs from the major continental sources of
conflict and competition, which are particularly pronounced around
the Indian Ocean rim. Conversely, maritime territorial disputes are
relatively minor in the Indian Ocean context. There is no dispute on an
equivalent scale to the South China Sea dispute, for example. As we
have endeavoured to demonstrate in Part I, for the external powers,
and indeed for most littoral nations as well, oil security is one of the
most important aspects of Indian Ocean security. Oil security is as
much about maritime security as it is about other forms of security.
Oil security viewed in the context of maritime security need not
necessarily be confrontational, since exporting as well as importing
nations are equally dependent on the free flow of oil. To the extent

13 Robert Bruce, 'The Indian Ocean Zone of Peace: Need for a New Approach'in
Universit6 de la R6union, Intenutional Relations in the Indian Oceaz (Universit6 de
la R6union, R€union, 191), p.217.
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that the Indian Ocean powers have anything in common, it is
Indian Ocean itself. Maritime security therefore needs to be at
heart of any security-oriented forum.

As well as these facilitating areas of cooperation, however,
effective regionalism is also dependent on what we might call enabling
areas of cooperation. These deal with problems that must be
addressed in order to achieve any form of regionalism at all. For
example, in the sphere of conventional security, if two important
regional powers, or tryo regional power blocs, cannot even sit down in
a common venue for discussions because the feeling between them is

so highly charged, then it is pointless to undertake the considerable
work demanded for the development of t'acilitating activities. Thus,
regionalism involving Southern Africa was always going to be well-
nigh impossible under the Apartheid regime in South Africa. It is only
now that Apartheid is no more that South Africa can be inducted into
the SADC and true Southern African regionalism can begin to evolve'
Or in the case of the Middle East, it is only now that an Arab-Israeli
settlement is on the horizon that we can sensibly contemplate the
economic outcomes that might result from a Middle East that is not
fractured by this dispute.

In practical terms, however, the distinction between
facilitating and enabling activities is usually not as sharp as suggested
above. For example, although the relationship between India and
Pakistan is a highly charged one, SAARC has existed in a kind of limbo
for a decade, and within SAARC, a number of facilitating-tyPe
activities have been undertaken. In this case, however, the existence of
SAARC has not, in itself, appeared to have facilitated better relations
between India and Pakistan or to have provided a venue in which they
can resolve the more important differenccs between them. On the
contrary, evidence suggests that at times SAARC may have even
exacerbated tensions between regional nations by providing a theatre
in which those tensions could be played out. For example, India's
effective scuttling of the 1991 SAARC summit, scheduled to take place
in Colombo, was widely interpreted as an expression of Indian anger
against Sri Lanka for having provided arms for the Tamil Tigers at the
very time Indian peacekeeping forces were active in Sri lanka.

fust recently, however, SAARC has moved towards
establishing a preferential tariff regime. But this seems to have little to

the
the
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do with any obvious improvement in India-Pakistan relations, which
in recent years have been as difficult as at any time since the early
7970s, suggesting that some other process must be in train. Exactly
what that process might be is difficult to determine; but it may have
something to do with the enormous strides towards globalisation that
have taken place in recent years and the challenge this poses to
developing countries locked into relatively isolated parts of the world
such as South Asia. Economic reform and trade liberalisation have
become widely accepted as one means to meet this challenge. Thus, in
a non-security sense, the SAARC nations are attempting to meet an
important outside challenge similar to the security challenge that
confronted ASEAN during the Cold War.

Drawing from the above analysis, it seems that the mere
existence of regional mechanisms such as SAARC does not necessarily
ameliorate conventional security issues between member states.
Provided that the incentive is strong enough in terms of an outside
push factor, however, states are capable of setting aside their
differences sufficiently to allow for the existence of regional
organisations capable of addressing those specific issues, without that
process necessarily having any beneficial effect in terms of bilateral
security problems, or at least not in the short term. Ultimately, it
seems that difficult bilateral security issues have to be resolved by
means of bilateral political commitment on the part of the main
protagonists.

Moreover, in the case of SAARC, there is no guarantee that the
arrangement will work to the perceived mutual benefit of the players.
Indeed, the opposite might actually be the outcome, should the smaller
economies come to believe that the preferential tariff regime to be
introduced under SAARC has permitted exploitation by a dominant
India rather than created mutual benefit. In this regard, it is significant
that Pakistan currently denies MFN status to India on the grounds of
India's alleged subsidies to its industry and its alleged failure to
provide a 'level playing field'.l4 The matter is further complicated by
the fact that, within any polity, there will always be losers from such
arrangements. Irrespective of whether an arrangement is for the genual

14 Tariq Butt, 'Pak. MFN to India Unlikely', Reuters News Service, Art. No.
0fJo7750f,f2059,77 January 1996, quoting a Pakistani Foreign Office spokesman.
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good, these losers are always willing to mount a political challenge to
convince the populace otherwise.

This closer look at the dynamics of SAARC can provide
valuable insights to the tensions and pit-falls that might accomPany

any attempt to achieve closer economic integration in the Indian Ocean

region as a whole. While the Indian Ocean has probably reached the

stage in which facilitating activities may uscfully be introduced
(indeed, the very existence of current mechanisms suggests that it has),

one need not be too sanguine that a dynamic regionalism will emerge
until further enabling activities occur, especially in the Gulf and South

Asian regions. It is this basic tension between facilitating activities and

enabling activities that informs Indian attempts to push a limited form
of regionalism - one that seeks to exclude Pakistan and its friends - and
that produces the negative effects on regionalism that flow from these

attempts. In this, India is correct in its basic assumption that a regional
forum such as the Indian Ocean can do nothing to encourage

successful outcomes in the area of enabling activities; but it is incorrect
in assuming that destructive bilateral issues would necessarily be

raised in a universal Indian Ocean forum, or that no facilitating
activities in the area of comprehensive security may be undertaken.

Ultimately, enabling-type activities must be continued by
other means if a dynamic Indian Ocean regionalism is to emerge.

Paradoxically, in the Indian Ocean the very security issues that are

now seen as'too difficult' themselves tend to prevent the formation of
dynamic trading regionalism. The adverse relationship between
insecurity and poor economic performance is all too evident in Africa,
where wars and internal insecurity have contributed to a devastating
series of economic calamities, such as those in Sudan, Ethiopia and
Somalia. As also noted in earlier chapters, the negative effect of
insecurity on economic performance is evident in the way in which
South and Southwest Asia interact - or at least fail to do so - largely
because of security concerns.

In the Asia-Pacific, which also confronts difficult security
problems on the Korean peninsula and between China and Taiwan,
discussion of sensitive security issues has largely been abjured in
favour of discussion of less sensitive topics in second-track forums, in
which ideas can be explored without the discussants being locked in to
intractable national positions. But even the agenda of CSCAP (which
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is a second-track mechanism) probably goes well beyond any agenda

that could orrrently be discussed in the IOR. The CSCAP agenda has

to date been established through the scope of its four working grouPs,
which include maritime cooperation; cooperative and comprehensive
security (to date this workshop has tended to explore the shifting
nature of security beyond 'traditional' security concerns and whether
cooperative security is, in fact, possible in an environment such as the
Asia-Pacific); CSBMs, including transparency; and the enhance_ment of
security cooperation in the North Pacific/Northeast Asia.rs It is
noteworthy, however, that two key players, China and North Korea,
have refused to be represented in such discussions, thus limiting the
scope of participation to those countries that do not have bilateral
disputes of an intractable nature. Similarly in the case of the ASEAN
Post-Ministerial discussions, China has simply been immovable on the
sensitive issue of the South China Sea and no real dialogue on the issue
has been forthcorning. Nevertheless, CSCAP and the PMC meetings at
least provide a venue of contacts that can be utilised should a crisis be
precipitated over the South China Sea.

Despite the existence of long-standing security problems in the
Asia-Pacific, economic regionalism has developed its own momentum
- a momentum that has shown sufficient returns to cause regional
nations to set aside their security-related differences, such that they do
not undermine the economic momentum. But is such momentum
possible in the more backward Indian Ocean regiory which has been
dubbed a 'club of beggars and losers', and is the economic motive
likely to be powerful enough to bind together a disparate region, beset
by intractable disputes, which mostly looks outward for its trade?

Economic Regionalism in the IOR
As noted above, Indian Ocean nations perceive the mairr

incentive to regionalise almost wholly in terms of economic outcomes.
While both facilitating and enabling activities will be necessary for the
Indian Ocean to achieve its goals, the principal goal of regionalism
remains the economic development of the region and the formation of
a regional voice capable of being heard in a world that is both
globalising and, paradoxically, regionalising.

15 Desmond Ball,'Foreword', AUSCSCAP NezrslztEr,No.l, August 195, p.1.
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The Indian Ocean, however, is known more for its role as a
vital supplier of oil to meet global demand and as a transit point for
trade between Europe and East Asia than it is as a dynamic node of
intra-regional trade. In part this may relate to the structures of
regional economies, but in part it also reflects the fact that the region
has not made any significant effort to develop its trading links or
formulate common trading protocols. Although recent years have

seen the EC transformed into the EU, the idea of NAFTA turned into a
reality and the emergence of a potentially dynamic new trading bloc in
APEC, the Indian Ocean is the one major region of the globe not yet
organised to foster trade on a regional basis.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the intra- and inter-regional trading
pafterns in the Indian Ocean. Although we can see from Figure 5.1

that trade within the IOR is generally low, it is also apParent that the
situation is changing. Between 1970 and 1993, the percentage of intra-
to inter-regional trade rose from 14.5 to 20.9. While the rise of intra-
regional trade slowed in percentage terms during the last three years,
this slowdown was not reflected in absolute levels of intra-regional
trade, which rose from $128,900 million in 1990 to $172,356 million in
1993. Moreover, it is likely that a dynamic Process of economic
liberalisation in South Asia, which has only been evident in terms of
new growth after 1993, will result in a still higher percentage of
regional trade in future.

Recent work by Shand and Kalirajan of the Australia South
Asia Research Cenhe at the Australian National University shows that
the rising level of IOR exports to North Asia has emerged as an
especially important component in the overall rise in exports from the
region. Contrary to expectation, however, the rise in exports is not
made up predominantly of oil and gas, which are described in the
ASARC study as 'important but not dominant'. ImPorts into the
region have also risen markedly, and generally the region is in
approximate trade balance (which explains the flatness of intra-Indian
Ocean trade in percentage terms in recent years). Within the region,
important emerging nodes of trade are between the Southeast Asian
nations themselves, between Australia and Southeast Asia, and
between South Asia (especially India) and Southeast Asia/Aushalia.
To a lesser extent, the Southwest Asian IOR nations have shared rising
trade, principally with South Asia, Australia and Southeast Asia'
Overall, the role of Africa has not been so pronounced. Trade between
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India and South Africa has, however, risen very rapidly in recent

years, albeit from an extremely low base. Importantly in terms of the

prospects of regionalism, Shand and Kalirajan also found that in recent

yeari intra-industry trade - which was historically low both within the

ioR and between the Indian ocean countries and other counhies - has

been rising. This rise in intra-industry trade, however, has been

particularly pronounced between Australia and other IoR countries,
especially those in Southeast Asia. A parallel phenomenon has been

the rise in the proportion of elaborately transformed manufactures
(ETMs) within total trade of the region (both internal and external).

The maior source of direct foreign investment (DFI) in the region is the

multinational corporations of the large developed nations. DFI
therefore tends to come predominantly from outside the region. Most
DFI has been in Southeast Asia and Australia. The amount of intra-
regional investment, especially from Australia, Southeast Asia and

India, has, however, recently been increasing, with flows to India
picking up only in7992-93,after the economic reforms had time to take

effect.t6 Shand and Kalirajan conclude from their analysis that there
are:

strong grounds for optimism as to the growth Potential both of
trade and direct foreign investment in the Indian Ocean region
for countries within and outside the region, though these

opportunities will vary considerably for individual countries
and sub-regions.l7

In reaching this conclusion they particularly emphasise the role of
intra-industry trade, which has the propensity to add to the attraction
of the development of regional mechanisms.lS

At the time of the IFIOR meeting, however, this optimism
about the prospects of IOR trade was widely challenged in the
Australian press. Critics argued that the lack of critical mass in trade
in the IOR did not justify the government effort needed to kick-start

Shand and Kalirajan,'lndian Ocean Trade and Investment', pp.iiliv' In th-e case of
South Africalndia trade, exports roee from 20 million rand in 1992 to '|88 million
rand in 1994, while imports rose from 109.6 million to 406 million in the same

years. See Cavin Maasdorp, 'South African Perspectives on Regional
booperation', paper presented it the IORN Meeting New Delhi, 11 December
195, Table 2.
Shand and Kalirain, 'lndian Ocean Trade and Investment', p.iv.
ibid., p.iii.
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regionalism, especially given the demands of APEC in the far more
dynamic Asia'Pacific region. The Indian Ocean was characterised by
failed attempts at regionalism and as beset by intractable bilateral
differences. It was pointed out that, when APEC was formed in 1989,

55 per cent of Asia-Pacific trade was intra-regional and that, for
Australia, Indian Ocean regionalism had little to offer since most
regional trade is with Southeast Asia, which is already part of the Asia-
Pacific grouping. If this grouping were to be excluded from the
statistics, it was claimed, only 5.7 per cent of Australia's exports would
have been to the IOR; if the Middle East (meaning presumably
Southwest Asia) were to be excluded, only 2.8 per cent would have
gone to the IOR.19

It is difficult to see the logic of some of these arguments,
however. On what grounds, for example, should Southeast and
Southwest Asia be excluded from the Indian Ocean region? It could
equally be argued that North America should be taken out of the
APEC statistics because North American countries are members of
NAFTA. Although it is true that intra-Asia-Pacific trade is currently
far higher than intra-Indian Ocean trade, one needs to look at the
potential of intra-Indian Ocean trade in, say, ten years' time - keeping
in mind that PECC was in existence for nearly a decade before APEC
was formed.

This issue of the potential of IOR trade is also relevant in terms
of arguments concerning the 'opportunity cost' of applying too much
effort to the IOR in terms of lost benefits in Asia-Pacific trade. The
implication is that the costs of attempted regionalism are likely to
outweigh the likely benefits. But to address the issue properly, it is
necessary to have a more complete assessment of what the actual
benefits are likely to be than has been provided by critics of the
regional process. Into that equation one would also have to add the
potential benefits of 'bringing on' the African seaboard and Southern
African countries, which are currently heavy recipients of Western aid.

In order to conduct such an analysis we need to look beyond
existing levels of economic activity. We also need as well a clear
understanding both of where the Indian Ocean fits in terms of

19 The arguments against the grouping were exemplified by a piece in Australia's
leading financial journal by fanelle Bonner, 'lndian Ocean region unlikely to
embrae co-operative spirit', Australian Finoncial Reobw,73 lr:ne 1995, p.18.
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international hade and where it might fit in future, given a more

benign environment. For if the IoR has the capacity significantly to

augment Asia-Pacific trade, then regionalism is worth pursuing from
thal point of view alone. Conversely, if extreme problems in the IOR
havsthe capacity adversely to affect Asia-Pacific or other global trade,

particularly through their effect on the trade in oil, then that should be

incorporated into our'cost benefit analysis' also.

Should it prove possible to establish a successful cooperative
regime in the Indi4n Ocean Region, what would be the likely
oulcomes? What are the assets of the region that would be developed

as a result of closer regional trade? what linkages would be likely to
evolve between the region and other regions and between sub-regions

within the IOR?

There are two such benefits that immediately come to mind'
First, the IOR is rapidly emerging as the great global repository of
easily accessible eneigy. A factor in increased demand for Gulf oil will
also 

-be 
the emerging energy needs of East Asia, as detailed in Part I.

According to Richard W. Baker, 'This level of dependency inevitably
creates a degree of uncertainty and insecurity' given the degree of
volatility in the Gulf region.20 Gulf security, moreover, is dependent
in turn on wider Indian Ocean security. For example, access through
the Suez Canal was crucial for the Western allies in 199O when they

were forced rapidly to establish a 'trip wire' force to check a possible

advance by Iriqi iotces into Saudi Arabia.2l The US forces pre-

positioned on the mid-ocean atoll of Diego Garcia were also important
in establishing this force. The deploymcnt of forces and materiel
through the 'west about route' through the Indian Ocean was a vital
factoiin the conduct of the Gulf war itself. Bccause of the way in
which Gulf security and Indian Ocean security are'stitched together', it
behoves regional and outside nations to nurture and assist the

embryonic IOR process.

A second feature of the region is that it contains in South Asia

an important cohort of cheap labour and, potentially, an important

Richard W. Baker, Sweeping Changes Shape a New Pacific Asia', Asia-Pacific

Issues, No. 24, September 1995, East-West Center, Hawaii, p.3. 
-In an interview tet*".n former President George Bush and David Frost aired in

Australia in January 1996, Bush maintained that, had it not been for US

intervention, Iraq would have invaded Saudi Arabia.

20
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global market. It is also a region that has considerable potential for
significant economic growth and development. Despite having
relatively closed economies in the 1980s, the underlying economic
growth rate for the South Asian region in that decade was over 5 per
cent. Now that all regional countries are in the process of liberalising
their economies, the possibilities for economic growth are higher still.
ln 1994-95, the growth rate in India was 6.2 per cent. In 1995-95, it is
Iikely again to be over 6 per cent, despite an extremely tight credit
regime that is likely to contribute to a highly creditable yearly inflation
rate of about 5 per cent. A recent report by Barings Bank assesses
regional South Asian growth between 1996 and 2000 at 5.9 per cent.22

South Asia is, however, relatively energy-poor. The prpblem
is exacerbated by the fact that oil consumption in the largest regional
country, India, is growing at 9 per cent per annum. Siddiqi has
pointed out in a recent article in Asian Suroey that this energy poverty
in South Asia, combined with the fact that the region is adjacent to an
enonnous source of natural gas in Southwest Asia (Iran for example,
has reserves of 700 trillion cubic feet, compared with India's reserves of
oriy 26 trillion cubic feet), offers considerable potential. Natural gas
provides a relatively clean source of energy, which is important in the
context of the likely enormous emissions of greenhouse gasses
involved in the development of the two mega-population powers,
India and China.23

The potential synergism between South and Southwest Asia is
unlikely to be realised, however, unless India and Pakistan develop a
modus oiaendi. At present there are plans to build a gas pipeline from
Iran to Pakistan and possibly on to India, but these plans cannot be
finalised until India considers that it has adequate protection against
its supplies being threatened or actually cut off by Pakistan. India is
currently negotiating to ensure control of the last control point prior to
the line entering Pakistan (presumably so that it can ensure that any
cut-off would be mutual). India is also negotiating to build an
alternative route from Oman under the Arabian Sea, but the economic
viability of this route is in doubt given the high costs and significant
technical problems involved. Should the potential synergism between

As in Fred Brenchley, 'Emerging countries tipped to upstage C7, Australian
F iruncial Pcoiew, 24 [anuary 1996.
Toufiq Siddiqi, 'India-Pakistan Cooperation on Energy and Environment: To
Enhance Security', Asian Suroey,Yol. XXXV, No. 3, March 1995,pp.22G8.

22
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South and Southwest Asia ever be realised, the north-west of the

Indian Ocean could emerge quite rapidly as a dynamic new global

focus of consumption andhanufacturing. Already India is emerging

as a cost-effective global locale for petro-chemical industries based on

its own market requirement and its location near the Gulf'

Moreover, links between South/Southwest Asia and Southeast

Asia would be likely to intensify rapidly should the synergisms

evident between Souitr and Southwest Asia ever be realised. This

'lateral Asian trade' would be greatly facilitated should an embryonic

IOR organisation decide to adopt the trading protocols and

agree*e-ttts currently in use in APEC. Such a move would also make

sinse in terms of ttte cross-membership of important APEC countries
(such as Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and Australia)

between APEC and the IOR. In the longer term, a regional

organisation could help 'bring along' Eastern and Southern Africa, by
linking those regions to the growth Patterns further north.

Outlook
According to the former Indian Commerce Minister, P'

Chidambaram:

It lthe establishment of a regional organisation] will not be an

easy exercise. While I am extremely optimistic, I must caution

thai, given the diversity of countries, we should proceed with
care and only after deliberations. Controversial bilateral issues

should be eicluded from the deliberations.24

Yet despite the fact that the Indian Ocean is largely made up of
poor and weak states and despite the manifest security problems that

have carved deep fissures into the region, the idea of regionalism in
the Indian oceanhas germinated. within the broad ambit of that idea,

there are a variety of views as to what should constitute regionalism in
the Indian ocean. The eventual form regionalism might take is as yet

unclear. It might simply consist of an on-going process of ad hoc

meetings that never achieves significant outcomes, or it might go much

further than that and evolve into the type of Process evident in APEC -

that is, an emerging pattern of trade-facilitating mechanisms that falls

24 From a speech at the inauguration of the IOI{BF at New Delhi, December 1995.
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short of a customs union but that is underwritten by a growing habit
of regional consultation.

Given the disparate nature of the region alluded to by
Chidambaram, regionalism will require a significant driving force if it
is to succeed. At present, the principal factor driving regionalism is
the feeling on the part of many regional countries that they are losing
out in a world increasingly being divided into wealthy and powerful
trading blocs. Paradoxically, the smaller and weaker regional states
also fear that they will lose out in a world rapidly globalising under
the auspices of the WTO - an organisation in which they do not believe
they have an effective voice. These driving forccs behind regionalism
in the IOR could prove to be far more powerful than most
commentators have credited.

The question still remains, however, whether the more
significant regional countries will have an interest in fostering
regionalism in the Indian Ocean, or whether they will attempt to
exercise other options elsewhere, for example in APEC. There will
probably be different answers to this question for different parts of the
Indian Ocean.

The Gulf region will in most matters be firmly bonded into the
global trading system through the economics of oil. To the extent that
the Indian Ocean will be important to these countries, it will be so in
terms of the continuing security of the oil routes out of the region and
the requirement for labour and technical skills from the South Asian
region. While most Gulf countries might give grudging support to the
Indian Ocean idea they would never want that idea to develop at the
expense of the involvement of the outside powers in the security and
economy of their region. Iran's case, however, is somewhat different.
Iran currently feels isolated internationally and at loggerheads with
the dominant Western powers. An Indian Ocean regional organisation
would give Iran an ideal non-Western venue through which it could
enter world forums and play a more meaningful international role.

Many African and Indian Ocean island countries, on the other
hand, will adopt the view that a viable Indian Ocean organisation has
much to offer in terms of providing a voice for them in global and
regional affairs. This is particularly true of the island states; less so of
continental Africa, where alternative regionalisms will tend to compete
with Indian Ocean regionalism.
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The view of the IOR from South Asia will be mixed. For India,
the name of the game will be APEC and, to a lesser extent, Europe and

North America. The role of regionalism in India will depend on the
success of its bid to be part of the Asia-Pacific. Should it succeed - and

there is a growing body of support for its membership on the Part of
the APEC powers - the IOR will probably remain of secondary
importance to New Delhi. India, on the other hand, will be the key to
the success or failure of the IOR in the sense that, without a strong
Indian commitment there can be no viable regional organisation.
While the economic energies of India are likely to be more focused on
the Asia-Pacific than on the IOR, it will have an on-going interest in
ensuring that the IOR remains viable as a region, if only because it
constitutes India's own back yard - in much the same way as the

United States has an on-going interest in Latin America, but more
powerful economic links elsewhere.

The ASEAN IOR powers are likely to watch and wait to see

what type of organisation the IOR evolves into and what opportunities
it might provide. For them, the main game will clearly remain in the
Asia-Pacific, with the exception of oil security. For Australia, however,
there will be a continuing interest in Indian Ocean regionalism driven
by a variety of concerns, including strategic concerns (mainly
associated with oil security, but also widcr maritime security issues),

humanitarian concerns and economic considcrations motivated by the

search for markets in emerging countries.

But in the final analysis, none of the positive factors driving
regionalism will succeed in bringing the process forward significantly
unless some of the more difficult regional security concerns can be

addressed. This is especially the case in South Asia, where the India-
Pakistan conflict has poisoned the chances of sAARC and caused India
to propogate a highly selective regional process. But in the Gulf also,

Ieading Gulf nations such as Saudi Arabia will be reluctant to lend
strong support to a regional process that could potentially be used by
Iran to break out of its regional isolation and that precludes a strong
role for Pakistan. Economic regionalism might assist in the process of
easing these tensions, but only to the extent of producing over time the

habit of consultation. In the end there will need to be a political

commitment on the part of the nations involved to settle their
differences in order to open up the full possibilities that the region has

to offer.



CONCLUSION

In terms of its security architecture, the Indian Ocean does not
constitute a true security system. Rather, it is comprised of a series of
highly diverse sub'systems, or 'security complexes'. In recent years,
however, these complexes have become less isolated from each other.
For example, South Asia is becoming more closely linked to Southwest
Asia as Pakistan seeks to develop its Islamic assets in the Gulf region
in order to develop a 'make weight' to India. On its part, India has
sought to develop its own links into Southwest Asia in order to
counter Pakistan. The end of Apartheid in South Africa also opens out
the prospect of closer linkages developing between India and the
Southem African nations. Economic liberalisation has also opened up
the prospect of new linkages between the South Asian complex and
Southeast Asia. India, in particular, has been able to develop better
relations with ASEAN nations such as Malaysia and Singapore, and
latterly Thailand and Indonesia. Over time, these developments could
affect the fundamental security architecture not only of the Indian
Ocean, but also of the Asia-Pacific region.

Now that the Cold War is over, the maior security concern for
the external powers is oil security. Oil security is now primarily
challenged from within the Persian Gulf itself. The most likely sources
of threat to oil security now derive from the possibility of regime
problems in Saudi Arabia or from war between Gulf nations, rather
than from a deliberate attempt on the part of a Gulf state to interdict
the flow of oil or seize another country's oil supplies. Although
Washington regards Iran as an ambitious power in the Gulf, the latter
is now extremely dependent on continued access to international oil
markets for its economic well-being. Tehran would be unlikely to
embark on any adventure that might jeopardise its access to that
market unless it were to feel that its position were to be seriously
challenged by the West.

Since the Kuwait war, the position of the United States and its
Western allies has in some respects improved and in others become
more difficult. It has improved in the sense that the conservative oil
states have now agreed to allow US and other allied troops and
equipment to be pre-positioned in the Culf. The United States has also
increased the level of its pre-positioning of equipment and other assets
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in Southeast Asia (which in turn increases the salience of the Indian
Ocean in Gulf strategy). And Saddam Hussein's Iraq remains a

severely weakened country. On the other hand, all of the mapr
western protagonists in the Kuwait war have since sustained military
cuts that would make the fighting of another war on the scale of the
Kuwait war more difficult. Nor would there necessarily be US forces
'pre-positioned' in Europe, as it were, in the event of another crisis.

Thislatter development is likely to make the'west about route'into the

Gulf through the Indian Ocean more important in any future crisis

than it was in the 1991 war.

In the Gulf itself, some important regimes, especially the
House of Saud in Saudi Arabia and to a lesser extent the Kuwaiti
government, have failed to become more flexible and liberal as a result

or tne Kuwait war. They remain brittle and potentially vulnerable to
violent change; and such change could itself threaten the oil security
regime.

For the non4ulf powers at the littoral of the Indian Ocean, oil
security is as important as it is for the West. These powers have,

however, been less willing for political reasons to articulate their
concerns about oil security than have the Western Powers, or to give
them concrete expression in the form of an active contribution to
ensuring oil security. With a few exceptions, they have been content to
let the Western powers make the running on oil security. Following
the end of the Cold War and the Kuwait war, they are, however, no

longer actively opposed to the Western Presence in the Indian Ocean,

as some of them once were.

The Kuwait war and the growing dependence of the emerging
economies of East Asia on Gulf oil have also served to focus the
attention of the East Asian powers on the security of Gulf oil and of the

oil trade routes out of the Gulf. By the end of the present decade,

China is likely to emerge as a major consumer of Gulf oil. This should
change China's attitude to Indian Ocean security by introducing a

degree of commonality between Beifing and Western capitals that did
not previously exist. It is to be hoped in these circumstances that
China will be less willing to engage in the kind of irresponsible arrns

transfers that it has undertaken in the past'
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One important potential development in the hinterland of the
Indian Ocean rim has been the emergence of the Central Asian
Republics. The CARs may, in time, start to interact much more with
rim countries such as lran, Pakistan and India than they have in the
past. With their enormous potential resources they could thus add
significantly to the already considerable resource base of the IOR. For
the present, howevet they are still fundamentally locked in to their
economic relationship with Russia. All of them except Kazakhstan,
moreover, have strong ethnic links with Turkey.

From the perspective of trading interests and the security of
trade, the importance of the Indian Ocean still lies in its role as a
'transit lounge' between Europe and East Asia and as the major
transportation route for most of the world's oil. In terms of the threat
to SLOCs and so<alled 'choke points', the most serious concern
remains the Straits of Hormuz, which are impossible to bypass in the
event of a crisis. All of the other straits could be bypassed, albeit at
some additional cost. Except in the context of a local-level conflict, no
Indian Ocean power has the capability to interdict SLOCs in open
ocean areas without facing an insurmountable challenge from US

naval forces.

The emphasis in terms of trade security is, however, likely
progressively to shift as more trade and investment are generated by
the liberalising economies of the region, particularly those of South
Asia. Once this occurs, the issue of investment stability and security
will come more to the fore in the calculations of the external Powers
than it has in the past. The interests of the external powers in Indian
Ocean security are thus likely to become more diffuse.

Other than in terms of oil security, the littoral powers remain
focused on their near neighbours as their major security concerns
rather than on any threat from a more distant power. No Indian Ocean
power, not even India, has a true Indian Ocean-wide reach that would
enable it genuinely to threaten or coerce any larger Indian Ocean
power outside its own security complex, even should it desire to do so,

which is unlikely. The Western external powers are no longer seen as

threatening by most littoral powers (the exceptions being Iran and
Iraq). India remains wary concerning the activities of China but
recognises that any direct involvement by China in the Indian Ocean is
a very long-term prospect.
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India is the only Indian Ocean Power withpotential significant
power-projection capability. In time, India could even play a more
prominent role in the Asian balance of power. But India has, since the
1980s, emerged as a more internationalist, opportunistic and flexible
power in order to cater for its emerging economic needs. Importantly,
it is intent upon developing its internationalist credentials through
collective security, especially under the auspices of the United Nations.
Moreover, India;s naval ambitions have been put on hold because of
the post-1990 economic crisis, the loss of Soviet suPPort, and the

pressing need to cater{or the'continental' requirements of security'

An important emerging se'curity concem in the Indian Ocean

is the problemof low-intensity conflict and its links to issues such as

populition and resources. Although low-intensity conflict has always
beer, presetrt, it seems to have increased in prevalence in places like
Souttr- Asia and Africa in recent years. Moreover, those engaged in
such conflict are now armed with weapons that are far more lethal

than in the past. Many of these weapons were introduced into the

region undei the Cold War regime. The Cold War in turn provided a

ceitain overlay of discipline on the client states on both sides. Now
that the Cold War is over, there is no longer any such restraint. The

weapons, however, remain.

Problems in nations such as Rwanda and Somalia are,

moreover, increasingly being thrust onto the global stage by modern

media. To date, the international community has not been able to
develop the means to address such crises collectively. This is a major
issue cbnfronting the international community and the Indian Ocean

region.

The other major issue confronting the Indian ocean nations

relates to nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and the means to

deliver them. Proliferation of all of these weaPons continues,

especially in south and southwest Asia, notwithstanding the existence

of international regimes such as the NPT, the CWC and the BWC'

Indeed, the programmes of the littoral nations engaged in these

activities have been substantially assisted by the provision of

technologies from outside the region. They have also been driven by
linkages to outside programmes, such as the linkage between the

Indian and Chinese nuclear Programmes.
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Despite the many security problems around the littoral, the
Indian Ocean is probably now more secure from large-scale conflict
than it has been for many years. The end of the Cold War and the end
of Apartheid in South Africa have had the effect of lowering the
'strategic temperature' in the region. The Kuwait war demonstrated
the difficulty that any regional nation would immediately encounter
should it seek to exercise control over supplies of oil. However, the
dangers of sub.regional-level conflict (for example between India and
Pakistan) and of low-level conflict and resultant large-scale loss of life,
remain real and houbling challenges to be confronted by the region.
The parallel existence of opportunity and challenge posed by recent
events, combined with the increasing international tendency toward
regional solutions in both security and trade, have served to focus the
attention of IOR nations for the first time on the possibilities of
regionalism in this far-flung, diverse and generally poor part of the
world.

It will not be easy to introduce a viable process of regionalism
into the IOR, however. But it is precisely because the region is poor
and weak that the effort is worthwhile. Critics of the process have
failed to recognise the way in which stability in the IOR is vital to well-
being elsewhere, especially in the Asia-Pacific, and especially in the
context of the security of oil supplies. Australian is one important
country that has tended to draw an 'invisible line' around its own
version of Asia (now the 'East Asian Hemisphere') - a line that lies
somewhere just west of Rangoon. To an extent, Southeast Asian
nations have shared this view.

It is already proving to be the case, however, that the
functional definition of 'Asia' (that is, the Asia that trades and talks
about security together) is proving far more'fungible' than hitherto
credited. This phenomenon of an'expanding Asia' is in the interests of
both Australia and the ASEAN countries. It should suit them to have a

multipolar balance in Asia, one that involves a large, basically status
quo power such as India, as well as China, fapan and the United
States. It should suit them to have a wider Asian trading network, one
that also embraces the giant energy reserves of Southwest Asia and the
increasingly important centres of labour, technology and market access

provided by South Asia. All developed countries should also support
the kind of regionalism in the IOR that can assist in addressing the
growing crisis of Africa by stimulating trade, especially given a world
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in which it will be increasingly difficult to let any single region of the

globe drift to its separate fate.
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STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STTJDIES CENTRE

The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is
located in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the
Australian National University, is to advance the study of strategic
problems, especially those relating to the general region of Asia and
the Pacific. The Cenhe gives particular attention to Australia's
strategic neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific.
Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to members of the
University, but includes other interested professional, diplornatic and
parliamentary groups. Research includes military, political, economic,
scientific and technological aspects of strategic developments.
Strategy, for the purpose of the Centre, is defined in the broadest
sense of embracing not only the control and application of military
force, but also the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause
violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars
for other departnents within the ANU and other universities, as well
as to various goverrunent departments. Regular seminars and
conferences on topics of current importance to the Centre's research
are held, and the rnaiJr defence training institutions, the Joint Services
Staff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses. Members of the Centre provide advice and
training courses in strategic affairs to the Department of Defence and
the Departrnent of Foreign Affairs and Trade.

Since its inception in196f,, the Centre has supported a number
of Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety
of investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been
on problems of security and confidence building in Australia's
neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arrns proliferation and arms
control; poliry advice to the higher levels of the Aushalian Defence
Deparhnent; and the strategic implications of developments in
Southeast Asia, the Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.

The Centre runs a Graduate Programme in Strategic Studies,
which includes both Graduate Diploma ind Masters progiammes. It
maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on
strategic issues, particularly from the press, learned iournals and
government publications. Its Publications Programme, which
includes the Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence and SDSC
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Working Papers, produces more than two dozen publications a year
on strategic and defence issues.
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tmNG the 1970s, thetefia'arc of crisis'was introdmed to describe

the giant sickle of the glotr that stretched from tlre Magrtb to Burma.

Lnfornrnatety. that dcscription is as apt tod.ry as it was then. Much of
the rcrritory encourpassed by the expression 'arc of crisis'may be

fornd at ornear the lndian Ocean rim. Here are located some of tht
poorest, least devekrped and least stable countries and some of the
.4roqt difficult bllateral disputes in the world.

In a dimate in which much of the world is attempting to build viable
regional economic and securit,v associations, the tndian Oc-ezm region

has so fargone agairut the trend" At fimt glance, the prospects for
regionalism in the lndian Ocean do not appear promising. the region,

har very little economic critical mass It does not possess the t.ype of
economi< complementarity evident in APEC, NAITA or the European

Union,But the Indian Ckean region is fui tlre midst of profound chartge

- change that could potentially.bring about morc robust regional

perspectivei.
:'.

Recent developroents in the region include the admission of fuuth
Africa to regional forurni for thc first time as a result of the ending of
Apartheid: the advent of economic liberalisation and highcr growth
rates in the most populous sub-region of the Indian Ocean. South Asi4
thC development of newand, dynamk linkages berween South Asia
and Southeast fuia: and the gnrwing awareness among Indian Ocean

rim courtries that they need to derelop closer links in order to gain a

volce in a rapidly globalising wodd. These positive developments have

together prorxrted a tentative regronal process. ' r '

It is a fundamental tenet of this book, howeveqthat none of these

dcvelopmenls will have a la.sting positive effect unless the deep-seated

problems of territory and nation that beset the region can be

ameliorated. While econonicregionalismand a fcrus on
'conrprchensive security'canassibt in this process, in tt" !na!
analysb. the protagonists and competitors engaged in these disputer

must themselves decide thatt@,time has come at least to downgrade .'

the levelof disputation, if not attually tci r.esolve their.pmblemS. .,


